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13253 Vader Mod English Version Armor Fliggerty *674 freddyk 2012-08-10
Add to the game a full set of Armour of Darth Vader (helmet, breastplate,

greaves, boots, gloves, cape) As well as adding: -9 Normal Lightsabers (Obiwan
Kenobi, Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Exar Kun Mara Jade, Mace Windu, Yun,

Dooku, Sith) -3 Double Blade Lightsaber (Darth Maul, Exar Kun, Bastil...

13252 Triss Merigold's Outfit Armor Fliggerty *905 Bahamut 2013-09-26
Description: Triss' outfit from The Witcher 2 v1.0 About this mod: It's a simple

conversion of outfit used by Triss Merigold as seen in The Witcher 2, and yes its
legal as CDPR (developers) allowed usage of their game assets in free user

mods. As an extra i included a hair model, for your own in...

13251 Tribunal Crafting Additions
TCA Armor Fliggerty *257 Alaisiagae and Jac 2011-08-09

Name: Tribunal Crafting Additions TCA Version: 1.0 Date: 1/31/2009 Category:
Models and Textures Requirements: Tribunal Recommended Mods: Armor

Integrative Modifications Author: Alaisiagae & Jac Description Adds shields to
Bols Indalen's crafting options, including an all new Adamant...

13250 The Sauron Project Armor Fliggerty *964 Orry aka The Hand of
God 2013-12-16

The Sauron Project exists simply of the great strong armor from Sauron from
Lord Of The Rings, and it adds his great mace and his much wanted ring.

Everything is just the same except there isn't the cape. That's it so I hope you
enjoy it. Oh almost forgotten, the ring really makes you invisble. H...

13249 Shield Sunder & Keening Armor Fliggerty *897 Starwarsgal9875 2013-09-16
Adds shield versions of Sunder and Keening, allowing you to duel wield them.

Plugin descriptions explain how to get them. Note: The screenshots were taken
using a replacer for Keening and Sunder, which is a seperate mod.

13248 Plangke's Partial Female
Cuirass Replacer Armor Fliggerty *326 Plangkye and

Lokichan 2011-08-12

READ ME Please :) 1. Intoduction 2. Requirements 3. Installation 4.
Troubleshooting 5. Credits 6. Usage and Permissions 7. Future Plans 8. Contact

Info 1. INTRODUCTION Plangkye is one of my all time favorite clothes
modders, and is now one of my all time favorite armor modders. This cuirass

c...

13247 No More Medium Armor Armor Fliggerty *765 Josephort 2012-12-09
Generally speaking, I find the degree of specialization through little choices to

be one of Morrowind's strong points. However, I think Bethesda went a step too
far in breaking armor into three separate categories. I have simply never

understood the logic behind the existence of medium armor, for...

13246 Mighty Angel & Fierce
Demon Shields Armor Fliggerty *475 iamnone 2011-09-20

--- Mighty Angel & Fierce Demon Shields --- (mod for TESIII: Morrowind) by
iamnone This mod adds two shields using mesh and textures resources by

Midgetalien. I have created icons for the shields, given each a name and stats,
and created the esp to add the items to the game. Both shie...

13245 MidgetAlien's Dragon Priest
Masks *updated* Armor Fliggerty *1173 MidgetAlien, Danke 2015-12-03

I took Midgetalien's original dragonpriest mask resource and implement it,
tweaked it, and added an extra mask. You can find the mask locations in the
readme, but here's some hints: Hevnoraak - In the home of a Nord Blade in

West Gash Krosis - On a bookcase in a place filled with Nords Moroke...

13244 Mabrigash Armored Robes Armor Fliggerty *1048 Aoimevelho 2014-07-03

The mod adds 2 ashlander-style armored robes designed for the warrior-
witches of the Ashland. There are 2 ESPs:

MabrigashArmoredRobe_Resource.ESP - only adds armored robes to CS.
MabrigashArmoredRobe_Resource.ESP - adds this new armor to many

Mabrigash in game. I changed the Mabrigash class -...

13243 indoril scout armor Armor Fliggerty *634 Rattfink333 2012-04-14 Adds a new light armor ingame called the indoril scout armor. can be found in
ghostgates tower of dawn.

13242 Indoril Armored Robe Armor Fliggerty *971 Aoimevelho 2013-12-21
This mod contains two versions of Indoril armored robe - with and without
cloak, and a variation of Indoril helmet - with Dunmer ears and red glowing
eyes. There are 2 ESPs: IndorilArmoredRobe_Resourse.esp - the stuff is only

added in CS as a resourse. IndorilArmoredRobe.esp - the robes and t...

13241 hollaajith's Armor Overhaul Armor Fliggerty *1059 hollaajith 2014-08-10
DESCRIPTION Completely overhauls every aspect of Armor from weight to AR.
Some of the features include - - AR ranges are modified. Light armor from 5 to
40, Medium armor ranges from 15 to 60 and Heavy Armor ranges from 20 to

80. - 7 Game Settings ( iCuirassWeigh...

13240 Helm of The Deep Delver Armor Fliggerty *1075 GojiraGamer 2014-09-12 There's not much to say about this mod. I just added in the Helm of The Deep
Delver from Oblivion. Took me about 10 minutes.

13239 Glass Glowset (Resurrected) Armor Fliggerty *904 Solidfire 2013-09-23

Knowing that PES has been dead for a long while now, I decided to upload my
mods here. I've rewritten the description below as seen on PES, you can find

the original link listed here;
http://planetelderscrolls.gamespy.com/View.php?view=mods.detail&id=7649

There you can find other original files ...

13238 Dwarven Armor +
Dishonored Mask Armor Fliggerty *1121 Danke 2015-06-24

This adds a set of alternative dwemer armor and a Dishonored-style dwarven
mask with hood. You can find the set on some crates on the top level of Arvs-

Drelen in Gnisis (The Velothi tower) Note: feel free to use this in your own mod
:)

13237 Dread Gear Armor Fliggerty *282 Pluto 2011-08-10 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Dread Gear, by Pluto (originally by jojjo for
Oblivion) version 1 - Installation - Playing the Plugin - Notes - Credits and ...

13236 Divine Domina Compatibility
Patches Armor Fliggerty *472 iamnone 2011-09-20

--- Divine Domina Compatibility Patches --- (mod compatibility patches for
TESIII: Morrowind) by iamnone Jeremy McGuinn's Divine Domina mods conflict
with any mod that alters the stats of the default Bethesda armors. This archive

contains compatibility patches. Version 1 includes patc...

13235 Daedric Lord Armor
Morrowind Edition Armor Fliggerty *1063 McMuffin converted

by Bahamut 2014-08-24
Daedric Armor Replacer for Morrowind v1.0 (aka Daedric Lord Armor) About
this mod: This is a port of McMuffin's Daedric Lord Armor for Oblivion, which
was basicaly redone Morrowind Daedric armor set, What is included: -Daedric

armor set ( Male+Female ), -Bound armor pieces ( Male+Female ), -Dae...

13234 Adamantium Armor Boost Armor Fliggerty *1153 iamnone 2015-10-01
Note: This simple mod contains the Adamantium Armor tweaks from my old

Official Plugins Collection archive. Created because the GOG version of
Morrowind includes the official plugins (rendering OPC unnecessary unless you
want the GMST removals). --- Adamantium Armor Boost --- (mod for TESIII: M...

2874 ~ Neuman's Black Leather
Mod v1.2 ~ Armor MMH 4-12168 Neuman 2013-02-05

This mod will install a new clothing/armor texture - black leather. While black
leather is meant to be used by the ladies, it can also be used by the men, it just

doesn't look as good. Black leather is not generally known of in Vvardenfell,
although in western society, it is typically associated ...

2855 Zools Armour Armor MMH 4-2279 Unknown 2009-04-24
quick plugin for the peeps who asked for it. go to the open square in balmora to

see the Durzog statue. the statue is an container containing my works of my
armor and weapons. have fun with it.

2846 Zach's Beastiary Mod Armor MMH 4-7774 Zach 2003-09-01
Adds one beastiary in the grazelands region and one down the backroad from

pelegiad. Around 30 or so beasts that can all be told to sit, come, attack, or not
attack. A guild guide at the eight plates in balmora can take you to either.    

Mod contains all of the non-intell...

2845 Z999z3's Item Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12562 Z999z3mystorys 2008-02-26
Upgrade your daedric, glass, Indoril, and ebony items to be 25% more

powerful! Changelog:1.2 Adjusted the enchantment value of an item to be in
line with others.     1.1 Common enchanted glass weapons can now be

upgraded, and fixed a minor typo in the dremor...
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2843 Yugioh GX Duel Disk Armor MMH 4-13841 DanielAllen12 2010-02-13
My First Mod.   Adds a Wieldable Duel Disk from the Yu-Gi-Oh Franchise into
the Game.   It Doesn't Give any Additional Bonuses, and its Untextured, but it

still Looks Pretty Cool, and is good if you think your Arm on Morrowind looks a
little Bare.     �...

2834 Your Indoril Armour Armor MMH 4-13076 emoboy64 2008-12-08
Many people have made mods that make the Indoril Cuirass and Helm free
from the Ordinator Uniform script. This nearly does that but you get your

Indoril Cuirass and Helm that are free from the script either by console or by
doing the Mysterious Killings In Vivec quest and selecting Cuirass and He...

2821 Ymsidril Armour/Scimitars Armor MMH 4-7119 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28
Includes: 9 one handed long scimitars 1 two handed longer scimitar 4 defensive

shorter scimitars 2 ornate unique shields 2 full sets of armour The armour is
currently lying on the crates on the raised platform at the silt strider port in

Gnisis with the sh...

2808 Xena Armour Armor MMH 4-4744 SNAPCASE 2009-05-12 SNAPCASES Xena Armour Version 1 An ElderScrolls III: Morrowind Plugin
Created by: SNAPCASE Created For: The Morrowind Community Copyrig...

2806 Xaedon's Dreugh Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14979 Xaedon 2013-09-05
Male and female versions of Dreugh armor includes: Dreugh Pauldrons

(L&R)...Bracers (L&R)...Greaves...Boots...Tower Shield, and the Dreugh Mask
Helm (closed). It also adds 3 NPCs, a leveled item list, some containers, and

one creature. see readme for info.

2802 Woodstalker armor Armor MMH 4-15238 Hellwolve 2014-08-30
I'd almost consider this one a 'golden oldy'. One of my first mods. This mod

adds the following: * A new race: the Freeborn * A Ranger Class * A a complete
Ranger Armor set, and a chest in the Trade House in Seyda Neen to contain it *

The "Freedom" birthsign Ofcourse ...

2798 Wooden Shields with
Heraldic Symbols Armor MMH 4-13450 GeorgiusSeptim 2009-06-04

Wooden Shields with Heraldic Symbols   --   --     INTRODUCTION   ------------  
Having in mind to make my own castle based on Caldera Govorner's House, I

have noticed ...

2797 Wooden Shields Armor MMH 4-7179 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-04 13 wooden shields available from Arrille in Seyda Neen .

2795 Wood Shield Armor MMH 4-9428 Tolkar 2004-03-29 This plugin is intended for modders to use. Adds a new retextured shield to CS.

2794 Wood Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-638 Thann 2009-04-06 You can find the armor pieces at Vos, Varo Tradehouse, there is new npc called
Pesagus, you can buy the armor set from him. enjoy.

2787 Wollibeebee's Glass Shield Armor MMH 4-15106 Wollibeebee 2013-12-23
Replaces (ESP-less-ly) the glass mesh because it had some... "ugly-ness?" you

know what i'm talking about; you wouldn't have DL'd this if you hadn't seen the
pictures. optional file includes the same mesh but with a glow map path setup,

so it's compatible with starfiresX's glowmapped G...

2776 Wizards' Islands Permafrost
Armor Upgrade v1.0 Armor MMH 4-9947 Raijin Vegeku 2005-06-25

This mod is a little tweak that makes the Permafrost Armor more rewarding for
the trouble you had to go to get it. The changes include a more befitting name,

upgraded enchantments, artifact-worthy value, and better quality for the
armor. I don't personally find the small CE enchantments really ad...

2768 Wizardly Staves Redone HTW Armor MMH 4-11551
Meusnoorn (under the

pseudonym
Mithrandir)

2007-09-24
Adds the option to wield staffs in you off-hand, it's a bad shield, but the

enchantment is really good. If you rank up in House Telvanni or the Mages
Guild you can unlock up to 8 devensive staves that shield you and increase your

max magicka while held.     Summary.

2763 Wizard Hats 1.0 Armor MMH 4-1482 Daduke 2009-04-06
Thx to Vorwoda_the_Black for the scripts and Leiawne for the orginal wizard
hat model and texture. Adds a massive selection of wizard hats that can be

bought at mage guilds in Ald-ruhn, Balmora, Caldera and Vivec. Enjoy - Daduke

2756 WhiteCloak-Persuasion
IndorilGreaves Armor MMH 4-2207 White Cloak 2009-04-24 ImprovementsEsp1 by White Cloak, of the ES Forums fame

2754 White Bonemold Armor Armor MMH 4-1779 Unknown 2009-04-06 This mod adds a set of White Bonemold Armor to the Female Armorer in Ald-
ruhn.

2753 White Armor Armor MMH 4-13469 Jman66100 2009-06-10
This mod adds a set of white armor to the game.  It is just a retextured set of

Daedric armor.  The armor has all   the same attributes as Daedric armor.  As of
yet, I haven't added an in-game way to get the armor, so you can either make  

your own Trader, make...

2752 White Adamantium Armor MMH 4-5508 Nightstrider 2009-06-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's
closure. No information was included, so this note containing some basic

information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------
------ ...

2751 Westsuit v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14826 Westly 2013-06-17
A new shipment of underwater gear has arrived at Clahius Clanler's Outfitters

shop in Balmora .There are two sets of armor - one set is enchanted to be
beneficial underwater while the other is unenchanted . Armor rating is

equivalent to Chitin ( 10 ) and is Light Armor .

2749 Westly Presents Creed of the
Assassin Armor MMH 4-13393 Westly 2009-05-03

This plugin adds:     A Better Body armour inspired by Altair's gear from the
video game, Assassin's Creed :)     A new shipment of armour,fit for Assassins
and Thieves alike, has arrived at Hodlismod's Amoury in Caldera.  The armour

is a mid-ranged ...

2745 Werewolf Stats Armor MMH 4-11481 Rovena Dieverse 2007-08-27
Do you have only Morrowind but you would like to have the werewolf stats of
Bloodmoon expansion pack?Well this is the mod for you.The Final Judgement

Boots

2739 Wearable Skulls Armor MMH 4-12634 Tanvar 2008-03-29
Adds wearable skulls to just about every skeleton and skeletal corpse in the
game. The skulls are 2 pound light helmets.   -This mod does NOT edit the

currenty existing skulls, it only adds them to creatures and corpses.   -This mod
uses all stock meshes and textures.

2730 Warlord's Chain Armor MMH 4-11135 JonDeere, Trosh Lirgg 2007-03-19
A suit of armor my brother and I were asked to make.  It was originally based

on the Warlord's Chain Armor from WoW, but it kind of ended up differently at
the end.  No matter we still used that name.

2727 War Masters Armor Armor MMH 4-2056 Carnithus 2009-04-07
Inspired my the essence of Frank Frazetta's "Death Dealer." Description:  This
adds a full set of War Master's armor as well as two weapons and a small quest

(if you want to call it that) to get it.  The quest begins on the docks at Fort
Frostmoth. The armor sum...

2713 Void Gear v2.1b Armor MMH 4-9394 Kieve 2004-03-18
See Anruin in Sadrith Mora, or Artanis Eston in Mournhold's Great Bazaar for

the new & improved Void Gear. Armor, clothing, or weaponry, they've got
everything an aspiring Void professional needs... Changelog:-2.1a Fixed a

missing TX issue with the Void Scythe and Shield. ...

2712 Void Gear 2.0 T Armor MMH 4-1012 Kieve 2009-04-06
See Anruin in Sadrith Mora, or Artanis Eston in Mournhold's Great Bazaar for

the new & improved Void Gear. Armor, clothing, or weaponry, they've got
everything an aspiring Void professional needs.

2711 Void Gear 2.0 Armor MMH 4-1560 Kieve 2009-04-06
See Anruin in Sadrith Mora, or Artanis Eston in Mournhold's Great Bazaar for

the new & improved Void Gear. Armor, clothing, or weaponry, they've got
everything an aspiring Void professional needs.
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2686 Violet Femme Boutique Armor MMH 4-7559 VagabondAngel 2004-05-19
At long last, my attempt to convert folk to the purple side of life is finished. I
didn't fit in everything I would've liked so there will be addons from time to

time as I come up with new bits and pieces.     The Boutique can be found near
the silt strider port in...

2684 Vile Vampire Hider Armor MMH 4-7939 Squid 2003-11-03
This mod adds a small script to the Masque of Clavicus Vile that will hide your

vampirism from NPCs. This will allow your vampire PC to trade with and talk to
everyone without being attacked.       The helmet, when equiped, will remove

the "Vampire Sun Damage" spell from any...

2677 Veets Open Helm Pack 2.0 Armor MMH 4-2247 Veet 2009-04-24
Veets Open Helm Pack v2.0 Ever been playing a beast race and felt shafted by

your limited selection of head wear? Or perhaps you just have a face that is just
too cute to hide. For all thoes who want the added protection of a helm without

the anonymity of a mask open helms are now avai...

2664 Vampiress Armor Armor MMH 4-1975 Elkaran 2009-04-06
This mod is a recolored version of the Adventuress Armor from Niero's Thin

Clothing mod. The meshes, original textures and the race changing scripts are
his work. I recommend checking out his mod, it contains more cool clothes for

your female character.

2663 Vampire's Equipment Armor MMH 4-9821 PeeWee 2004-11-15 This mod contains the equipment you'll need too be a Vampire. Located in
Seyda Neen, Cesus and Excise Office outside.

2661 Vampire Life Armor MMH 4-14215 lusterless 2011-02-18
There have been several hidden references that vampires may find a way to live

among mortals throughout the elder scrolls series. Now, in Morrowind, a
method has been made!     Clavicus Vile, who gave vampires their stealthy

ways, also gave the world his masque. Any vampire w...

2654 Vallarion's Wolfy Wolf Helms Armor MMH 4-13481 Vallarion 2009-06-14
Ever since I first found the Wolf and Snow Wolf armors in Bloodmoon, I was
always puzzled by the look of the helmets... What exactly was that triangular
'woosh' coming off my head? Where are my wolf ears? Anyway, I finally did

something about it!     This simple mod replaces ...

2653 Vallarion's Very Wolfly Wolf
Helms Armor MMH 4-13486 Vallarion 2009-06-15

Similar to my first Wolfy Wolf Helms, this mod replaces the original 'woosh' of
the wolf and snow wolf helmets with a modified design.     However, this time a
wolf head design is added to the front of the helmet, covering up most of your

character's face.   �...

2652 Vallarion's Face-Covering
Trollbone Helm Armor MMH 4-13488 Vallarion 2009-06-17

On request, this mod was created to replace the original trollbone helmet with
one that covers about half of the character's face, instead of just sitting on their
head, and is purely cosmetic. Changelog:1.0 Initial Release: Changes trollbone

helmets so they cover around half yo...

2651 Valkyrie's armor Armor MMH 4-2158 e-bride 2009-04-24
Valkyrie's armor by e-bride Require morrowind only ________________________ Go
to The Razor Hole in Balmora to buy this armor. ________________________ Thanks

to: Nioliv:Cuirass,skirt,boots Bethesda:Shield,gauntlets Jeremy
McGuinn:Pauldrons _____...

2650 Valkyrie Armor MMH 4-8202 Weasel Features 2002-07-22

2644 Vaernis Dwemer Mk2 and
Steel Alloy Armor Armor MMH 4-15221 Vaernis 2014-06-10

This plugin adds three new sets of armor, DwemerMk2 and a light and dark
version of Steel Alloy Armor. The armor uses new meshes and has a heavy,

mechanical look. There are two plugins in the .zip, one for each of the new sets
of armor. See the readme for more info. ...

2640 Used Nordic Equipment Armor MMH 4-11432 aged hippy 2007-08-08 It adds a complete suit of Nordic armour and Silver weaponry to the game.
Changelog:V1.1 - updated to make it compliant with Divine Domina, etc.

2639 Used Ebony Equipment Armor MMH 4-11424 aged hippy 2007-08-06
It adds a complete suit of plain Ebony armour, weaponry (but no darts), and

both a round- and a tower-shield to the game, so that you don't have to steal it
or kill anyone to wear Ebony Armour.     The stats of the armour are

unchanged, but it's in poor condition and needs re...

2624 UPDATED bb rogue fem
armor Armor MMH 4-1658 Unknown 2009-04-06

2623 Unscripted Indoril Armor Armor MMH 4-794 DasHogg 2009-04-06
Unscripted Ordinator Armor Created by DasHogg 1.What this does? Adds

unscripted versions of indoril armors to the game. Now you don't have to worry
about ordinators attacking you when you were that armor. Unscripted of all

three versions. They are inside a ch...

2618 Unique Combined Armor Armor MMH 4-9102 CrazyNoShoes 2004-02-05
This adds 4 new sets of armor to Vivec, Foreign Quarter Upper Waistworks.

 They are nothing uber and have no new meshes/textures.  BUT they are
combined with other pieces of armor to create a new/unique look    The new

armor includes...Iron Templar Armor....Glass...

2617 Unholy Temple Armor Armor MMH 4-1513 Blackshark64 2009-04-06
Adds black and silver armor called "Unholy Temple Armor" it also includes a
quickly whipped together sword. This mod starts in Seyda Neen by the trade

post where you will find your first clue to its location.

2598 Unarmored Corrector V01
(for players) Armor MMH 4-10084 DinkumThinkum 2005-08-26

A workaround for the Unarmored bug.    A bug in the Unarmored skill makes
the skill completely ineffective unless the character is wearing at least one

piece of armor.    The Unarmored Corrector checks the characters equipment
and automatically equips an invisibl...

2597 Ultimate Warrior Armor MMH 4-10111 Pepsick 2005-08-22
Adds a Class (Ultimate Warrior), Birthsign (The Ultimate Warrior), and some
stuff in Seyda Neen.  A  sword, cuirass, an NPC, amulet, helmet, boots (kinda
like boots of blinding speed, not blind but silent! (no casting magic!)).     In

Ald'Ruhn, Guild of Fight...

2596 Ultimate Thief Armor MMH 4-10110 Pepsick 2005-08-22 Adds a Class (Ultimate Thief), Birthsign (The Ultimate Thief), some stuff in
Seyda Neen, cuirass, 1 ring, 1 pair of shoes and a Dagger, uber!

2593 Tyrael Armor For Morrowind Armor MMH 4-12239 The Holy Wraith 2013-02-24

This mod brings the Tyrael Armor allongwith Female Version from Tyrael
Armor Mod for Oblivion by Zertualpro

(http://www.tesnexus.com/downloads/file.php?id=22794) alongwith one sword
and two shields into the World of Morrowind. I have tried my best to know the

meshes converted are not ...

2589 Twin Wakizashis Armor MMH 4-8774 (The) Merry Piper 2003-03-31
This mod creates dual-wield daedric wakizashis.  I used the original daedric

wakizashi artwork that shipped with the game and converted the model to off-
hand use.  I also lightened the parrying version to make it suitable as a light

armor piece     I further crea...

2586 Tweparm Armor MMH 4-9597 THAJARIN 2004-08-01
Some re-texured items,  I did a while back. I added some of it to leveled lists,

some to merchants, and some to treasure in various places.  Adds:  Dark ebony
sword  Dark ebony helm  4 swords  and some black netch boots

2585 TTS Presents " Altair's Switch
Blade from Assassin's Creed" Armor MMH 4-13397 TaroustheSlayer 2009-05-05

Adds Altair's switch blade from the game Assassin's Creed. The blade is set as a
shield and is sold on a guy hiding behind the smith's shop in Caldera. I'll make
a weapon version soon. Changelog:1.1_Added the .esp I forgot.     1.2_I cleaned

it.   ...
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2584 Tsaesci Dragonscale Armour
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-462 Maj.GHOB 2009-04-06

======== Tsaesci Dragonscale Armour ======== The Tsaesci
Dragonscale Armour is one of the rarest sets of armour in existance. It was

forged from the scales of black dragons during their destruction in Akavir and
the metal adaman...

2583 Tsaesci Dragonscale Armour Armor MMH 4-832 Maj.GHOB 2009-04-06
======== Tsaesci Dragonscale Armour ======== The Tsaesci

Dragonscale Armour is one of the rarest sets of armour in existance. It was
forged from the scales of black dragons during their destruction in Akavir and

the metal adaman...

2581 Tribunal Ordinator and
Imperial Armor Fix 1.0 Armor MMH 4-15252 Zenindren433 2014-09-12

From the included readme: "Fixes some annoyances concerning Ordinator
armor and the Imperial armor: Her hand, High Ordinator and Ordinator armor

can now be worn without having those zealots getting all uppity. Damn
dynamiters. o_O More armor is now recognized as uniform by the Imperial ...

2561 TPO's Imperial Dragon Armor Armor MMH 4-10299 The_Prodigy_One 2005-12-19
Because becoming the Knight of the Imperial Dragon has no real benefits or

rewards, I decided to create an armor worthy of the highest ranking member of
the Legion. The armor is black, with white decorative dragons on it and it is a

heavy armor with stats similar to those of the Helseth Guard arm...

2558 Town of Vogar Armor MMH 4-8259 Alan Duff 2002-07-22
A new island, with the nordic village of Vogar.  A fair way north of Khuul, the
shipmaster at Khuul can take you to Vogar for a small fee or you could swim,

waterwalk or fly - rather a long way.     Many new features including a
cathedral  and interactive gravestone...

2554 tomb of st nerevar Armor MMH 4-501 Greevar 2009-04-06
The Lost Armor of St. Nerevar beta version courtesy of Enlightened_Daedroth

and Soulshade *Tribunal Required* Install the files by pasting them in the
correct folders. These files provide only a small taster of the full mod. This is

the armor only, free for you to do wit...

2553 TitaniumArmour Armor MMH 4-487 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06
What you get - 3 full sets of Titanium High Ordinator Armour added to the

game. Two sets can be found in Titanium chests in the Daedric Shrines of Bal
Ur and Kushtashpi. The other set is scattered around between the Temples of

Vvardenfell - Ald'Ruhn, Balmora, Gnisis, Ghostgate, Molag Mar, and...

2551 Titanium Spirit of Indoril
Shield Armor MMH 4-9559 VagabondAngel 2004-04-29

A little something I threw together quite a while back, now released by request.
 The plugin contains the shield and a recoloured scimitar to go with it. Also

included is a teleport ring I made for teleporting to any Temple - the ring self-
unequips after the first use an...

2548 Tigh High Boots 1.0 Armor MMH 4-772 DURGOTH 2009-04-06 Tigh-High Boots Version 1.0 by DURGOTH #### Content #### Requires
Better Bodies 2.0+ This mod add...

2547 Thu'um Armor Armor MMH 4-12698 Sabian 2008-04-28
A little armor I made in my spare time. It has world art, but no icons, as I dont
know how to do that. If you're interested in making icons for it, please PM me

at the Bethesda forums, username Sabian7 .     The armor is placed on NPC's in
a cell called Sabian's Test Cell. &#...

2545 Three Shades of Darkness Armor MMH 4-9073 Zdim 2004-01-19
Three Dungeons with new Items and Models    Copies of a treasure map are

circulating in Seyda Neen and Balmora. It is said that the map shows the way to
a shunned place where restless spirits still jealously guard their worldly

treasures    Three Shades of Darkne...

2544 Thorn Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-1964 Kieve 2009-04-06
-The only change to the exterior game world is the addition of an NPC to

Pelagiad's "North Wall" section. This NPC is stationary, so the effect should be
minimal. Interior cells are accessible through the teleport this NPC offers-

player is returned to this NPC's location through the proper telep...

2533 Thief Lair Armor MMH 4-9193 Johndoe aka PCHL 2004-02-11
This mod has been made for all those Khajit thieves outt here. Iit has a large
number of functions, and I have been working on it for almost a week, using

simple scripting and a lot of imagination.    Features.  1) classical moving bed,
key hidden somewhere near...

2526 TheAegisArmor Armor MMH 4-445 IcyShadows 2009-04-06
Well, like many, I was unsatisfied with the overall amount/quality of the built-in
armor.  Seeing as my character was specialist in heavy-type armors, I made a
custom suit that I thought was more fitting to the character.  Upon showing it

off, I was pestered to put it up online.  I...

2525 The Witchblade Armor MMH 4-5393 MuTT2801 2009-05-12
Adds the infamous gauntlet named the Witchblade.  I tried to give it qualities as
close to the ones it had in the show.  You can find it in Caise's house.  I was also

going to make it where only females could where it but I wanted everyone to
enjoy it without having to make a new c...

2516 the tongs armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-14158 Rattfink333 2010-11-16
i have taken Alaisiagae's morag tong resource and worked it into the game. i

have put the armor on two helmeted assassins in sadrith mora. the quest giving
helmeted one in vivec. and made a new trading assassin in balmora that will

sell them to you when you get about halfway up the ranks in the m...

2515 The Tomb of St. Nerevar Armor MMH 4-826 Greevar 2009-04-06
The Lost Armor of St. Nerevar beta version courtesy of Enlightened_Daedroth

and Soulshade *Tribunal Required* Install the files by pasting them in the
correct folders. These files provide only a small taster of the full mod. This is

the armor only, free for you to do wit...

2501 The Pretorian v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1928 Kieve 2009-04-06
-This mod adds an NPC to the waistworks of Molag Mar. Unless your saved

game loads in this cell, you should have no problems. If it does, leave the cell
before enabling this plugin. -Pretorian Armor is meant to be as balanced as

possible- it's a few grades better th...

2490 The Missing Bounds v1.0 Armor MMH 4-9606 Veet 2004-07-11
This mod adds in the spells for the 2 peices of bound armor that did not appear

in the original game, pauldrons and greaves. I utilised some unused spell
effects that were in the Blood Moon expansion so that is required to run this

mod, also any other mods utilising thoes spell efects will be inc...

2488 The Masks v1.0 Armor MMH 4-950 Pwnz0r 2009-04-06
This mod adds a new vendor behind Tel Vos that sells a small selection of

masks, along with one "wig". The masks are based upon models and textures by
Lingarn, Fidel, RavynAngel and Bethaliz (amongst others).

2487 The Masks of the Gods
Project Armor MMH 4-9240 Orry aka The Hand of

God 2005-05-08
This Project adds:    The Masks of the Gods. This project is based on the gods of

Morrowind. It adds the mask of Dagoth Ur, Sotha Sil, Almalexia and Hircine.
The masks are own made meshes but the textures are from the Tribunal BSA,

Morrowind BSA and Bloodmoon BSA. Check th...

2480 The Lost Armor of St.
Nerevar v3.0 Armor MMH 4-7307 Aragon, Enlightened

Daedroth, Soulshade 2012-08-24
This mod adds the "Lost armor of St. Nerevar" to the game, and it looks

absolutely great It is a full medium armor, with two kinds of helmets (open and
closed), and two kinds of pauldrons (large and small). Furthermore, I added a

light armor, "St. Nerevar's mail", a mace, and a sw...

2479 The Lost Armor of St.
Nerevar beta Armor MMH 4-1310 Enlightened_Daedroth,

Soulshade 2009-04-06
*Tribunal Required* Install the files by pasting them in the correct folders.

These files provide only a small taster of the full mod. This is the armor only,
free for you to do with whatever you wish. Enclosed is the meshes, textures,

and icons, and an .esp file, but the armor ha...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

2476 The Light of Freedom Armor MMH 4-8361 Marc Etienne
Desjardins 2002-08-20

Over 20 new quests, 30+ NPCs, new weapons and armor. This is about Ral-
Jitar, an Argonian knight, about herself and her family, friends and foes.  Also

has lots of info about Argonian culture. Please see readme for info.

2468 The Knights of Tamriel Part
5: Kynareth Armor MMH 4-6947 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09

This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor. "The Armor of Kynareth", used by
the Kynarian Knights. You'll find the Kynareth shrine just outside of Pelagiad,

on the road to Balmora.

2467 The Knights of Tamriel Part
4: Akatosh Armor MMH 4-6946 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09

This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor. "The Armor of Akatosh", used by the
Order of the Hour. You'll find the Akatosh shrine if you travel the road from

Balmora to Caldera.

2466 The Knights of Tamriel Part
3: Arkay Armor MMH 4-6945 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09

This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor. "The Armor of Arkay", used by the
Order of the Circle. Travel to Fort Moonmoth. In the courtyard you'll find a new

door to the Arkay Shrine. The Non-Tribunal version was made by Sauron.

2465 The Knights of Tamriel Part
2: Dibella Armor MMH 4-6944 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09 This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor. "The Armor of Dibella" used by the

Order of the Lily. Travel to Seyda Neen. Next to the stilt rider is a shrine....

2464 The Knights of Tamriel Part
1: Jet and Gold Armor MMH 4-6943 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09

This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor: "The Armor of Jet and Gold" used by
the Order of the Leopard. Tribunal Version: Travel to Seyda Neen. Walk the

main road and pass the Stilt Rider. On your left is a "Smugglers Cave". Right in
front of you is a new cave door.......try that one....

2453 The Hellripper Armor MMH 4-8196 Demens Ignis 2002-07-10

2451 The Guyver Armor MMH 4-11390 the_rotton_core 2007-07-21
Adds 3 new sets of armor to Morrowind based on the Guyver anime series.  

 This is my first armor mod and is the culmination of my first attempt at
producing 3d meshes and texturing. I'm very proud of it.    There are no bugs

that I know of but please...

2445 The Forgotten Shields -
Artifacts v1.3 Armor MMH 4-12321 Painkiller_Rider 2013-03-14

The Forgotten Shields - Artifacts v1.3 ------ By: Painkiller_Rider What it does? ----
-------------- - Replaces/modifies the meshes, textures and enchantments for 10 of

the artifact/unique/rare shields: - Auriel's Shield ...

2440 The Demon Helm 1.1 Armor MMH 4-1314 Unknown 2009-04-06 The helm can be found in the tradehouse in seyda neen.

2439 The Demon Helm 1.0 Armor MMH 4-1290 Unknown 2009-04-06 The helm can be found in the tradehouse in seyda neen.

2435 The Clockwork Tower Armor MMH 4-7800 Tsar_of_Cows 2003-09-22
This mod is about a new Dwemner ruin that has been descovered, is  basically a

dungeon crawl but there's also a big story behind it, broken up by snippits of
story, item hunts and puzzles with piles of written information providing you

with backgrounds to the characters inv...

2429 The Brass God Armor MMH 4-10453 lochnarus 2006-02-27
The Brass god is dead.    The remnants of an Olden society, one of strange

technology and   mysterious power.  I lie beneath the molten chambers of the
old city, long since rotted away.    CREDITS:  loch- 99% of the texturing, ...

2421 The Armour Pack v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1719 Unknown 2009-04-06
------------------ -The armour pack- ------------------ (Requires Tribunal) Description:
___________ This plugin is a small project of mine, a plugin to the game The
Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind, Which adds 16 new Armour sets to the game,

scattered a...

2420 The Armor of the Magi Armor MMH 4-7164 DarkRebis 2012-08-03
The Armor of the Magi contains a quest, original new armor, new custom race,
new classes and birthsign. "Rumor has it that some strange explorations have

been going on, pertaining to the legacy of a long-dead Sorcerer. While in
Balmora, you happened to notice a strangely wrapped ant...

2419 The Armor of Mara Armor MMH 4-2087 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-06
The Knights of Tamriel Part 6       This plugin adds a new set of heavy armor.

"The Armor of Mara" used by the Maran Knights Made by Jeremy McGuinn for
Morrowind - To install the plugin, unzip the files into...

2413
Texture Replace for Female

Dremora Armor Mod &
Daedric Fire Sword Mod

Armor MMH 4-14920 SHEOL, Aleanne 2013-08-18
Yeah, this replaces 1 of the textures for the armor I made. And as a added

hidden bonus,I put in a Daedric fire blade hidden in seydanen. So,now you have
a new sword to play with,nothin much,but it goes pretty good with the armor. I

just felt you all needed a little surprise thi...

2406 Templar Shield v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12094 Korana 2012-12-20 This plugin adds a shield to match the Imperial Templar Armor.

2405 Templar Shield Armor MMH 4-1696 Korana 2009-04-06
This plugin adds a shield to match the Imperail Templar Armor The shield has

been added to the inventory (and also a crate) of the smith located in
Ebonheart.  More specifically, the Hawkmoth Legion Garrison.

2404 Templar Pauldrons Fix Armor MMH 4-10793 Counciler 2006-09-12
Fixes the missing Imperial Templar upper arms meshes on the pauldrons.

Bethesda made these meshes and textures... they just didnt include them. I
claim no credit for the creation of these resources, only the addition of them

ingame.     [NOTE] The Screenshot is from version 1...

2397 Telvanni Cephalopod Armor Armor MMH 4-15362 Danke 2015-06-14
Adds a robe and armor themed around the cephalopod helm. Includes two esps:
one is all light armor (low AR and durability, high enchant), the other is heavy
(daedric stats, but still high enchant). Fixed some missing files and bad GMSTs

2377 Taylin's Ice Domina Armor MMH 4-9081 Taylin 2004-01-07
A simple mod that replaces the Female Ice Cuirass in Bloodmoon with the

domina mesh.    Also includes a fix for the missing 1st person ice gloves.    This
version replaces the previous version of this mod which was packaged wrong.

2376 Targes Mod Armor MMH 4-8918 Brian Hodge (Brianith) 2004-11-23
This mod adds four different targes (buckler-style shields) to Morrowind. New

models and textures.  Update 1.1 fixed Texture Alpha Problem, update 1.2 fixed
Eagle Targe Foot/Shield Slot problem and makes buckler smaller than the

targes.

2360 Suran Weapons and Armor Armor MMH 4-10167 JoDo 2005-10-10
Adds a smith to Suran who sells legendary armor and weapons for a high price,
of course :)  For thieves : cannot be stolen ! Don't try to kill the smith or all his

goods will be lost !    No new meshes, only modified weapons.

2359 Suran Magic Merchant Armor MMH 4-8559 Rodrigo Ortiz 2005-02-11
This mod adds a merchant, Thelas Adros, to the top of  Suran's Guard Tower

(near the Siltstrider). Thelas  Adros sells special spell books and power books.
These  books teach unique spells/powers such as vampire  spells for humans, or

even skill restoration p...

2356 Superman Armor Armor MMH 4-778 Johnny B 2009-04-06
* README.TXT for Superman Armor * Created by: Johnny B. INSTALLATION:

Put the files from the folders in the download into the folder with the same
name. ex: files from "Textures" goes in the Textures Folder. the plu...

2347 Stendarr's Guantlet Armor MMH 4-10338 Sypron 2006-01-10
Ever Wondered how Stendarr could lift that overweight hammer of his?   Why

he his special Guantlet of course! Rumors of Stendarr's Guantlet are Spreading
through Mournhold, maybe you should start you quest there...

2345 Steel Shields with Heraldic
Symbols Armor MMH 4-13455 GeorgiusSeptim 2009-06-05

Steel Shields with Heraldic Symbols   --   --     INTRODUCTION   ------------  
Having in mind to make my own castle based on Caldera Govorner's House, I

have noticed C...
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2344 Steam Guardian Helm Armor MMH 4-6539 Baofu92 2010-09-01
This mod add the steam guardian helm.   The helm is situated in the following

zone:   Balmora: Meldoer House (Armorer)   Nchuleft (Dwemer ruin)  
Bthungthumz (Dwemer ruin)   Bthuand (Dwemer ruin)   Aleft (Dwemer ruin)  

Arkngth...

2343 Stealth Armor Armor MMH 4-9543 maw3193 2005-04-13
My mod is for those people who find their armor is interfering with the

appearance of their characters, as of which, I have created new items from the
Bethesda glass, indoril and daedric, pretty much only reducing the weight to

the minimum for an armor type and reducing the value to...

2341 Stargel The Entertainer Armor MMH 4-10191 bukowski 2005-10-19
This makes Stargel (the redguard in Balmora who stands in front of the Hlaalu
Council) a lot better!  This time around he is a Merchant/Entertainer who sells

some quite interesting items, including a new kind of torch.    He also has
perfected the art of Levitation, w...

2339 Stalker Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12278 Jester 2013-03-05
This mod adds a suit of thieves armor to the game. It's a light chain armor

covered by studded leather. I tried to insert the armor into the game in a neat
way, but I ran into problems, so it's just in a crate behind a house in Caldera.

The house is the first one on the right as you ent...

2338 Stalker Armor Redone v1 Armor MMH 4-12279 Spot1st 2013-03-05
This mod adds a suit of thieves armor to the game. It's a light chain armor

covered by studded leather. It's is a different version of the stalker armor mod,
It is all the work of others. They are listed in the readme. What I have done is

just remove the enchantments and place it in a chest,in vi...

2329 Spidersilk Shield v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14648 Bart Notelaers 2013-04-24
In the Seran Ancestral Tomb S of Khuul, the door to the lower cavern has been
unlocked. In the past, this hiding place was used by smugglers, runaway slaves
and other criminals. It seems the last smuggled item was never delivered to the

buyer. Retextured shield, with changed attributes...

2327 Specialized Indoril Helms
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14976 Xaedon 2013-09-05

This mod adds 20 new Indoril Helms to the game which are simply Indoril
Helmets with re-colored plumes These are for Ordinators who don't feel like
being just another number. A new vendor is also added to the Vivec, Foreign

Quarter Upper Waistworks to sell these special helms A leveled ...

2325 Spear Mod Armor MMH 4-8348 Dantopgun 2002-08-15

2324 Spartan '300' Shield v1.0 Armor MMH 4-11417 Slartibartfast 2007-08-05
A rumour is circulating that the Fighters Guild in Ald Ruhn have acquired a

battle scarred shield once borne by a mighty warrior who fell in battle against
overwhelming odds, some speculate that it belonged to none other than King

Leonidas of Sparta. The shield is hanging on the wall of the sleep...

2317 Sotonhorian Assassins Armor MMH 4-6746 Revan 2011-06-14
This plugin features two retextured versions of Sotonhorian Armor in red and
black and white which have been added to the guild members of the Morag

Tong and the Dark Brotherhood respectively. Also, there are two sets of master
armor which can be found in the obvious places. The Morag Tong armor ...

2316 Sotonhorian Armor
Morrowind Edition v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12326 Bahamut 2013-03-14

Sotonhorian Armor for Morrowind About this mod: Yet another conversion from
an oblivion mod originaly created by Andragorn, it adds a set of light armor

with stats of glass armor. Location: The armor is sold by Dronos Llervu in lower
levels of Ghostgate...

2315 Sotonhorian Armor
Morrowind Edition Armor MMH 4-13996 Bahamut 2010-06-26

Sotonhorian Armor for Morrowind       About this mod:   Yet another conversion
from an oblivion mod originaly created by Andragorn, it adds a set of light

armor with stats   of glass armor.     Location:   The armo...

2314 SotLF Female Shadow
Cuirass Armor MMH 4-10925 Forseti 2006-12-16 Adds a female Shadow Cuirass to the game based on the Domina mesh. (Now

maybe the villagers won't be so confused. Silly villagers!) Simple.

2313 Sotha Sils Armor Armor MMH 4-1754 Unknown 2009-04-06

2295 Solstheim Smith Armor MMH 4-10239 The Skinky
Sharpshooter 2005-11-14

This mod adds a smith in the Isinfier Plains Region of Solstheim(-22,24). The
smith will sell you weapons and armor.  Hope you like it.    P.S. look on the

shelf above the forge!

2285 Solstheim Armours Armor MMH 4-11453 aged hippy 2007-08-15
This plugin adds a smith to Gnisis who sells Solstheim armours, and also repair

hammers.   The armours are Bear, Wolf, Nordic Mail, and Ice, and each
includes the Shield.   I've re-priced the Ice pauldrons to 1,200 gold, which i

think is more realistic than the 12,000 they wer...

2283 Snow Prince Enhanced v3.0 Armor MMH 4-12516 Midgetalien, Vality 2008-02-08
This mod replaces the snow prince armor, (the ancient steel armor) with armor
that fits the description in the book "fall of the snow prince" It is all enchanted.
As well as the armor the spear has also been replaced. As well as this the mod

also ...

2282 Snow Prince Enhanced Armor MMH 4-15585 Midgetalien 2017-10-02
README SNOWPRINCE ENHANCED ======== WHAT THIS MOD DOES

======== This mod replaces the snow prince armor, (the ancient steel
armor) with armor that fits the description in the book "fall of the snow prince"

It is al...

2280 Snow Bear and Wolf Armours
Improved Armor MMH 4-7518 Hammergand 2005-02-11

I got sick of wearing Snow Wolf and Snow Bear armour, and having them break
  after a few hits. This mod quadruples their condition (which is still  

comparably less than many armours), and slightly increases their armour  
ratings.

2277 Snakes Indoril Fem Armors Armor MMH 4-1716 Unknown 2009-04-06
Installation: Unzip to "data files" Content: Almalexia Indoril Armor: Added two
versions of the Alms Indoril armor...One is full length normal cuirass with the
domina mesh added...the other is a short version with just the skirt sans the

chains a...

2276 SnakeBittens's Dwemer
Armor Fixer Armor MMH 4-11154 Salty Dwemerfreak21 2007-03-30

This mod fixes problems with snakebittens Elite Dwemer Armor from his mod
"snakebittens lair v2"   the fixes are:   the cyborg arm takes up the chest space

and right foot space.     Readme included.

2268 Slowfall & Highjump
Gauntlet Armor MMH 4-8011 konqueror 2002-07-25

The new location of the gauntlets is inside The Council Club, on the ramp to the
basement, inside a chest. These items are intended for fun/travel/whatever the
user wishes, please don't let me hold you back. Also, thanks to the 1000 or so

people who put up with my bad modwork in...

2264 Skull Caps Armor MMH 4-11711 Daduke 2012-09-21 Skullcaps designed with better head design - they'll clip with unusual head
designs

2262 Skeleton Shield Replacer Armor MMH 4-11582 osiris 2007-10-07
**DO NOT UPLOAD ON OTHER SITES**>     This is my first released mod for
The Elder Scrolls III - Morrowind; something i did just for fun while keep on

working on other bigger and more complex projects.     During my adventures
in Morrowind, i have a...

2261 Skeleton Shield Armor MMH 4-13026 Midgetalien 2008-11-18
This mod adds 1 Skull Shield to the CS. It has not been placed anywhere in
Game. It is a modders resource for you to use in your mods.   While it is a

modders resource i would like an e-mail stating that your using it and what its
being used for   Changelog:...

2257 Skaal Shields Armor MMH 4-14071 Midgetalien 2010-09-06 This is just a simple asthetic mod that adds Nord Shields to the Skaal guards
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2240 Silt Strider Armor v1.75 Armor MMH 4-13138 Melchior Dahrk 2009-01-04
This mod adds a new set of lore-friendly armor to the game of Morrowind. The
armor is based off of the silt strider husks you see laying around the Ashlands,
therefore the name Silt Strider Armor This is not just a simple retexture either.

I have combined meshes together to make a se...

2234 Silicon Bros Argonians Armor MMH 4-14441 Silicon Bros 2012-02-25
This plugin adds a small adventure for a levelled hero, during which you can

obtain   a lot of new items. First of all, this plugin adds a variety of light
argonian   armors, new weapons, some shields, new magical ring and some

misc items   of argonian routine. �...

2227 Silas's Real star walker armor Armor MMH 4-13493 Silasmwgamer 2009-06-19
The real star walker armor.   by Silasmwgamer     Introduction.   This mod adds

a new armor called the star walker armor.   It's available to buy at meldors
armor shop in balmora.     Legal stuff.   If you want to u...

2226 Shu Armor v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-2 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2010-11-09

Shu Armor v.1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ========== 0. Version
History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4. How to get

the armor 5. Usage in other mods 6. Credits/...

2223 Shinguard and Adamantium
Upgrade Armor MMH 4-8377 Nanashi 2005-05-02

Well, I started off by playing around with an old leggings mod I found, which
had several people working on it, and I adjusted it slightly (lowered weight and

AR to make up for the fact the shinguard does not cover the feet). Also I
adjusted the enchant vaules of adamantium armor an...

2222 Shields for Vaernis Alloy
Armors Armor MMH 4-15422 DonnerGott 2015-08-24

This mod adds three retextured Chitin shields that match the three similar
armors by Vaernis. Those are the Dwemer Mk II, and the Light & Dark Steel
Alloy armors. You can buy one of each from the same vendors that sell the

armor; just load this ESP after those 2, or merge ...

2218 Sheikizza's Female Ordinator
Helm Armor MMH 4-2321 Sheikizza Icemane 2009-04-24 A female version of the Indoril (Ordinator) helm.

2217 Sheikizza's Daedric Priestess
Outfit Armor MMH 4-3004 Sheikizza Icemane 2009-04-26 SHEIKIZZA'S DARK ELF DAEDRIC PRIESTESS OUTFIT Version0.1.0NT An

ElderScrolls III: Morrowind Plugin Created by: Sheikizza Icemane Created...

2216 Sheikizza's Daedric Armour
Collection v0.1.5 Armor MMH 4-12248 Sheikizza Icemane 2013-02-27

WHAT THIS PLUGIN ADDS TO MORROWIND: 1. Nothing. The new armour
collection will now be available in TESCS for you to add to your world as you
see fit. I did not place this armour in a box, cave, or on a merchant for you to

find or buy. As is, it will appear NO WHERE ...

2215 Sheikizza's Daedric Armour
Collection v0.1.0 Armor MMH 4-12249 Sheikizza Icemane 2013-02-27

WHAT THIS PLUGIN ADDS TO MORROWIND: Adds several original daedric
armour sets for men and women to TESCS for placement in the game. Uses
existing meshes with all new textures and artwork! Three complete sets of

unique female daedric armour... and two complete sets of male da...

2214 Sheikizza's Aedric Crystal
Armor Armor MMH 4-2238 Sheikizza Icemane 2009-04-24

This mod adds to TESCS a complete set of male and female Aedric Crystal
armour. These items have not been added to any merchants or to any other

location in Vvardenfell so far. They live only in TESCS at the moment, until you
decide to place them in your game using either the construction set, or...

2212 Sheikizza Daedric Armour 1.5 Armor MMH 4-2304 symon 2009-04-24
SHEIKIZZA'S DAEDRIC ARMOUR COLLECTION Version0.1.0NT An

ElderScrolls III: Morrowind Plugin Created by: Sheikizza Icemane Created For:
The Mo...

2211 Shalk Medium Armor Armor MMH 4-14310 Midgetalien 2011-06-01
This mod adds a smith called Shath-ashuk to the Urshilaku Ashlander Camp.  

He sells a new type of medium armor made from the shells of Shalk.     The mod
adds a complete new set of armor - including two new helms to the game.

2210 Shalk Lite Armor Armor MMH 4-6158 Forseti 2007-03-25
I tend to like playing thief/assassing characters (and who wouldn't) but was
always frustrated that chitin (a good, cheap, starter armor) only comes in

white. While this might be a good choice for Solstein or other predominantly
snowy landscape, it is hardly good camo in the Ashlands or the dark ...

2209 Shalk Armor Armor MMH 4-7163 DarkRebis 2012-08-03
This plugin adds a suit of Shalk Armor, a black heavy armor made from the
shells of the large Shalk Beetles of Morrowind Includes many 100%original

skins. Inspired by the dark plate armor of the Excalibur film.Readme file
contains install info and in-game instructions.

2208 Shadow Lord Armor v1.20 Armor MMH 4-2231 Sven Bybee 2009-04-24 Adds a full suit of Shadow Lord Armor to Morrowind and a small quest to
obtaining the armor. Shazrak ShadowDragon www.tannis.com/shazrak

2207 Shadow Fox Armour Armor MMH 4-15446 Westly 2016-01-22
This plugin adds armour loosely inspired by Silk Fox from Jade Empire to TES

III: Morrowind. The armour is sold to you by a member of the Morag Tong,
Alessa Nelaavu. Upon executing your first writ, Alessa will sell you the armour

(along with a few handy marksman weapons and short ...

2206 Shadow Armor Mod Armor MMH 4-8228 S.W van Swelm 2002-07-17

2205 shade armor Armor MMH 4-13994 Wollibeebee 2010-06-24
shade armor, darker retexture of the brass god armor, with some red highlights

        location:   it's next to the tower in seyda neen (look for two barrels)
couldn't be bothered making a   quest for it as it's way more fun to put i...

2170 Seyda Neen Armory Armor MMH 4-10257 Denina 2005-11-30
Update to 1.1: After playing a while, I noticed that one of the female Dunmer

NPCs in Seyda Neen kept getting hung up on the doorstep, which I found
aggravating and spoiled immersion. I stopped using it for a while and decided I

missed it so an update was in order. As per suggestions...

2169 Seyda Neen Armorer Armor MMH 4-9403 Gobbledygook 2004-03-26
I was tired of only having Arrile to trade with in Seyda Neen at beginning game

because he has little good armor so I added an armorer near the lighthouse.
 He is an argonian hailing from Mournhold who wanted to feel at home so he is

using a mournhold booth.     ...

2165 Sexy Daedric Armor Balancer Armor MMH 4-12881 Rithly 2008-08-22
This mod removes the un-balancing container used to store Cenobites Sexy
Daedric Armor MK II and scatters the armor/robes to six diffrent daedric

shrines. This is my first mod released to the public, so please feel free to offer
suggestions and as always, report any bugs to me right away. This mo...

2160 Set Armor Armor MMH 4-11228 JonJon 2007-05-07
Adds armor sets, similar to Diablo.  Replaces umbra and puts a new npc where
he spawns.  Umbra now spawns in Balmora on the road to Caldera.     Have fun

will add more sets soon.

2144 Search For The Arcane Guard Armor MMH 4-11732 MentalElf 2012-10-09
Search for the Arcane Guard involvesusing an unique artifact that will allow

you tp locate the lost 7 piece armor set ( includes shield and female versions of
cuirass and greaves ) in 7 different locations . Together the full set is scripted

to have addition effects other than just the benefit of...

2143 Search For The Arcane Guard Armor MMH 4-11733 MentalElf 2012-10-09 A quest mod that leads you to 7 different areas to find and complete the Arcane
Guard armor .

2134 Schastar DaedricLoot Armor MMH 4-9527 Thierry Sanchez 2004-04-20
This plugin adds some random Daedric armor pieces on Dremora dead bodies.

 Now you have one more reason to hunt dremoras.  Two levelled item lists used.
You should use a levelled list merger to fully enjoy this plugin.    - At the right

player level, you wi...
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2132 Savant Armor Quest Armor MMH 4-8245 Tenaka 2002-10-14
This is a quest for the legendary Savant?s Armor and Sword as well as a couple

of amulets providing magical enchantments.The quest is suitable for level 3
players or greater as the enemies encountered are at this level as a minimum   

Quest starts with NPC at Seyda Neen Ce...

2127 SATAN'S YARD SALE Armor MMH 4-1703 SATAN 2009-04-06
Hello, you may know me from the psychodog studios forums, or from the tes

forums,I go under the name Wardulak there. This is a combined plugin.It is the
bb_rogue _fem armor,and my rummage sale plugin combined into one. It has

both plugins and a couple of other treats in here. They are in the barr...

2126 Saron Nightfury's Equipment
v.1 Armor MMH 4-14266 Saron Nightfury 2011-03-31

This mod adds some pretty powerful armor and 2 weapons into the census
office by the table where the dagger is stabbed into the paper. The armor is

weightless (light armor) and the 2 weapons are a longsword and a
crossbow.(really powerful)

2121 Santa Hat Armor MMH 4-10310 Sandman 2005-12-24 Now you too can wear a Santa Claus hat. It's for sale from Meldor the armorer
in Balmora. This is my first attempt at retexturing a model. Merry Christmas!

2119 Samurai Helmets - Modders
Resource Pack Armor MMH 4-627 Miltiades, Ki_Sjin_Ju 2009-04-06

Samurai Helmets Modder's Pack:  A Modder's resource for The Elder Scrolls
III, Morrowind Compiled by Miltiades, 04-10-2004 *** Table of Contents:    

 &#...

2118 Samurai Dragon Helm Armor MMH 4-9660 Auslander 2004-08-01
This was basically made as a modder's resource, but I made an .esp file to go

along with it in case there are gamers who cannot use the TES construction set.
    This mod is a re-skinned version of everyone's favorite helm, the gondilier's

helm. This adds a new...

2106 Rusty Armor Armor MMH 4-3652 Unknown 2010-10-20 This armor was retextured using the Adamantium Armor. It is in the game but
you have to find it. It has a slightly lower AR as the regular Adamantium armor.

2105 Runic Blackened Bone Armor Armor MMH 4-14951 Brihtwulf 2013-08-29
I created an intersting derivitive of the bone armor in game. It is much more

attractive, and is somewhat higher in quality than regular bone armor, though
still quite playable and realistic.

2101 Royal Guard Addon RGA Armor MMH 4-12178 Alaisiagae 2013-02-07
Adds a shield to the Royal Guard armor set. Also adds shields to Royal Guard
NPCs. Additional shield available for player use Details: I've worked on and

tweaked GMatthews' "Helseth Royal Guard Shield" mod. This mod provides all
new textures for a shield (it uses the Iron Sh...

2100 Royal Golden Armor Armor MMH 4-976 MikeMS 2009-04-06     The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND:     Royal Golden Armor v3.1 - Plugin by
MikeMS                **...

2099 Royal Enchanted IronMan
Prototype Armor MMH 4-14261 Kroharah 2011-03-23

A smith in Mournhold offers Enchanted Royal Guard Armor. The Armor
simulates the effects of IronMans Armor. Sadly not even Anthony Ironmanis

cannot fly in Mournhold. But You can fly everywhere else. There are Two pair
of boots, one with super jump and the other with levatation and

superspeed(best...

2093 Romans v.I Armor MMH 4-1683 Nedius, DaDuke 2009-04-06
--------------- Romans v. I!! --------------- By Nedius with Daduke ----------------- Just a

little plugin that changes the Imperial Armour into something looking more like
that of Imperial Rome! Guards now look like Roman Legionaries! The armour

has been added to al...

2092 Romans I.Ia Armor MMH 4-1213 Nedius, DaDuke 2009-04-06
--------------- Romans v. I.I!! --------------- By Nedius with Daduke ----------------- Just a

little plugin that changes the Imperial Armour into something looking more like
that of Imperial Rome! Guards now look like Roman Le...

2086 Rockhard Helmet Shop Armor MMH 4-7762 The V8 man 2003-08-22
This mod adds Rockhard Helmet Shop to the east side of St. Olms Canal in
Vivec (enter shop from the outside of the canton, not inside).     There are

almost 30 helms to choose from, ranging from chitlin and netch to glass and
daedric. The good-natured proprietor, Rex Rockh...

2073 Rim's Armor Pack Armor MMH 4-11373 Rim 2007-07-12
This Plug-in adds three different armor mods.     1. Werewolf Armor:          This

mod adds a full suit of Werewolf Armor to the second floor of The Skaal
Greathall. The armor uses stock meshes and textures so very little instalation is

required...

2072 Rim's 2nd Armor Pack Armor MMH 4-12441 Rim 2007-12-22
1. Steel Chainmail & Weapons:          A contingent of knights have set up shop
in front of the Balmora Pawnbroker. Their wares include suits of high quality
chainmail armor and various blades of equally sound construction.The armor

was inspired by historical No...

2054 Restored Dwemer Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-1906 Eidolon 2009-04-06
Talk to Yagrum Bagarn(aka The Last Living Dwarf) after Divayth Fyr sends you
down to get the Dwemer Boots of Flying to have him restore Dwemer Armor for

you.(if you have the right tools...) [color=#ff0000]Requires Tribunal &
Bloodmoon[/color]

2050 Repeater Crossbow Armor MMH 4-8030 Athas 2003-07-08 Creates a new house in Balmora where you can purchase the Repeater
Crossbow along with the Bolts of Detonation.

2039 Redoran Bonemold Armor Armor MMH 4-6385 mplantinga 2010-01-24
Redoran Bonemold Armor   an addon for Morrowind by mplantinga     *What
this mod does     When the player joins House Redoran (or loads the mod for

the first time if already a member), a messagebox will inform the player that a
messenger has jus...

2035 Red Stocking Cap Armor MMH 4-10311 Narcatas 2005-12-24 I've seen that I'm not the first to release this kind of mod here this year, but
here you go: Narcatas' version of Santa Claus' hat!

2033 Red and Black Leather v1.1 Armor MMH 4-15161 Venymora 2014-01-12
This plugin adds a complete set of light red and black leather outfit, a basic

quest to Balmora, and an easter egg to pilot a possible adult plot line. Designed
for Tribunal, also usable for non-Tribunal.

2032 Red and Black Leather v1.0 Armor MMH 4-11889 Venymora 2012-11-13
This plugin adds a complete set of light red and black leather outfit, a basic

quest to Balmora, and an easter egg to pilot a possible adult plot line. Designed
for Tribunal, also usable for non-Tribunal.

2031 Recoloured Ebony and
Dwemer Plugin Armor MMH 4-7190 Currymonkey 2012-08-04 Companion to Currymonkeys recolouring of Glass and Daedric armour sets .

2030 Recolored glass armor Armor MMH 4-6626 Descorn 2010-11-30
Adds a set of recolored glass armor to the game.The set can be bought from an

argonian named "He-Sees-Not" for half the price of standard glass armor.
Changelog:Ver 1.0- Submitted

2029 Recolored Adventuress armor
V1.2 Armor MMH 4-1396 Evereve Othel 2009-04-06 This Mod adds 5 new colors to Niero's Addventuress armor

2028 Recolored Adventuress Armor
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-1981 Evereve Othel 2009-04-06 This Mod adds 5 new colors to Niero's Addventuress armor

2027 Recolored Adventuress Armor
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1910 Evereve Othel 2009-04-06 This Mod adds 5 new colors to Niero's Addventuress armor

2026 Recolored Adventuress Armor
1.3 Armor MMH 4-1444 Evereve Othel 2009-04-06 This Mod adds 5 new colors to Niero's Addventuress armor
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2023 Real Armor Chest v1.0 Armor MMH 4-3755 Matthew W. Aaron 2009-05-12
I've added Real suites of the following armor: Daedric, Glass, Ebony, Indoril,
and Orcish. They are in the Chest on the floor in the back of Trader Ra'Virr's

house in Balmora. Enjoy.

2009 Rand Al'Thor, Daedric Armor
Vendor Armor MMH 4-8501 Psilon 2002-11-01

A small mod that adds a NPC Dunmer, Rand Al'Thor to the game (it's up to you
to find him).     He makes the closest thing to Daedric armor that can be made
by mere mortals - not as powerful as true daedric armor as far as armor rating,

but each piece has its own ef...

2006 Raes Light Armor Armor MMH 4-10628 Lady Rae 2006-06-17
WARNING:  Do not use this mod if you object to bright colors, nothing even
vaguely resembling lore or Barbie Doll nudity. You have been warned ^_^    
There are a bunch of funny looking ladies running around Morrowind (and

expansions) with a bunch of different pieces of ...

2005 Raedric: Pure Armor Realise
v1.5 Armor MMH 4-2257 HotCod aka Timothy

Griffiths 2009-04-24
THE ELDER SCROLLS III Raedric: Pure Armor Realise (V1.5) By Timothy

Griffiths (HotCod) EMAIL: HotCod32@hotmail.com INDEX 1-INSTALLATION 2-
THIS MOD   2b - What dose it add?   2c - Where can i find it? 3-FULL RAEDRIC

MOD? 4-W...

2002 Quiver of Misty Moon Armor MMH 4-3035 MistyMoon 2009-05-11
You can by the Quiver of Misty Moon from "Wayne" in Balmora Fighter's Guild.

Working as light armor with the AR set a bit higher than the glass pauldron.
Based on Snakebitten's quiver mesh.

1996 Puzzle Canal Armor MMH 4-8302 Shanthe 2002-08-07
The Puzzle Canal was a real disappointment, but  this plug-in makes the Puzzle
Canal become everything you were afraid it might be.  The only change to the

original game is a little litter and a door on the bottom level of the original
Puzzle Canal.  Your adventure starts there

1995 Purple Indoril Armor Armor MMH 4-5028 Thann 2009-05-12 This plug-in adds new indoril armor in the game. You can find the armor at
Ghostgate Tower Of Dawn, Lower Level.

1978 Princess Armor Armor MMH 4-563 Mighty Joe Young 2009-04-06

1977 Praetorian Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-10544 Kieve 2006-04-15
-This mod adds an NPC to the waistworks of Molag Mar. Unless your saved

game   loads in this cell, you should have no problems. If it does, leave the cell  
before enabling this plugin.     -Praetorian Armor is meant to be as balanced as

possible- it's a f...

1950 Play as an ostrich Armor MMH 4-9819 Kagz aka Kagrenac 2004-11-15
This is a funny mod that lets your character put on armor that makes the

character take on the appearance of an ostrich. This does not conflict with any
other mods, as the author of this mod stated, and I also tested it for conflicts

and found none. This mod was made by Kagrenac, an...

1949 Plasma Shield 2 v2.1 Armor MMH 4-8871 Kissimurra AKA
Bajamaja 2005-05-11

This mod adds 3 different types of Plasma Shields to the Morrowind. They can
be bought from Wayn in Balmora's Fighters Guild. The shields are very light

and offers good protection, the shields are enchanted with Reflect and
Absorbation. Although they come with a high price so they should not be u...

1948 Plasma Shield 1 Armor MMH 4-9434 Kissimurra AKA
Bajamaja 2005-04-23

Well, this is my first mod that involves texturing so don't be too hard on me ;)
This mod simply adds the Plasma Shield to the game, you can buy it from Wayn
in Balmora Fighters Guild. You can also find the Shield at some other places in

Morrowind. I don't think there's ...

1947 Plangkye's Partial Female
Cuirass Replacer v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14332 Plangkye, packaged

etc Lokichan 2011-07-04
Hello Modding Cats! Plangkye is one of my all time favorite clothes modders,

and has become one of my all time favorite armor modders. This female cuirass
collection started as sketches and became beautiful armor while learning

Blender. I am honored to present these to the community as a pa...

1937 Phoenix Round Shield Armor MMH 4-13334 Dragon_Lance 2009-03-22
The Phoenix Round Shield. Who created it? What was the intention when it was

created? How does it exist still today? The legend of the Phoenix has been
around for centuries. There are a few variations, but the basic idea is this: The

Phoenix is a supernatural creature, living for 1000 years. Once...

1921 PC Smithy - Ebonheart v1.0 Armor MMH 4-10219 aimeekae 2005-11-07
PC Smithy - Ebonheart v1.0 This mod uses the Companion Share function, so
Tribunal or Bloodmoon is required. With this mod, your character can become
the owner of an armor and weapons shop. You can sell regular or enchanted

weapons and armor found in the Original Morrowind game (but not the expan...

1917 Parrying Bracers (2) Armor MMH 4-8612 Raejak 2003-01-11
This mod adds several bracers to the game that can block attacks, just like

shields. Essential wear for anyone who thinks that the game's regular shields
are ugly and heavy.

1916 Parrying Bracers Armor MMH 4-15131 JOG 2014-01-05
Bracers that can be used to block attacks like Shields. This was tried before by
using bracer Models for Shields, but they didn't fit right on the player's arm. In

this plugin, the Parry Bracers are real left bracers, that create an invisible
shield, when the Player equips th...

1915 Parrying Bracers Armor MMH 4-8557 J.O.G 2002-12-02
Bracers that can be used to block attacks like Shields has been tried  before by
using bracer Models for Shields, but they didn't fit right on the player's arm.   
In this plugin, the Parry Bracers are real left bracers, that create an invisible

shield, when t...

1908 Paladin Shield Ultima Armor MMH 4-339 nublet 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's
closure. No information was included, so this note containing some basic

information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------
------ ...

1907 Paladin Shield Armor MMH 4-356 Alan Peng 2009-04-06 (Note: Stat tweak to stock mesh/texture) This is the Shield from Final Fantasy
3. The shield is located on Voruse Bethrimo in Dagoth Ur, Inner Tower.

1906 Paladin Armor v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-2000 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Lightest heavy armor possible with great enchantment values; less protection
than ebony. Overall rating = uber; the enchantment values are the key --- Faith

and Valor: Highly enchantable, very powerful, medium-weight c...

1905 Paladin Armor Armor MMH 4-13751 ZwordCuitar 2009-11-24
The mod adds 16 armor pieces, 5 weapons and evil forces that are both human
and daedric races!   Search for the Paladin armor set that is either guarded or
hidden and discover what more items you will find on the way!   The Paladin

armor set of course has specialized boots and...

1897 Ordinators wont attack. Armor MMH 4-13776 Sacrada 2009-12-05 Ordinators wont attack you now when you speak with them. You can walk
feeling free with Her Hand armor or normal Indoril.

1896 Ordinator Armour
Replacer/Tribunal Armour Armor MMH 4-9590 VagabondAngel 2004-07-07

This will replace all the Ordinator armour in Morrowind with a new black and
gold version. To keep aesthetic consistency, it also replaces the blue expensive

pants and skirt worn by Ordinators with black and gold versions. There is a
female version of the cuirass and the new open faced helmet fro...

1895 Ordinator Armour Replacer Armor MMH 4-1133 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06
Ordinator Armour Replacer v1.0 Good day, good Morrowinders. Installation:

Install to Morrowind/Data Files (folder path is correct) There are 2 esp options
for this mod:        One replaces armour and swaps the helm for a new open

fac...

1894 Ordinator Armor Armor MMH 4-8478 George Bradley 2002-10-21 Simple script change that allows you to wear Indorill Armor without having
problems with Ordinators.
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1893 Order of Chupa, Obsidian &
ShadowSkin v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12320 Chupa 2013-03-14

This is a compilation of my 3 armor reskins (Order of Chupa, Obsidian and
ShadowSkin.) I made in past time. Lot's of people complained that Order of
Chupa wasn't in game, and Obsidian was too hard to get, so here ya'll go. It

features: Obsidian (Glass)...Order of Chupa (Dae...

1892 Orcish Armor Replacer Armor MMH 4-699 fonecokid 2009-04-06
This plugin replaces the model of the orcish armor by the one from DarkRebis'
Shalk armor. Only the model (meshes, icons and textures) are changed. ID and
statistics remain as per original. All credits to the author of the amazing Shalk

armor!

1889 OpenFacedIronHelm Armor MMH 4-10737 ViciouS Mods 2006-08-11 Just a simple open faced iron helm useing the same stats as the iron helmet.    
This does not replace any objects.

1888 Open Indoril Helmet Armor MMH 4-9780 WhiteWing/SirToug 2004-09-23
Updated version! Seems the last file was messed up; this one, however, works!
   An open indoril helmet; for the Khajiit character who wants to wear an indoril

style Helmet. It is a retexturing of the gondolier helmet and completes the
Samurai feel of the indoril armor ver...

1887 Open Daedric Helmet v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1945 Dragonheart 2009-04-06
Open Daedric Helm by Dragonheart? On an Argonian at the daedric Shrine just
North of Suran. Needs icon [color=#ff0000]Textures Directory is mis-named to

texture in the archive![/color]

1879 Ogrim Armor Armor MMH 4-403 Unknown 2009-04-06
tweak on stock ebony armor. Please note: This mod was transferred from

Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so this
note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users.

1874 Oceanic Armour Armor MMH 4-7191 Kissimurra 2012-08-04 The mysterious Oceanic Armour has arrived in Vvardenfel and can be bought
from Levithan in the Balmors Fighters Guild . Light armor .

1873 Oceanic Armor Armor MMH 4-7110 Kissimurra aka
Bajamaja 2012-07-26

*** This mod includes the .esp for the Russian version of Morrowind *** The
mysterious Oceanic Armor has arrived to Vvardenfell and can be bought from
Levithan in Balmoras Fighters Guild. The Oceanic Armor is a powerfull light

armor with good protection, but it comes with a high price...

1872 Obsidian Armor Armor MMH 4-10498 Ronin 2006-03-17
Mod contains 1 full set of armor, choice of two helms and 2 pairs of pauldrons,

this armor is based on lochnarus's retex "THE BRASS GOD".     Armor is
located in mournhold, Craftsman Hall, there a gifted dumner has refined the

procces of creating ebony armor, and has c...

1871 Obsidian Armor Armor MMH 4-10377 Rob B. 2006-01-29
A new shipment of Obsidian Armor has arrived in Vvardenfell. It can be found

at Meldor's armory in Balmora, Uulernil's armory in Pelagiad, Saryn Sarothril's
shop in Maar Gan, Saetring the Nord's smithy in Molag Mar, and Manicky's

outdoor stand in Sadrith Mora. A retextured set of Glass Armor, Obs...

1870
Oblivion Inspired Dark
Brotherhood Armour

Replacer for Better Bodies
Armor MMH 4-11319 Westly 2007-06-30

This mod adds a Better Body compatible version of the Dark Brotherhood
armour that replaces the original Dark Brotherhood armour that shipped with
Tribunal :). The new armour takes inspiration from the look of the DB armour

that is in the game TESIV: Oblivion (stylistically so).   �...

1867 NV Imperial female armor
replacer v1.2 Armor MMH 4-5872 NeilV 2011-10-08

I answered a request to create a female version of the Imperial legion armour
using the same texture as the male's but using a BB Mesh and to keep the

leather kilt. I used Neoliv's BB clothing meshes plain shirt/and skirt, pants and
high boots using the alpha 1 versions Neoliv ki...

1858 Nordic Trollbone Armor
Resource v1.2 Final Armor MMH 4-11564 quorn 2007-09-27

This resource adds boots, greaves, pauldrons, and bracers to the trollbone
armor set. Includeds meshes, icons, and a sample .ESP. The set can be found on

Dagon Fel, at a shop. I tried to keep in the spirit of a barbarian-esque armor
set. Meshes are modified ...

1857 Nordic Mail Shield Armor MMH 4-7941 Miltiades 2003-11-07
I found it somewhat strange that none of the Skaal Honor Guard carried the
Nordic Mail Shield. Upon closer inspection (and thanks to the assistance of
Tegger) it was made clear that their only reference was as a leveled item.    

This Mod will add a Nordic Mail Shield to a...

1847 Ninja Outfits Armor MMH 4-748 Joel Braddock, Niero,
Ronin 2009-04-06 Adds a merchant NPC in Vasesius Viciulus' shop in Molag Maar. He sells ninja

gear based on Mantodea's and Niero's meshes.

1846 Nightsong Armor Armor MMH 4-10800 Westly 2006-09-17
This plugin adds armour inspired by Spellforce 2 to TES III: Morrowind. This is

a full set of armour including a matching robe and cloak. The armour can be
found in a special chest in the Guild of Fighters in Vivec. (The Armour is Light

Armour, with an overall armour rating of 45, whereas Glass a...

1845 Night Armour Armor MMH 4-359 Windwir 2009-04-06
The plugin adds a set of black light armor to the smith in Suran. The armor

uses scripts to determine the race of the player, but these will not work with
companions. It is, however, a simple way to do it with a minimal chance for

bugs, or screwups on my account!

1844 Night Armour Armor MMH 4-3 Windwir 2010-11-09
[size= medium]    -= Night Armor v1.1 Readme =-[/size] I originally started this

plugin as a small retexturing experiment, as I'm a complete rookie on the
subject... I decided to finish it up and release it though, much due to some very

nice feedback on some early s...

1843 Newtscale Hardening v1.2 Armor MMH 4-15129 JOG 2014-01-05
This was my first work for MW. A retextured (darkest violet) Newtscale Cuirass

and some quests to get it. The Cuirass doesn't lie around, waiting for you to
pick it up. There is a Quest to get it. The Quest starts, if you travel on the Road

from Seyda Neen to Pelagiad. <...

1842 Newtscale Hardening Armor MMH 4-8247 J.O.G 2002-11-18
Newtscale Cuirass (AR20), Dark violet (almost black) and a couple of quests to
get it. (Damsel in distress, escort service, FedEx... all in one. See readme for

complete info.

1841 Newtscale Armor Resource Armor MMH 4-11455 quorn 2007-08-16
adds greaves, gauntlets, boots, and pauldrons to the newtscale armor set.    

includes meshes, textures, icons, and a test .esp, just extract the .zip in the data
files folder.  the meshes and textures are modified bethsoft stock.     use the

console...

1840 Newbie Helper ^^ Armor MMH 4-10135 Mystic Rhapsody 2005-09-17
This mod adds 9 new items (Training armor and weapons), and greatly

increases the ease with which you can get a foothold in the game right at the
beginning (without CHEATING, of course >:O)    The armor/weapons?  Highly

balanced.  Even worse than the chittin they...

1838 New Orc Pauldrons Armor MMH 4-9921 E1team 2005-06-15
In this mod I've meshed and textured pauldrons similar to those in Warcraft.
I've added an esp file too. I didn't place the pauldrons anywhere in the world

so, modders, feel free to use those as you please.

1835 New Lich Kings Pauldrons Armor MMH 4-12166 Jojjo 2013-02-04
This addon to the Frostmourne Meets Morrowind adds Lich King's pauldrons

and Helmet to Kogoruhn, Hall of Maki just where the Frostmourne is. This
addon adds the Helmet and Pauldrons to the same location as the sword,

although the addon is not dependent on the...
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1833 New Imperial Helms Armor MMH 4-10342 grVulture / Khan
Raider 2006-01-12

New helms, on the guard captains,   on the Ebonheart guards, on the Duke
Guards, and on the Knight Templars.     The new guard helms can be bought in

Fort Pelagiad and in Moonmoth.   There are also some laying around for
cunning thieves to get...

1830 New Daedric Stuff Armor MMH 4-9748 Necro_ghost 2005-06-15
This is my first mod experimenting with retexturing, so is fairly scrappy lol.
 This mod contains: Indoril cuirass retextured with Daedric, Imperial chain
greaves retextured with Daedric, Indoril Gauntlets retextured with Daedric,

Bonemold Armun-an pauldrons retextured wi...

1828 Neuman's Black Leather II Armor MMH 4-12172 Neuman 2013-02-05
This mod adds several new clothing models to Morrowind. There are seven
possible pieces of clothing, available in three colors. Since there is a quest

involved, I would rather not go into too much detail, so I put the spoilers at the
end of this readme. The quest starts in the mages' guild in Cal...

1827 Neuman's Black Leather Armor MMH 4-12169 Neuman 2013-02-05
This mod will install a new clothing/armor texture - black leather. While black
leather is meant to be used by the ladies, it can also be used by the men, it just

doesn't look as good. Black leather is not generally known of in Vvardenfell,
although in western society, it is typically associated ...

1826 Netch leather sheild replacer Armor MMH 4-6865 Rattfink333 2012-04-18
A shield replacer for the netch leather shield.   makes it perfectly round. uses

original texture path so replacers of vanilla textures will work.     Credits to the
silicon bros for the shield.

1825 Netch Leather Armor
Resource Armor MMH 4-6238 quorn 2009-06-30

This set includes new cuirass greaves, boots, and pauldrons in the style of the
patched Netch Leather Cuirass.  The pieces resemble the patchwork Ashlander
style.  Includes meshes and icons, these pieces are texture replacer friendly.    

A full set can be purchased...

1824 Netch Adamantium Armor v
2.0 Armor MMH 4-12139 Jester 2013-01-23

What this mod does is adds a Dark Elf to the Tavern in Pelagiad Who sells his
Creation, The Netch Adamantium Armor, Pure Forged Adamantium Plated onto
Netch Leather. Gives the wearer some Versatile yet Protective armor. Added: A

female cuirass(really this time!) A ...

1823 Netch Adamantium Armor
Add-on Armor MMH 4-10255 Cythus, Lochnarus,

IDC 2005-11-29
Adds a new, more evil looking Helm to the Netch Adamantium Merchant in the
Pelagiad Halfway Tavern. Based off of the original Bethesda Redoran Master

Helm mesh. Enjoy!

1820 Nerevarine wears Ordinator
Armor Armor MMH 4-9044 pincushionman 2003-12-24

This mod allows the player to wear Indoril armor without fear of attack from
Ordinators. But instead of just removing the scripts as some mods have done,
this mod requires you to become the Temple's Champion in the fight against

Dagoth Ur.    Ask Vivec "who can help" y...

1814 Nerevar Guard Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1705 DonTheDunmer 2009-04-06
---Story ----------- This mod is first taste at my summer outcoming Nerevarines

Fortress. These armors and weapons are from it. Finland version is coming out
soon but English version is on the progress and it will c...

1813 Nerevar Armor Texture
Update Armor MMH 4-1270 Unknown 2009-04-06 See Admin Comments

1812 Nerevar Armor Darker
Tekstures Armor MMH 4-14190 Namisky 2011-01-19 50% Darker all tekstures

1810 Nerevana Temple Armor MMH 4-9219 VagabondAngel 2004-02-16
A Temple stronghold for the Nerevarine (or the maybe-Nerevarine too). Almost
comletely redesigned interior with display room now - tried for something a bit

different.     Tidied up the flying trees and rocks outside;  added a base so it
isn't "floating" anymore....

1802 Necro Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-15048 millinghordesman,
CMFK Ltd. 2013-11-01

The Elder Scrolls III Morrowind: Necro Armor v 1.2 Please email comments,
suggestions, or questions regarding this plugin to Ultkillaman@gmail.com

Subject Necro armor or Morrowind

1801 Necro Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1782 millinghordesman 2009-04-06
Adds a new set of armor designed with Necromansers in mind . to Azura's
Coast SE of Zaintiratis . A fully reskinned set of armor, Necro Armor uses

custom textures derived from the base Morrowind skeleton textures to create a
quality set of Medium Armor designed just for Necromancers.

1799 Native Gah-Julan Armor Armor MMH 4-2193 Cythus, Bodvar 2009-04-24 This mod adds a chest to the top of Guard Tower 2 in Ald'Ruhn with the armor
in it. I made this to give a big of variation to the bonemold armors.

1795 Naruto Jounin Armor Armor MMH 4-11636 Truthsnark 2007-11-11
Adds a set of armor to the game inspired by the Jounin armor from the anime
series Naruto, using Braddock's J-ninja meshes.  The mesh mirrors the back of
the vest, so the characteristic swirl is not present, but this is probably for the

best to avoid copyright problems.

1767 Musketeer Boots v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1004 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Musketeer Boots 1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ========== 0.
Version History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4. How

to get the boots 5. Usage in other mods 6. Credits/th...

1761 Multicoloured Female
Daedric Armours Armor MMH 4-15327 SATAN 2015-03-18

From the README: as you know....meshes go in the meshes folder,textures in
the textures folder,and icons in the icons folder... I recolored and retextured

the armor in this plugin. I made all the icons. This is part 1 of 3 plugins,look in
seydaneen for...

1755 Muck Shovel of Vivec Armor MMH 4-8669 dongle 2003-02-17
Faint whispers have spread through the temple of an ancient artifact from Lord

Vivec's youth! Your quest is to aid a scholar in recovering this priceless relic.
Your reward? A very unusual weapon.  See readme for full info.

1752 MQB Addon: Queen of Hearts
Armor for BB Armor MMH 4-15650 CanadianIce,

Howndog 2018-08-04 Adds new Queen of Hearts Armor in multiple colors to the inventory of Metal
Queen Boutique. Requires Metal Queen Boutique 3.1.

1737 Morrowind Leggings Smith Armor MMH 4-1478 Operator 2009-04-06
"Morrowind Leggings Smith" Adds a smith to Maar Gan's outpost which will

take your boots and make them into leggings for a low price ranging from 400
to 1200 gold depending on it's weight rating Heavy, Medium, or Light. The

included Tribunal addon for adds Adamantium, Dark ...

1733 Morrowind DnD Weapons Armor MMH 4-10209 Master X 2005-11-02 In Morrowind DnD Weapons I added new weapons and armor from DnD.  Also
adds a new faction the Guild of Defenders.

1728 Morkeleb Armour v1.1 Armor MMH 4-346 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06
This plugin contains: 1 x Morkeleb armour - female version of boots - female
cuirass Black and gold dagger, shortsword, and longsword Black and silver

dagger, shortsword, and longsword Black and silver longbow Black and gold
longbow Vagabond recurve...

1727 Morkeleb Armour v1.0 Armor MMH 4-959 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06
Morkeleb Armour v1.0 (Vagabond Armoury beta) Hi guys. A little taster of

(hopefully) things to come from my most ambitious armour project yet. This
plugin contains: 1 x Morkeleb armour        - female version of boots     ...

1722 More Legion Uniforms Armor MMH 4-7933 Maelstrom 2003-10-27
Changes: -  the Imperial Newtscale...Imperial Dragonscale... Imperial Silver

and Imperial Studded Leather to count as Legion Uniforms.    This gives the PC
more freedom in choosing their own uniform to wear. Only download if you're a

member of the Imperial Legion,...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

1717 Morag Tong Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-14348 Nightblade_Y 2011-07-28
Adds the Morag Tong Armor from Alaisiagae's Morag Tong Armor Resource to

a new supply chest. Some of the Morag Tong will wear it now. Location: Look in
the Morag Tong's hidden area for a supply chest. Don't try taking the stuff until

you pass your first test and become a member.

1716 Morag Tong Armor Replacer Armor MMH 4-548 lochnarus 2009-04-06            The Elder Scrolls III                  MORROWIND:       Morag Tong Armor
Replacer (j-ninja add-on) ...

1708 Monk Mod Armor MMH 4-8846 Tek 2003-06-04
Have you ever created a monk with the intentions of making him a staff

weilding bad-azz, with bluntweapons skills up the ying-yang?, but then realize
that the only early level staffs are too weak?...welcome to monk mod!    This

mod Adds a new staff and some monk clothes (r...

1707 Monk Items: Armshields Armor MMH 4-8880 Talcos Stormweaver 2003-06-09
This adds Monk Armshields to the world of Morrowind, scattered throught the

world through random item generation (And on a few monks themselves).
Access 6 new kinds of Armshields for monks.  See readme for info.

1700 Mog Helms & Wraithpaw Armor MMH 4-2216 Ger 2009-04-24
|----------------Mog Helms----------------| This ESP requires the game and BOTH

expansions and is obviously useless without the Mog mod.  The helms were
released in an earlier version of Ian's Mog mod but it had some issues, so Ian

released a version without the helms.  I...

1695 MJY HK-47 v1.0 Armor MMH 4-6996 Mighty Joe Young 2012-07-23 HK-47 armor from Star Wars. It's only the armor, but you can make a race if
you like. The HK-47 armor is for sale in seyda neen merchant

1692 Mixed Indoril and Daedric
armor version 1.3 Armor MMH 4-539 MTG 2009-04-06

Mixed Indoril and Daedric armor v.1.2 by MTG aka MarkoTG aka MarQuee
New at version 1.3: Oops...The armor was unbuyable last time...Made the

armor buyable at last. Sorry, my mistake ^^' Also made the texture little bit
darker and completed the shield. (The Meshes folder is now renamed ...

1691 Mixed Indoril and Daedric
armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1272 MTG 2009-04-06

Mixed Indoril and Daedric armor v.10 by MTG(freeware) This mod adds new
armor set called "Indoril-Daedric" to the game. You can get them by buying
them from smith called Bjorn, or you can look people wearing those around

Daedric ruins. I may add some kind of guest in future versio...

1688 Missing Armor of the Savior's
Hide v1.11 Armor MMH 4-5780 Tommy Khajiit 2011-10-05

STORY This plugin brings the missing Armor of the Savior's Hide to
Vvardenfell. You'll find them where you've found the already existing Cuirass of

the Savior's Hide. INSTALLATION To install simply unzip the file to your
Morrowind Data Files directory, make sure to use the su...

1683 Mighty Angel & Fierce
Demon Shields Armor MMH 4-6788 iamnone 2011-09-16

--- Mighty Angel & Fierce Demon Shields ---     (mod for TESIII: Morrowind)    
by iamnone     This mod adds two shields using mesh and textures resources by

Midgetalien.  I have created icons for the shields, given each a na...

1682 Midnight Helm 2.0 Armor MMH 4-10864 Shade the Bandit,
Wasabi 2006-10-28

Midnight Helm v2.0     by Shade the Bandit & Wasabi       --> WHAT IT DOES    
After completing  the Thieves' Guild questline, all you get for it is a measly

"Skeleton Key."  By that time, you can pick a level 100...

1681 Midgetalien's Gondor Armor Armor MMH 4-12891 Midgetalien 2008-08-25
This mod adds various new Gondor influenced/inspired armor from lord of the
rings to a merchant   who can be found in the Balmora fighters guild, in the
training area.     The armors include:     Gondor Heavy Plate (heavy armor)  

Gon...

1680 Metroid Prime Alpha Armor MMH 4-1857 Unknown 2009-04-06
This is the early version....Having problems making the the arm shoot with the

proper alignment while shooting.....So I just gave it an enchantment for
now...There will be obvious fitment problems as the default bones dont allow a

perfect fit....feel free to use this any way you like...

1677 Merion's Spectacular
Armoury Armor MMH 4-9805 Camman A.K.A.

Manam_zero 2004-09-06
Adds a new merchant in Maar Gan, he sells armour and weapons. Nothing uber
about it, just a new merchant. Next release will have more, a few quests, and a

few more areas to explore.    Merion Goldsmith, retired adventurer of five
years, has opened up a new shop in M...

1676 Merchant Unequip Armor MMH 4-7741 Elspet 2005-04-08
This is a very simple mod that causes 49 merchants that buy armor to no longer
equip the armor that they buy. No more smiths disguised as Dark Brotherhood

assassins!    This mod does not require any expansions or any other mods to
run. I will be releasing a Tribunal versio...

1671 Medium Nordic Mail Armor Armor MMH 4-6407 BloodNAshes 2010-02-20
MEDIUM NORDIC MAIL ARMOR - by BloodNAshes     This mod does a very
basic thing to improve medium armor in the game, by simply reverting the

nordic mail back to medium armor (as it was originally shipped as before the
latest official patch) by lowering its weight by the minimu...

1670 Medium Daedric Armour Armor MMH 4-12573 J.J. Burton 2008-03-03 Simple mod that has medium versions of daedric armours.

1666 MCA Wizard Hats Addon
(mca 5.1) Armor MMH 4-10930 Marbred 2006-12-17

Gives mage-type NPCs the random chance of wearing old-school style wizard
hats (pointy hats!). There's 30 differant hats, black, blue, gray, red, brown,

purple, yellow, orange, white, most have differant color combinations and all of
them have a set of five differant hair styles sticking out in t...

1665 MCA cm Armory Addon Armor MMH 4-10926 Marbred 2006-12-16
Adds all 60+ shields, 3 swords, battleskirts, and a full set of Fine Leather

Armor from "CM Cutthroat Armory", by Cutthroat Mods, to Warriors, Fighters,
Crusaders, Bandits, Rogues, and others to Morrowind Comes Alive.     Requires

Morrowind Comes Alive 5.1, and   CM...

1663 Mazoc's Balmora Stronghold Armor MMH 4-8519 Mazoc The Grey 2002-11-11
Adds a stronghold to Balmora that has Display dummys...Tiny quest thing...2

secret doors easy to find...Dungeon with ten creatures...Loads of storage.  See
readme for info

1662 Mastercraft Armor Armor MMH 4-14453 Brad0001 2012-03-13
---------Mastercraft Armor---------     Have you ever thought to yourself "Man, that
Imperial Steel armor looks so awsome, it's too bad its armor rating is so low..."?
    Ever thought "I'm so sick of wearing this Royal Guard armor, but it's the best

Medi...

1660 Master Chief Armor Armor MMH 4-6154 Tehr4p3 2006-07-19
A set of master chief armor.   The Readme file now shows how to correct   the
D:/ Hard Drive texture error   -Thanks To EvanMeisterX     I deeply regret to
inform all of the people who have downloaded and enjoyed this or one of my

other two mods,...

1659 MaSsAcResARMORonBEASTs Armor MMH 4-385 Unknown 2009-04-06

1655 Marksman v1.46 Armor MMH 4-8288 Intelligentsia 2003-06-15
A huge expansion on the game for marksman players......no longer do longblade
and staff users get all the cool toys! If you find this mod imbalanced just raise

the difficulty......it was tested with a non powergamed character at difficulty 66.
     Real Marksman combat script, seve...

1647 Mantodeas Armor v.1.4 Armor MMH 4-2024 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Ok...with any luck at all, this will be the LAST time I have to mess with this
plug-in and the LAST time anyone will have to re-download it for any reason
whatsoever. Hopefully. New in this version: all the meshes are here, all the

textures are here, all the icons are here. I hope... I...

1646 Mantodea's Cliff Racer Armor
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-5593 Joel Braddock aka

Mantodea 2011-05-18
Cliff Racer Armor v.1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ========== 0.

Version History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4. How
to get the armor 5. Usage in other mods 6. ...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

1645 Mantodea's Armor v.1.4 Armor MMH 4-65 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Adds Mantodea who will duel you. Retrieve his exquisite blue armor from his
corpse. (If anyone playing this mod can take a screenshot please send me copy

to post.)

1644 Mantodea's Armor update Armor MMH 4-8957 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2003-06-29

This is an update to the original Mantodea's Armor plugin, updating the shield
texture and making new icons for the armor. Several fixes have been

done...also, Mantodea has learned a few spells and changed to a Silver Viper
Axe, so he should be more difficult to kill.

1643 Mantodea Armour v.1.4 Armor MMH 4-2253 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-24

Ok...with any luck at all, this will be the LAST time I have to mess with this
plug-in and the LAST time anyone will have to re-download it for any reason
whatsoever. Hopefully. New in this version: all the meshes are here, all the

textures are here, all the icons are here. I hope... I...

1638 Mandalore Armor Mod Armor MMH 4-12034 Harvey Pittle 2012-11-24
DOWNLOADED @ WWW.PMM-PROJECTS.DE Mandalore Armor Mod - Harvey
Pittle For TES3: Morrowind Underground ModSquad To install, extract the Zip
to your Morrowind directory. The files will unzip to their proper locations. Upon

startup of Morrowind, in the ...

1635 Male Oblivion Mithril Armor Armor MMH 4-5854 kalikut 2011-10-07 ----------- Male Oblivion Mithril Armor readme.txt by kalikut ----------- 1. What it is
2. How to install 3. Mod uses & rele...

1624 Magical Goods v0.1 Armor MMH 4-14777 Star Boi 2013-06-07
What this Mod adds: A total of 17 new weapons (mainly Blunt Weapon and

Short Blade) 5 Brand New jewelry pieces, including 1 Amulet, and 4 Rings 7
Off-hand Weapons 3 Brand New Magical Shields. What this Mod does: adds all

these new weapons and gear into the leveled lists o...

1617 Magecraft Cuirass Armor MMH 4-1051 Dagoth Zeno 2009-04-06
This is the first mod that i have made, so don't expect too much.  To install, just

extract to you Morrowind folder, which is usually C:\Program Files\Bethesda
Softworks\Morrowind This mod adds a cuirass to Balmora.  It is just resting on

the ground, so this isn't much of a p...

1604 Lunaris Sheild v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14904 Lochnarus 2013-08-05
This mod has a small quest to locate the shield. Go to the dock at Tel Fyr to
start the quest. A light shield made out of a mysterious metal, purple-blue in

color, and with a white moonstone in the center. This plugin works great with
my Journey's End mod, as it completes a weapon/shield set...

1596 Lords of Vvardenfell Armor MMH 4-848 Pedro Isidoro 2009-04-06 =========Lords Of Vvardenfell========= Made By: Pedro I...

1575 Lilarcor Mod Armor MMH 4-8185 Craig Critchfield 2002-07-11
Lilarcor +3 (the talking intelligent sword from Baldur's Gate II - Shadows of

Amn) has somehow ended up in Morrowind.  Probably one of those space-time
continuum things Star Trek's always going on about).    Mosey on over to

Arrille's tradehouse in Seyda N...

1571 Light Daedric Amor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-13232 Dob1026 2009-02-06
this is my first mod. it adds a set of light daedric armor to the morag tong guild
hall in vivec. It is in any regular sized chest and can be freely taken as long as
you are a white thrall. For more details read the readme. If you think that this

mod is a cheat and that it is your god given duty ...

1570 Light bonemold armor Armor MMH 4-14430 Silicon Bros 2012-02-06
This plugin adds full light bonemold armor to a new trader in Ald Ruhn. You

can find him near the temple.     If you have any questions write here:
[url=mailto:mousebear@yandex.ru[/img]mousebear@yandex.ru[/url]

Changelog:v 1.0 - Initial release.

1567 Lich King Armor in
Morrowind + Arthas Head Armor MMH 4-13598

Jojjo (Mod for
Oblivion) Barthas

(conversion)
2009-08-17

LICH KING ARMOR, FROSTMOURNE AND ARTHAS' HEAD IN MORROWIND  
  Armor and sword is made by Jojjo   Arthas' Head is made by me (Barthas)    
This mod is a conversion of Lich King armor and sword (Frostmourne) from

oblivion made by jojjo.

1560 Leia's Wizard Hat Armor MMH 4-12188 Leia aka Martin D.
Jordan aka Leiawen 2013-02-09

This is a simple MOD for a request on the Morrowind forum. It adds four wide
brimmed Wizard's Hats to Morrowind, all of which can be found hanging on
hooks in the Mage's Guild in Balmora. Look downstairs where the bunks are.

Enjoy! ~Leiawen casharelle@yahoo.com

1559 Legolas' Gear Armor MMH 4-7152 MagicNakor 2012-08-02
This plugin adds Legolas' armor (tunic, undershirt, pants, and boots) and bow

for purchase from Arrille's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen. The pieces are balanced,
so purists need not worry. All of the items should show up now, no matter what.

1558 Leggings for The Ultimate
Knight Shop (Unofficial) Armor MMH 4-14009 Letrune 2010-07-06

This is an unofficial add-on for The Ultimate Knight Shop!   Hope you will like
it. It gives armor leggings for argonian and khajiit knight-types, and it also fixes

the "missing" armor part of the Akatosh greaves.     Needs:   -Morrowind,
Tribunal, Bloodmo...

1556 Left wraithguard v1.0 Armor MMH 4-5860 Smite_Plight 2011-10-07
Left wraithguard by Smite Plight -------------- Features: add a fully physiqued and

enchanted left wraithguard Notes: Looks like this little guy got stuck in
customs. Known Incompatabilies: none Installation: unless TESMU was...

1555 Leaves of Lorien Armor MMH 4-7305 Westly 2012-08-24
This mod adds a sleepy little island (Isle of Elenna) off the coast, directly south
of Ebonheart docks. A bridge connects the mainland to the island. Pay heed to
the Welcome pylons, for they hold the dreams of the Elves. The Island has been

abandoned. The traces of a race of elves remain scattere...

1554 Leather Shields with Heraldic
Symbols Armor MMH 4-13454 GeorgiusSeptim 2009-06-05

Leather Shields with Heraldic Symbols   --   --     INTRODUCTION   ------------  
Having in mind to make my own castle based on Caldera Govorner's House, I

have noticed...

1553 Leather Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-296 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Leather Armor: Very light medium armor that makes any character
(particularly Orcs) look like a total badass. It is added through leveled lists. You

should start seeing pieces of the armor around level ten.

1550 Laura Craft's Leopard Outfit
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-1650 Emma 2009-04-06

The leopard/golden leather outfit was originally created for my Laura Craft
Romance and Adventure ver 2.0 mod. In this separate mod, I have added two
cuirasses, one helmet, greaves and gauntlets. The outfit is located in Vivec, at

the Foreign Quarter canton. You'll find it in a crate j...

1535 L'Etoffe des Guerrières v1.1 Armor MMH 4-2168 Oni-k, Blast-X, e-bride 2009-04-24
French readme Translated This module adds a new store, named the Fabric of
Warlike, located in the town of Pélagiad. Many armours, dresses and various
clothing are sold in this MOD: all for ladies This version corrects the “bug”

which prevented the saleswomen from sel...

1533 Kyodin Armor v2 Armor MMH 4-1001 Unknown 2009-04-06

1532 Kyodin Armor v1.3
COMPLETE Armor MMH 4-1665 samuraidoykins 2009-04-06

Black samurai armor, complete with 6 versions of the helm (orc mask with and
with out plume, demon mask with and without plume,open, and masked), a
quiver, two versions of the pauldron,(padded and not), a dai-katana, an axe

(complete with offhand), a bow,a katana and a blocking wakizashi.

1531 Kyodin Armor v1.2 Patch Armor MMH 4-1515 samuraidoykins 2009-04-06
A patch for Kyodin Armor, by the same author. Make sure you have the first

Kyodin Armor release. Fixes: - Aengoth does not have Kyodin armor anymore. -
Neck mesh appears when quiver is equipped. - Adds GND files for the gauntlets

and cuirass. Cleaned with TEST...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

1530 Kyodin Armor COMPLETE
v1.2 Armor MMH 4-1501 samuraidoykins 2009-04-06

My first armor release--- NOW CLEANED WITH TESTOOL,QUIVER MESH IS
FIXED(BIG THANKS TO LEGATO) AND THERE ARE NOW GND MESHES FOR
THE CUIRASS AND THE GAUNTLETS. Just extract the files to Morrowind/Data

Files then enable the .esp in the Data Files menu(when you start ...

1529 Kyodin Armor & Weapons Armor MMH 4-1538 samuraidoykins 2009-04-06
Samurai-inspired gear. The armor itself can be found in the Mages Guild in Ald-
Ruhn, where a guy named "shady smuggler", who has all the armor pieces, will

attack. There are three versions of the pauldrons: a padded one, a thinner
version and one with quiver.

1528 Kynareth Robe Fix Armor MMH 4-1553 Unknown 2009-04-06
Kynareth Robe 1st person NIF add... This mod adds the missing first person

mesh for Jeremy's Kynareth Robe. The Kynarian Knights plugin belongs to the
amazing Jeremy! Thanks for the permission to fix this

1526 Kwerner Complex Armor MMH 4-9519 Stabbey_the_Clown 2005-02-06
The mod adds a new NPC who  gives you a quest, and it adds an eight-level

maze/dungeon which ahs a bunch of new items at the end. A level 7+ character
(well equipped with supplies) is the minimum recommended character to play

the level with.    Go to Moonmoth Legion F...

1525 Kwerner Complex Armor MMH 4-1249 Stabbey_the_Clown 2009-04-06
The mod adds a new NPC who gives you a quest, and it adds an eight-level

maze/dungeon which ahs a bunch of new items at the end. A level 7+ character
(well equipped with supplies) is the minimum recommended character to play

the level with. Go to Moonmoth Legion Fort, where there is an...

1524 Kwama Armor Armor MMH 4-6544 Baofu92 2010-09-05 This mod add the Kwama Armor (Medium). You can find it   in Gnisis, Eggmine.

1520 Knights of Tamriel Fixed Armor MMH 4-15671 Jeremy McGuinn 2018-09-15

This is only the edited ESP file I made. You still need the resources from
Knights of Tamriel. I made this because the akatosh armor wasnt working for

me even though all other armors worked. I changed a couple things about
akatosh armor and saved the plugin which enabled the armor to show up

prop...

1516
Kirel's Female Daedric

Greaves addon for
Reavance's Better Daedric

Armor
Armor MMH 4-10566 Kirel 2006-05-01

Simply adds a better bodies female groin mesh for the daedric greaves. The
groin mesh is a retextured version of Durgoth's Amazon Platemail Greaves. This

mod is dependant on Reavance's Better Daedric mod, available at
http://planetelderscrolls.gamespy.com/View.php?view=Mods.Detail&id=3060

1509 Khartag's Legendary Armor Armor MMH 4-8364 Inferno 2002-08-19 Adds a full set of enchanted orcish armor that was used by the warrior khartag,
more info can be found in the Readme file, please give feedback.

1494 kawaii neko!'s lancers Armor MMH 4-8050 kawaii neko! 2003-07-23
This is a mod for RPing a Lancer, aka Dragoon. It includes a new class, birth

sign,  mini-quest, and spear (new model and textures)     If you've been put off
by the weak spears in the gamethen this mod is for you. It includes a spear with

stats rivaling the DDK. ...

1480 Kalikut's Armamentarium
Unofficial Addon Armor MMH 4-5955 Kalikut 2011-10-23 ----------- Kalikut's Armamentarium Unofficial Addon readme.txt by kalikut ----------

- 1. What it is 2. How to install

1478 Kaia's Armor Store Armor MMH 4-12431 Arkeyla 2007-12-14
This mod adds a tiny little store outside Suran, opposite the silt strider (just
look for the blue lanterns and mushrooms), in which a Wood Elf named Kaia

will sell you seven versions of her 'Decadent Armor' (female only), named after
the seven deadly sins. The bodysuit and boots are generic, fit...

1471 KAGZ Fantasy Armoury
Expanded 2 Armor MMH 4-273 Kagz aka Kagrenac 2009-04-06

....................................KAGZ Fantasy Armoury Expanded
"2"................................ Only Morrowind required for this mod.

***IMPORTANT.*** This mod now contains all the required files. You no longer
need the previous mods,as everythin...

1462 Jungle Elf Armor MMH 4-9771 The_Blind_Modder 2004-08-29
This is like most race mods, it adds a new race, jungle elves, which look like
really big wood elves.     It also adds a new NPC to balmora, he has a nice

chameleon suit of armor, however he seems to have lost his helm, It's gotta be
somewhere around there.

1459 Joe Molley's Mod Pack Armor MMH 4-8479 Joe Molley 2003-03-19
My personal mods. Hugely updated  I have added a whole raft of new stuff.

Check out my readme.txt in the zip.    -Joe's Respawners (respawning monsters
UPDATED  -Joe's Enhanced Enchanting (obvious)sorta UPDATED  -Joe's Rac...

1457 Jingasa Hats and Helms Armor MMH 4-7805 Draconis 2005-03-02
Being troubled by other attempts at "samurai helms" out there, I decided to
create four, newly textured "jingasa", which you all may be familiar with as

"Gondolier Helms". I used real world examples to create straw, wicker, steel,
and decorative steel variants. They are balanced in line with Morr...

1448 Jade Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-10524 Kieve 2006-04-02
Another set that began as "Generic Bad Guy Armor." Originally, this one was

gifted to the Exotic Boutique. Time, however, has a way of passing. While I did
offer it to RavynAngel (then part of the team on Exotic Boutique, who in turn

contributed it to EB), I suspect that by this point, anyo...

1446 J-ninja 1.0 Armor MMH 4-2184 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-24

J-ninja 1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ========== 0. Version
History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4. How to get

the ninja gear 5. Usage in other mods 6. Credits...

1445 J-Ninja Armor MMH 4-619 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Three "ninja like" outfits: Boukyaku gear - dark brown for sneaking around at
night.... Martial gear - standard dojo white with black trim; inexpensive for

students Harmony gear - good for those who want to stand out in a crowd; good
enchantment value

1444 Isle of Mistmore Armor MMH 4-8631 Wixard2 2003-02-15
Adds the Isle of Mistmore far off the Bitter Coast.    Story:    Mistmore was once

a thriving community beginning its troublesome past as a waypoint for some
newly arriving Imperials on their way to Morrowind. Fueled by gold and

dreams a few shops sprung up...

1431 Iron Monk Armor MMH 4-8882 Carl Batchelor 2003-06-09
This mod adds a new Class (The Iron Monk) to character creation that I feel is
more "Combat Ready" then the standard Monk Bethesda created.     I also gave
this new monk the "Short Blade" ability so he could equip Frank Myer's Claw

Weapons. (Courtesy of his amazing Plu...

1428 InsanitySorrow's Shields
Morrowind Edition v3.0 Armor MMH 4-12379 Chainy,

InsanitySorrow 2013-03-27
I'm going to be uploading these one at a time as they are finished, first up is:
Auriel's Shield. This is a pluginless mesh, texture and icon replacer for the

vanilla Auriel's Shield. Brand new mesh and 2048x2048 shield textures created
by InsanitySorrow, mesh tweaked by Chainy to work ...

1423 Indy Armorer v1.94 Armor MMH 4-12152 Indestructible 2013-02-01
This is a blacksmithing mod that allows you to create your own armor! The
system i've created is similar to the blacksmithing system used in Ultima

Online. The read me says this mod is a beta so there might be problems. Very
detailed Read me included. 06 March 200...

1422 IndorilPatchv1.1 0605 Armor MMH 4-5004 Unknown 2009-05-12 Alters the Indoril armor set

1421 Indoril WarMaster armour
and sword Armor MMH 4-7849 VagabondAngel 2005-02-21

Welcome to my second release since learning a bit of modelling. The
WarMaster Armour belonged to a favoured general of Lord Nerevar, who was
cursed by Dagoth Ur in a doomed mission during the early wars against House

Dagoth. Also cursed along with his armour was Kalon's ancestra...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

1420 Indoril WarMaster Armour
and Alhanna Scimitar v1.1 Armor MMH 4-5802 VagabondAngel 2011-10-06

Indoril WarMaster Armour and Alhanna Scimitar v1.1 by VagabondAngel
Welcome to my second release since learning a bit of modelling. The

WarMaster Armour belonged to a favoured general of Lord Nerevar, who was
cursed by Dagoth Ur in a doomed mission during the early wars agai...

1419 Indoril Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12531 Z999z3mystorys 2008-02-13
Adds a NPC that will upgrade your indoril armor to be 25% more effective. it

will offer 25% more armor, be 25% more durable, be worth 25% more, and hold
25% more enchantment. Changelog:10. first version, added one NPC and 8

pieces of armor.

1418 Indoril Scout Armor Armor MMH 4-6858 Rattfink333 2012-03-13 Adds a new light armor ingame called the indoril scout armor. can be found in
ghostgates tower of dawn.

1417 Indoril Purple Armor MMH 4-2327 Thann 2009-04-26
Indoril_Purple .v1.0 created by Thann Description. This plug-in add new indoril
armor in the game. you can find the armor at Ghostgate Tower Of Dawn, Lower
Level. How To install. Just extract the .rar. file into your morrowind Datafiles ...

1416 Indoril Greaves Armor MMH 4-13503 WoWHumanPally 2009-06-23
Adds Indoril Greaves to all generic Ordinators.   Ok first of all thanks to

Srikandi's Re-Skinning Tutorial, I would never have been able to do this without
it. Also this is my first mod so please be nice.

1415 Indoril Fixer1 Armor MMH 4-6347 apb2390 2009-12-04
This mod fixes the Indoril armor in the game so that the Ordinators (and high
ordinators if you're playing Tribunal) Don't attack you on sight. Good for those
Barbarians who are apprehensive about going to Vivec.     I know any modder

could make this in 1 minute or less, but ...

1414 Indoril Elite Armour (Black
and Silver) Armor MMH 4-7728 VagabondAngel 2004-06-30

A complete reworking of my old Elite Indoril armour mod in black and silver.
Includes female version of cuirass (thanks to SnakeBitten) and a new unique

open faced helmet (thanks to SiriusSnape).Speak to the warrior in Gnisis
Temple to find out more. If you have the old Elite Mod, I...

1413 Indoril Armor Tweak Armor MMH 4-6772 EffeminaT 2011-07-26
Credit:   Tamriel Rebuilt Team - Indoril Textures   Smight - Indoril Grieves Mod

(based off of)     Adds Indoril Greaves to Ordinators on Vvardenfell, and
removes scripting on Indoril and Her Hand's armor that caused Ordinators to

attack you. Additionally,...

1410 ImprovedBound v1.0 Armor MMH 4-8217 VeeDubb 2005-05-03
This mod adds the missing Bound pauldrons and Bound Greaves spells to the

game, available in the Balmora Mages Guild. It also provided infinite arrows for
the bound longbow, increases the AC of the bound armor and shield to 333, and

increase the casting costs of all the modified spells to keep th...

1409 Improved_Bloodmoon_Armor Armor MMH 4-11132 Evil Weevil 2007-03-19

1408 Imperial Studded Armor Set Armor MMH 4-11413 quorn 2007-08-03
Completes the set of imperial studded leather armor, save for a helm and
shield.     includes greaves, boots, gauntlets, and pauldrons.  modifies the

cuirass to match the set.     a set can be found in the following shops:   Seyda
Neen trad...

1403 Imperial helms Armor MMH 4-10335 Khan raider 2006-01-10
Adds new silver and duke's guard silver helms to the game. These are based on

real Roman helms of our realm. Can be found in Caldera Hodlismod Armorer
and Ebonheart Fort Smith.

1400 Imperial Glass Shield v1.0 Armor MMH 4-8433 PCC aka Blockhead 2002-09-25
0. What It Is ~ I like the look of the glass shield. That bright glowing green

adds needed color to Vardenfell. It's just too bad that glass armor is too
expensive for lower level characters. I also like the look of Imperial armor,

especially that neat rectil...

1399 Imperial Dragonscale Armor
RELOADED Armor MMH 4-10794 Maj.GHOB 2006-09-13

Found by Ronin49 and beardo Re-Uploaded by Counciler Original Author
Maj.GHOB Excerpt from readme: Having been somewhat disappointed at the

Imperial Legion quests, I decided to make the whole ordeal a bit more
worthwhile by putting this armor set and belt tog...

1398 Imperial Chain Pauldrons Hvy
- Med Armor MMH 4-13072 emoboy64 2008-12-06

First mod yay.Debating weather its an armour mod or tweak.   Simply changes
the Imperial Chain Pauldrons to Medium weight to match the rest of the

Imperial Chain Armour.

1397 Imperial Chain Boots n
Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-11609 Cjad the Nord 2007-10-20

This mod will complete the Imperial Chain armor set by including a pair of
Imperial Chain Boots and Imperial Chain Gauntlets. They are added to the

levelled lists and Imperial Archers so as to make them blend in seamlessly with
the rest of Morrowind.     You can also buy the...

1396 Imperial Chain Armor
Resource- Gauntlets, Boots Armor MMH 4-6168 quorn 2007-09-20

adds gauntlets and boots to complete the Imperial Chain Armor set, save for a
shield.     Adds Meshes and Icons, no new textures are used.  See Readme for
further info. Changelog:1.2 - updated, realigned textures   1.1 - fixed .esp; the

gauntl...

1393 Imperial Armor Armor MMH 4-8960 UberSauce 2003-08-22 This mod adds a set of Imperial Armor complete with shield and sword;  waiting
for players in Seyda Neen in Arillie's Tradehouse on the 2nd floor.

1392 Illy's Dark Sisterhood Armor MMH 4-13958 Illuminiel 2010-05-25
This mod replaces the original Dark Brotherhood armour with Better Bodies

meshes using unique textures.     The armour was originally designed as female
only for another mod and the icons and groundart use the female versions

hence the name Dark Sisterhood. However the male a...

1391 IceWave Cuirass Armor MMH 4-5842 goldstar 2011-10-07
Readme 1. Installation Extract all files into Data Files. Then put all .nif files in
meshes and all .bmp files in textures. Start morrowind. At the launcher, click

data files and double click IceWave Cuirass. 2. Where to find it IceWave
Cuirasses start a...

1360 House Dagoth Bonemold
Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-11299 Petiboy 2007-06-14

This mod adds the Great House Dagoth bonemold armor variant to the game,
the Neen'Enamor ( name based on Majra's Dunmeri Translator, means True

Pride).   This is not a Sixth House armor, but, the extinguished House Dagoth
guard armor.     The armor pieces are scatte...

1350 Hoplite Shields v1.0 Armor MMH 4-10938 Slartibartfast 2006-12-21 This mod adds 4 styles of Hoplite shield to Alusaron's inventory in Vivec
Foreign Quarter.

1336 Holy King's Queen Armor
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14881 Jester 2013-07-23 This mod requires Holy King's Armor. It simply adds a female version of the

armor.

1335 Holy King Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1563 Blackshark64 2009-04-06
Adds an elegant king armor with an optional crown (user mesh) to the game

and a very nice claymore. The mod starts in Caldera Mages Guild where you'll
find a scroll...

1334 Holy King & Armor of St.
Nerevar Retextures Armor MMH 4-15632 Spirit-of-Fire 2018-06-30

Provides alternative textures for the Holy King Armor and Lost Armor of St.
Nerevar plugins. No ESP is included, you either need to over-write the

originals, or create your own plugin.

1316 High Poly Indoril Helm v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1554 Mantodea aka Joel
Braddock 2009-04-06 High poly Indoril helm: A much more detailed version of the Indoril helm. There

is a different version you can get by using the console: "indoril helmet2"

1315 High Heel Platform Boots
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-9981 Darkloke 2005-07-02

This mod adds a few examples of female high heel boots to Morrowind world.
The meshes themselves aren't new, they were created by NioLiv/Durgoth and I
just changed them for a more aesthetic view. Changelog:Added new textures

for armor and clothing meshes. Removed s...
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1310 Hide 'n Seek 3 (Helm
gesunden Gemüts) Armor MMH 4-9451 Caderyn 2004-04-05

The 3rd Hide N Seek. This one has the helmet 'Helm gesunden Gemüts', which
has some resistances. Not much different from the last ones. However, unlike

the last two, 'Helm gesunden Gemüts' is a medium helm (since the last two
have been heavy).

1309 Hide 'n Seek 2 (Regen) Armor MMH 4-9448 Caderyn 2004-04-03
Hide N Seek 2 is very much like the first one in style, except that I've tried to
make this one a little bit easier. The last clue may be a doozey. Anyway, have
fun, and good luck.     [Edit:  04/04/2004 - Fixed the script on Regen, so now

when you wear it, it wil...

1308 Hide 'n Seek 1 (Storm) Armor MMH 4-9419 Caderyn 2004-03-30
I first made this mod when a friend and I would make 'Scavenger Hunts' to give
each other good, but not godly, armor or weapons -  just for the sheer fun of it.
   View the readme for information of the location of the first clue (It basically

tells you right ...

1300 Hematite Scimitars and
Lavagem Shield Armor MMH 4-9238 Sirius Snape 2004-02-20

This 'additem' mod adds 2 Scimitars (one with white flames, the other without)
and a Lavagem Shield to match the Hematite High armor. While no other mods

are required, the weapons and shield matches the Hematite High Ordinator
armor set.

1299 Hematite High Armor Armor MMH 4-1585 Sirius Snape 2009-04-06
By special request, I have completed a set of Hematite High Armor. The crested
helm from the Hematite Armor Mod is included, as is a beta version of a Black

Saint Winged Helm.

1298 Helseth Royal Guard Shield
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7166 GMatthews 2012-08-03

This has 2 different ESPs -ONLY USE ONE OF THEM AND DELETE THE
OTHER ---Helseth_Shield.esp -adds 3 versions of the shield, and equips all

Helseth Royal Guards with the shield -they still use 2 handed swords but when
they are not in combat the shield will display as norm...

1297 Helseth Helmet Remade Armor MMH 4-9692 Rinon 2004-08-22 A remake of the Royal Mournhold guards helmet, edited so that you can now
see your player's face, just like the real thing !

1294 Helmet of Doom Armor MMH 4-13260 Knight of Kozaak 2009-02-18
In the Helmet of Doom, Galbedir seeks a volunteer to go to a dangerous island
full of dangerous people.   It is said that on this island would be a very powerful
helmet, called the Helmet of Doom.   Just talk to Galbedir in the Balmora Mages

Guild to get teleportation to this ...

1293 Helm of The Deep Delver Armor MMH 4-15245 GojiraGamer 2014-09-12 There's not much I can say about this mod. It just adds in the Helm of The Deep
Delver from Oblivion. Took me maybe 10 minutes to make.

1292 Helm of Graff the White
Replacer Armor MMH 4-14309 Midgetalien 2011-06-01

I've always felt the helm of Graff the white to be a little....common. I was
expecting some sort of unique helm but instead it was a standard imperial
helm.     So  This mod is a replacer for the Helm of Graff the White.     It

replaces the mesh and...

1288 HeavyArmor Armor MMH 4-4991 Unknown 2009-05-12

1287 Heavy Leather Gloves Armor MMH 4-13069 Midgetalien 2008-12-05
Heavy Leather Gloves   Midgetalien   =====     Installing the Plugin   ===    

Install to your morrowind datafiles directory.     Meshes go in the mehses folder
 <...

1274 Halo Cuirass Beta Armor MMH 4-2030 jakethesnake 2009-04-06 No Read Me

1273 Halfling race Armor MMH 4-9622 Hello Khajit 2004-07-14 Adds a playable Halfling Race to Morrowind; see readme for more details.

1271 H.E.L.L.U.V.A. Balanced Armor MMH 4-6744 Spiffyman 2011-06-14
Name: HELLUVA Balanced   Version: 1.0   Date: 7/8/2011   Category: Weapons

and Armor   Author: Spiffyman     Description   ===========  
Sandman101's H.E.L.L.U.V.A. mods are a wonderful creation. However, the

weapons...

1270 H.E.L.L.U.V.A. Awesome
Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12777 Sandman101, Friends 2008-06-19

I have set up a separate download of all of the readmes and pics. There is a lot
of info in them and will answer most questions. I also have a commonly asked

question sheet in it. I would suggest downloading this first and reading it if you
have any questions about the HELLUVA Armor Mods. I will ...

1269 H.E.L.L.U.V.A Awesome
Armors for Mogs Armor MMH 4-6495 Rylasasin,

Sandman101, friends 2010-07-04
This Minimod for Sandman101's superb mod will add Mog Mod support to

helmets.  This is done in the exact same way as the boots/leggings script for
HELLUVA Awesome Armors.  Simply Drop said helmet on the ground, and pick

it back up.  You will be asked whether or not you want to use ...

1268 H.E.L.L.U.V.A Awesome
Armors for Mogs Armor MMH 4-14005

Rylasasin,
Sandman101, &

friends
2010-07-04

This Minimod for Sandman101's superb mod will add Mog Mod support to
helmets.  This is done in the exact same way as the boots/leggings script for

HELLUVA Awesome Armors.  Simply Drop said helmet on the ground, and pick
it back up.  You will be asked whether or not you want to use ...

1266 Guyver Bio-Booster Armor Armor MMH 4-13040 DoubleBrewski 2008-11-26
The Dark Guyver Mod>           ===     Based on the popular Japanese Anime

series and feature films, the Guyver is an ancient bio-weapon created by aliens
centuries ago. The Guyver unit...

1265 Gundam Rebals Armor MMH 4-5533 James Bell 2009-06-07
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's
closure. No information was included, so this note containing some basic

information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------
-------

1258 Grenades! Armor MMH 4-8303 GlassBoy 2003-05-26
This mod adds a slim chance to find elemental grenades on certain creatures
(like atronachs, etc.) These grenades cannot be bought, and have moderate
damage so it won't really unbalance the game    Included are 3 esp files in

which you can pick how hard they are to fin...

1244 Gondorian Ranger Armor Armor MMH 4-10288 rojak 2005-12-17
Small mod that adds a retextured lords mail cuirass, imperial skirt, and a shirt

to morrowind.   It also adds the 2 quivers from Durzog Quivers 1.0, and a
hooded cloak.   You can equip a cloak with hood, armor, the green shirt and

have a quiver altogether.   The item...

1243 GoldenSaintHelms v1.0 Armor MMH 4-973 Rinon 2009-04-06
Golden Saint Helmet v 1.0 (Complete) Notes : Ever see a Golden saint and

wonder what it would be like to have their helm, maybe u tried killing em for it
;) ? This mod adds the helmet you've been lusting after for so long. There are

minor clipping issues with Argonions and K...

1242 Golden Saint Helm Armor MMH 4-926 Rinon 2009-04-06
Golden Saint Helmet Notes : Ever see a Golden saint and wonder what it would
be like to have their helm, maybe u tried killing em for it ;) ? This mod adds the

helmet you've been lusting after for so long. There are minor clipping issues
with Argonions and Khajits, there are...

1241 Golden Saint Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7799 Lyshorathi 2003-09-22
Adds a set of Golden Saint light armor;  gauntlets, pauldrons,  cuirass, greaves,

and boots. Available for sale in Goldyn Belaram's shop in Suran. Includes
gender-specific cuirass and boots: females get heeled boots and men are bare-

chested. Textures packs available for separ...

1240 Golden Saint Armor Armor MMH 4-6186 Arcimaestro Antares 2008-07-03
With this mod, every Golden Saint creature in the game carries a piece of the
Golden Saint Armor. NOTE: - using Better Bodies with male nudity, the male

Cuirass will not cover everything. REQUIREMENT: Better Bodies **...
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1239 Golden Auriels Shield Armor MMH 4-1200 Riothamus 2009-04-06
TES III: Morrowind Golden Auriel's Shield by Riothamus, 2 August 2004

_______________ 1. INSTALLING THE MOD To install the plugin, unzip the file
into the Morrowind Data Files directory. ___________...

1237 Gold Armor Armor MMH 4-13468 Jman66100 2009-06-10
This mod adds a set of gold armor to the game.  It is just a retextured set of

iron armor.  The armor rating is 150 (50 above Daedric), weighs a total of 612
lbs. and costs more than 200,000 GP.

1236 Godly Masks (NOT a cheat!) Armor MMH 4-13042 almoSTRound 2008-11-26
Adds in masks of almalexia, hircine, dagoth ur and sotha sil. Can be found on

the corpses of their respective god. Each has a good AR and a powerful
enchantment, but nothing uber.Please, make all comments be constructive

criticism, I'm only 14 and this is my first mod. Thank you.

1235 Godly Dragonscale Helmets Armor MMH 4-13701 ZwordCuitar 2009-10-16
Two ESP. files are included but they have nothing to do with eachother besides
that they both do stuff with helmets.   You only need Morrowind masterfile for
the   Godly Dragonscale Helmets mod but you'll need Tribunal as well for the

Oreyn Bearclaw helm appearance change! �...

1225 Glowing Daedric Armor Armor MMH 4-6132 GhostNull 2012-04-30 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Glowing Daedric Armor Index: 1.
Installation 2. Playing the Plugin 3....

1224 Gloom Armor v.1.1 Armor MMH 4-758 MainframeTM 2009-04-06
== Gloom Armor An ElderScrolls III - Morrowind Plugin Created by:

MainframeTM Copyright Information: All things Morrowind and Elder Scrolls
are copyrighted by Bethesda Softworks LLC Version: 1.1

=============...

1223 Gloom Armor v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-869 MainframeTM 2009-04-06
== Gloom Armor An ElderScrolls III - Morrowind Plugin Created by:

MainframeTM Copyright Information: All things Morrowind and Elder Scrolls
are copyrighted by Bethesda Softworks LLC Version: 1.0

=============...

1222 Glass Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12525 Z999z3mystorys 2008-02-10
Upgrade your glass armor and weapons to be 25% more effective! A new NPC

is added that will upgrade your glass armor and weapons, for a price. he's
located in the lower tower of dusk in ghostgate. See Readme for more

information. Changelog:1.0 first version

1221 Glass Invsa Armor Armor MMH 4-6794 woundedkneecap 2011-09-30
It gives you a one piece Glass armor set (mimics the armor rating) with no

texture (or mesh?) so its transparent. It's for those how like to be armored but
look sleek in cloths without clipping.     It uses the BB added clothing slot

"skirt", may conflict with skirts (not ro...

1220 Glass Helm Compilation Armor MMH 4-14545 Aitrus 2012-08-10
Glass Helm Compilation, by Aitrus     ------------     This mod contains six closed
glass helms arranged in Nifskope and their icons. This is a modder's resource,

no ESP.     ------------     Credits -

1219 Glass GlowSet Armor MMH 4-13518 Solidfire 2009-07-07
Replaces all Glass related items in the game with glow mapping. that includes:
Armors Ingredients weapons mines ___________ credited authors are Darknut

Solidfire - me Bethesda for the game ...

1218 Glass Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-5569 Steve Sweitzer 2010-10-25
Morrowind modification: Glass Gauntlets Created by: Steve Sweitzer Contact:

stevedroid@earthlink.net Creation Special thanks: Mephisto, for fixing the
backgournd on my icon. Jason "tclord" Hoffos, for converting my textures to

.dds format.

1217 Glass Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-6151 Forseti 2006-05-17
I had always wondered why there were only glass bracers in MW, and no

gauntlets. It seemed weird to me so I tried my hand at making a pair. After
much trial and error with Photoshop I finally came up with a pair I liked. So I

thought I'd try and release them and see what others think.

1216 Glass Extension Armor MMH 4-8582 Steve Sweitzer 2002-12-16
1.  Adds 4 new Glass items to the game: Glass Gauntlets (left and right)...Glass

Longbow...and Glass Battleaxe    2.  Changes Galen Berer, smith, in Tel Branora
to carry a complete selection of Glass items.    3.  Adds the new items to a few

existi...

1214 Gi and Glass Sangauta v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-1675 Mantodea aka Joel
Braddock 2009-04-06

Gi and Glass Sangauta v.1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea)
========== 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4.

How to get the armor 5. Usage in other mods 6. Credits/thanks 7. Con...

1213 Gi and Glass Sangauta Armor MMH 4-281 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Gi and Glass Sangauta v.1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea)
========== 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4.

How to get the armor 5. Usage in other mods 6. Credits/thanks ...

1208 Ghost Armour Armor MMH 4-11305 Fishcake 2007-06-22
An Assasin has set up his own little shop in Balmora and is selling his NEW

invisible armour plus other average things.   You can see straight through your
character   This is my first released mod.     IVE NOW CLEANED IT

Changelog:*Npc's...

1201
FWE Warrior Princess Armor

and clothing pack 1.1
UPDATE

Armor MMH 4-2210 Gorg 2009-04-24 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Female Wood Elves Warrior Princess
Armor and clothing pack version 1.1 UPDATE by Gorg ...

1199 funkys bb lefem armor Armor MMH 4-1809 thefunkyone 2009-04-06 ----             Funkys Better Body Lefem Armor 1                For Morrowind        by
Richard Beveridge (t...

1197 Funky's Better Body Lefem
Armor 1 Armor MMH 4-1535 thefunkyone 2009-04-06

The Plugin is a changed version of Bethaliz's Lefem Armor 2.1 mod. I have
removed all the armor & clothing in the mod apart from the Bomina, Domino,
Gomina & Romina Armors. And have replaced the original Lefem bodyparts

meshes with retextured versions of Neuman's Domina armor. All...

1196 Funky Colovian Fur Helm Armor MMH 4-12614 Tanvar 2008-03-24
I had never made this kind of mod before (A retex), so I thought I'd try making

one. At first I thought I would make A bunch of different recolored Colovian Fur
Helms, but after a little bit I realized MS paint just wouldn't do that kind of job

well enough, so instead, I ended up making this. I t...

1194 Full Gold Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-8894 Lyshorathi 2003-06-04
Adds gold boots, greaves, and gauntlets... Adds an upper arm section to the
existing pauldrons to fit in with the gauntlets...Adds a chest to Sirollus' shop
that contains a free matching skirt. Sirollus Saccus in Ebonheart will sell you

the full set of gold armor. The new armor and clothing piece...

1193 Full Glass Armor Armor MMH 4-19 Hellwolve 2011-03-02
[size=medium]Full Glass Armor[/size], by Hellwolve ----- This mod adds the

following: -A Glass Full Helm -Glass Gauntlets ----- Instalation: Unpack the zip
into the Morrowind data files folder

1192 Full Dragonscale Armor v1.3 Armor MMH 4-310 DracoDrakonis 2009-04-06
Adds Complete Dragonscale Armor set to Armorer in Vivec Foreign Quarter...

The way Dragonscale should have been All Meshes and Skins are from Original
Bethesda, Tweeked, Cut, Pasted, and Refined For Your Enjoyment !! This mod

includes: Full Dragonscale Armor Set : 'New...

1191 Full Dragonscale Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-2100 DracoDraKonis 2009-04-06
Adds Complete Dragonscale Armor set to Armeror in Vivic FQ....... The way

Dragonscale should have been. All Meshes and Skins are from Original
Bethesda, Tweeked, Cut, Pasted, and Refined For Your Enjoyment !! I take

Credit Only for Creative Application of Immagination ! This ...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

1190 Full Dragonscale Armor Set
v1.3a Armor MMH 4-14663 DracoDrakonis 2013-04-25

Adds Complete Dragonscale Armor set to Smith in Vivec FQ. The way
Dragonscale should have been All Meshes and Skins are from Original

Bethesda, Tweaked, Cut, Pasted, and Refined For Your Enjoyment!! Original
Dragonscale Armor is left as is. I take Credit Only for Creative Application ...

1189 Full Dragonscale Armor Armor MMH 4-2132 DracoDraKonis 2009-04-06
1.2 Update: Fixed First person view on gauntlets. Still have minor "leaking"
when wearing some robes. Reworked: Pauldrons UA and Gauntlets to fit in

better with rest of armor. Added pauldrons CL which ties in the Cuirass and the
Pauldrons for a better effect. Reworked Greaves UL for a better...

1188 Full bound armor Armor MMH 4-13980 Reeder960 2010-06-11
This mod adds bound pauldrons and greaves sadly i havent been able to make

spells to summon them yet (this is my first mod) so instead i have made
permant versions that have been spread around morrowind the readme will tell

more Changelog:v.85-changes placing of items so they ca...

1186 Frost Atronach Armor Armor MMH 4-6543 Baofu92 2010-09-04 This mod add the Frost Atronach Armor (Heavy). You can find it   in a urn in the
Zainab Camp.

1185 Frost Armor Armor MMH 4-860 Thann 2009-04-06
Creator: Thann Frost Armor. This adds a new type of armor to the game called
Frost Armor. you can find the armor set at *Dagon Fel, Andre Maul's Tower*
what is to the North of Dagon Fel. Armor Stats. Frost Armor. Weight:21.00

Health...

1178 Four-Strong Armour Armor MMH 4-2269 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-24

Four-Strong Armor 1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ========== 0.
Version History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4. How

to get the ninja gear 5. Usage in other mods ...

1163 Fliggerty's Armor Project Armor MMH 4-10528 Fliggerty, Friends 2006-04-06
This mod combines 90+ armor mods into one.  But rather than keeping the

original quests or shops, I have put them all into new and existing levelled lists.
 You will find these armors in various smuggler, bandit, and other loot lists.

 They have also been added to every merchant in...

1160 Flames Armour v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1717 GateKeeper 2009-04-06
Title: Flames Armour Author : GateKeeper Version : 1.0 Requires: Morrowind

Classification: Armor Description: Adds the Flame Armour originally created by
Mykul... I used NifTexture to create the missing pieces by using his texture on

the rest...

1159 Fixed Unholy Temple Armor Armor MMH 4-1506 Blackshark64 2009-04-06
how to install -Unzip into datafiles Where is the armor? -This mod starts in

Seyda Neen by the trade post where you will find your first clue to its location.
What the mod does? -Adds black and silver armor called "Unholy Temple

Armor" it also includes a quick...

1156 Firstguard Armour Armor MMH 4-5557 Zenorf 2010-10-24
This is a simple little plugin that adds a new set of armour to the game that is
designed for beasts. The Argonian First Guard armour fits all of the Argonians
fine and also the younger looking Khajiit. It looks a bit silly on the old bearded

looking Khajiit though because for some reason those h...

1155 First Guard Armor v1.021 Armor MMH 4-12307 Zenorf 2013-03-11
From Readme: This is a simple little plugin that adds a new set of armour to the

game that is designed for beasts. The Argonian First Guard armour fits all of
the argonains fine and also the younger looking Kajiit. It looks a bit silly on the

old bearded looking kajiit though because f...

1149 Femm Domina Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-14662 Elric_Melnibone 2013-04-25

This new armor set is based on the LeFemm Armor plugin from Bethesda
Softworks. The stats and characteristics of the Domina Leather armor in the
official MOD have been altered to be exactly the same as GLASS armor. Why
should the ladies download a cool new looking armor set that won?t be used

ver...

1146 Female Rose Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-12281 Gorg 2013-03-05
Adds a new set of balanced classy female light armor and matching skirt that is
for sale by Arrille in Seyda Neen. Cuirass is retextured female imperial chain;

the other parts of the armor are new/modified meshes and textures. The
leggings (grieves) parts of this mod only works ...

1145 Female Ranger Armor Armor MMH 4-14001 Plangkye 2010-06-29
This mod adds a ranger-themed outfit for Better Bodies females, with matching
weapons and sheaths. The bow and quiver can also be used by male characters.
    The weapons have automatic sheathing scripts (to swap an empty sheath for

the weapon-and-sheath when you draw the wea...

1143 Female Leather Ranger
Armor (for BB) v 1 Armor MMH 4-11750 Xiamara 2012-10-26

This plugin adds a female light leather armor set in 6 colours for BB. The set
includes high heel and flat thigh high boots, skirt, tunic with bracers and a

cape. To buy the armor, go to Pelagiad into Uulernil's Armor shop and talk to
the merchant Laurelin. If you want to use this as c...

1142 Female Iron Cuirass Mesh
Replacer Armor MMH 4-6551 Adam Zsoldos 2010-09-18

This is a small rework of the iron cuirass from Divine Domina Part 1. All I've
done is removing the belt part, making the armor more bulky around the waist,
and adding a frontal ridge similar to the one on the vanilla iron cuirass mesh.    

The mesh and texture in this mod ar...

1141 Female Imperial Dragon
Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14638 Taylin 2013-04-20

***FEMALE IMPERIAL DRAGON ARMOR*** By Taylin **** 1. What and where?
2. Installation and requirements 3. Issues and bugs 4. Credits and Permissions

**** 1. WHAT AND WHERE? Adds a...

1135 Female Daedric Armour
Plugin 1.0 Armor MMH 4-15326 SATAN 2015-03-18

From the README: this just maeks a female variant when the daedric armor is
equipped. the textures are a mix of my owne,dethspells,and 1 barrowed from

jeremy's divine domina. the meshes are from neumans Bb lefemme armor
plugin for better bodies. thanx ...

1134 Female Chitin Cuirass Armor MMH 4-12195 IggyEGuana 2013-02-10
This does not add any items. It simply replaces the model for the Chitin Cuirass

when it is worn by a female character. If you put the same cuirass on a male
char, it will appear as it always has. Note: If you are currenty using a chitin

cuirass, and are female, then this will change t...

1129 Feet of Ascension Armor MMH 4-9972 Nanu Ra 2005-07-09
This mod adds a pair of artifact boots called 'The Feet of Ascension' to the
game. The boots, when equipped will morph to match your current cuirass.

They are enchanted with the ability to levitate on command. While the
levitation effect from the boots is in effect, you will...

1128 Feet Of Aeolus Armor MMH 4-9710 Robert Gerhadt aka
Steel_Viper 2004-08-22

Aeolus was the Greek god of the wind, I say WAS because now YOU have his
boots.  i created these boots because i hate walking/running through the
wilderness to get quests done the build up a new charecter, this mod is

intended for those of use who are playing morrowind again an...

1121 Falconer Leather v 2.0 Armor MMH 4-12242 Korana 2013-02-25
This plugin adds several "Falconer Leather" items, for both male and female
characters. The articles of clothing/armor are designed for use with Better
Bodies 2.0. Included are clothing AND armor versions of: -Male and Female

pants -Female lace front pants -Female...

1119 Fair Dark Brotherhood
Armour Price Armor MMH 4-12970 Hollow_Fang 2008-10-14

Fair Dark Brotherhood     what it does     1:makes all the dark brotherhood
Armour cheep so its not worth selling to make loads of gold     i always found it

like cheating that it cost so much for ...
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1118 Eyren's Armory v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14965 Eyren 2013-09-03
This plugin adds several set of armors inspired by the game "Lineage 2", plus

the snow cuirass. The armors are sold by Meldor the armorer in Balmora.
You're free to use these armors in your mods, just give me credit of the

textures.

1117 Eyren's armory 2 Armor MMH 4-15302 Eyren 2014-12-11
EYren's Armory 2 This mod adds six armors based on NioLiv's meshes,

Durgoth's boot meshes and Bethesda's pauldron meshes. The armors are
located in Ghostgate, The Tower of Dusk Lower level, in Dronos Ilervu's armor

shop. Credits: NioLiv Durgoth Bethesda Install...

1104 Ertur's Indoril Armor Mod Armor MMH 4-13043 Ertur 2008-11-26
This mod was inspired by the Nerevarine Wears Ordinator Armor which was
made by pincushionman. Aside from the GMST's, I thought that his solution

was clever but came too late in the game. I also thought it was odd that
members of the Temple couldn't qualify earlier.     This ...

1099 Ents Backpack v0.9 Armor MMH 4-2267 Ent went Moot 2009-04-24
BE SURE TO INSTALL IN THE C:\Program Files\Bethesda

Softworks\Morrowind\ DIRECTORY!! This mod adds wearable backpacks into
Morrowind. As it stands, this is beta v.9, with some updates on the way. The

technical mumbo-jumbo. This is a TRIBUNAL REQUIRED PLUGIN!!!

1096 Enchanting Improvement
mod Armor MMH 4-9711

Varg
'Euthanasiologist'

Axenov
2004-08-22

You'e probably been disappointed with very tight limits for creating constant
effect enchanted armor and clothing: it is capped by item's enchant capacity no
matter what soul you use.    This mod makes constant effect enchanting more

dependent on soul rather than i...

1092 Enchantable weapons and
armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-3802 Ghost 2009-05-12

This is a mod that makes weapons and armor more enchantable. also added 3
items. sword, shield and axe. that was version 0.1 this is version 1 and my first

submtted mod so please give me feedback Needed Morrowind.esm contact
firestorm11111@hotmail.com cr...

1090 Empty-Chains' Armor Armor MMH 4-12405 Grim_Wolf88 2007-11-30
Adds a suit of enchanted Indoril armor to the game made for my televanni

character with benefits mostly aimed for mage characters. Armor can be found
in various shops around Vvardenfell. The thing is the only way to obtain it is to

steal it. Readme included and provides name and location of each ...

1086 Emerald Ymsidril Armour Armor MMH 4-7117 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28
Created originally for my own game but requested for release by many at the

ES forums. So I added some detail to make it slightly more unique, rather than
just releasing yet another coloured Ymsidril. I also included a unique scimitar

to finish off the set. Hope you like it. You have t...

1085 Emerald Ymsidril Armour Armor MMH 4-15570 Vagabond Angel 2017-08-27
Created originally for my own game but requested for release by many at the

ES forums. So I added some detail to make it slightly more unique, rather than
just releasing yet another coloured Ymsidril. I also included a unique scimitar

to finish off the set. Hope you like it. You have t...

1084 EM_G_Adamantium v2.0 Armor MMH 4-15081 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04
This mod contains the Gold Adamantium Armor set for the male warrior. The

Gold set is approximately halfway between in stats from the default
Adamantium armor and Daedric armor. These files are mod'ded versions of the

Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks Find the small island in the ...

1083 EM_B_Adamantium v2.0 Armor MMH 4-15080 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04
This mod contains the Black Adamantium Armor set for the male warrior. The

Black set is approximately halfway between in stats from the default
Adamantium armor and Daedric armor. These files are mod'ded versions of the

Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks ***NOTE***: This plugin *re...

1081 Elven Weapons Armor MMH 4-8325 I.M. Bord 2002-08-12

1080 Elven Mitril Chainmail Armor
1.1 Armor MMH 4-1236 Unknown 2009-04-06 ----  Elven Mitril Chainmail Armor 1.1 ---- Update: - Added some BB support. -

Small texture changes. - Changes to cuirass...

1079 Elven Mithirl chainmail Armor MMH 4-1182 Unknown 2009-04-06 ---- Elven Mitril Chainmail Armor ---- Description: This plug in adds a chainmail
suit that can be found for sale in Arrille's tradeho...

1075 Elite Indoril Armour (Black
and Silver) v1.7 Armor MMH 4-695 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Black Indoril Elite Armour -  v1.7 (texture revision) Update 21 Nov 2004: Just a
texture update - I was looking at the textures in light of some of my more recent

stuff and decided it neede a bit of a touch up. Hope its to your liking. If you
already have earlier versio...

1074 Elite Dark Brotherhood Helm
v1.3 Armor MMH 4-7683 Lochnarus 2005-04-25

Adds a new type of helm to the Dark Brotherhood's armor selection, an Elite
Dark Brotherhood Helm. This helm is better in quality than the regular DB
helms, with slightly higher stats. A normal DB helmet is LVL 30, this helm

starts at LVL 40.    ELITE DB HELM: A retextured Morag Tong he...

1073 Elite Brotherhood Armor Armor MMH 4-2993 Hellwolve 2009-04-26 ELite Brotherhood Armor, by Hellwolve --- You may use this armor however you
like, as long as you give me credit. Hellwolve. Hellwolve@postapoc.tk

1069 Elemental Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-10052 Felis 2005-07-26
This is my first submission, and my best mod. It was made for personal use, but
the items within may come in handy for other adventurers, so I've uploaded it.

   This adds a merchant to Balmora, right by where you find the mages and
fighters guilds. He sells all sorts ...

1060 Ebony Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12551 Z999z3mystorys 2008-02-22 Adds a NPC in the Balmora Fighter's guild that will upgrade your ebony armor
and weapons, for a price. Changelog:10. first version

1059 Ebony Open Helm Armor MMH 4-8163 Veet 2003-04-09
The ebony open helm is available for purchase in Ebonhart and Ghots Gate.
Also it should appear in some of the richer hoards out there    Suggested for

use with any beast race helm mod because this helm was specialy fit for Khajiit
and Argonians. See readme for info.  ...

1058 Ebony Hoplite Armor Armor MMH 4-10427 Khan raider 2006-02-18
Adds three ebony Corinthian helms, breastplate and tower shield to the game.
Talk with Persius Mercius, ex-Fighter's Guild master, to learn where two helms
and breastplate are. Listen Oleg Hammerhand's, a patron The End of the World

tavern in Dagon Fel, tale and find out what happened to ship car...

1057 Ebony Helm Mod Armor MMH 4-8028 Brian Hodge (Brianith) 2004-12-23 This mod improves the "Ebony Closed Helm" in Morrowind.

1056 Ebony Greaves Armor MMH 4-11989 Tommy Khajiit 2012-11-16 This plugin replaces the none textured groin of the Ebony Greaves by a
textured version.

1055 Ebony Armor Fixes Armor MMH 4-9869 Sapphron 2005-03-17
This mod attempts to "fix" the look of Ebony Armor. I'm sure most players are
aware of the mismatched greenish Ebony pauldrons. This mod changes their

color to the regular "Ebony" gold and black, no textures required. This mod also
adds a stock texture to the previously ...

1047 Earth Dragon Armor Armor MMH 4-1953 Aliasi Sudonomo 2009-04-06
EARTH DRAGON ARMOR v.PREVIEW - Aliasi Sudonomo (

[url=mailto:soylent@seanbaby.com]soylent@seanbaby.com[/url] ) --- Requires:
Should be fine with just Morrowind. --- Usage: Unzip the contents of this

archive, including subfolders, into your Morrowind/Data ...

1040 Dwemer Warrior Princess
armor and Ninja gear Armor MMH 4-2278 SnakeBitten 2009-04-24

Thanks for giving this a go....Email or pM me with problems....Im expecting one
that I know of...Overunity says it missing a\Tx_AlmIndoril_boots.tga . And its

never lied to me...So I want to know if its causing anyone to crash..Ive searched
high and low for whats missing this texture a...
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1021 Dwemer Armor Restored v1.2 Armor MMH 4-12369 Mortis-Nai 2013-03-25
This Mod Adds a New Suit of Armor, It is a compleatly 100% preserver suit of

Dwemer Armor. To get started head to the Mzahnch Ruin 8, -10.
[color=#ff0000]Requires Tribunal[/color]

1020 Dwemer Armor Replacer Armor MMH 4-11302 Sandman101 2007-06-20
This mod takes Snakebitten's Dumac armor and replaces the stock Bethesda

Dwemer armor. The shield is from the Greater Dwemer Ruins Resource. I have
used a script to fix the helm issue from previous versions. The helm now has a

script that will ask(when place on ground and picked up) whether...

1019 Dwemer and Daedric
Alternatives Armor MMH 4-14394 Danke 2011-11-10

Two sets of armor, a dwemer-based one and a Daedric-based one. Neither are
in-game, you'll need the console to add them, sorry.     The readme included has

the ID's you need to spawn them!     Note: There's a little bug, the Right
Gauntlet is actually a b...

1015 Dwarven Armor Resource Armor MMH 4-6763 Dankesaurus 2011-07-01
This plugin adds a set of Dwarven armor to the game.   Based on the ingame
lore, the armor normally present in   the game is probably just robot parts, so
this is my   attempt to create some 'real' dwarven armor. It's all   retextured

meshes of other piece...

1014 Durzog Quivers v1.0 Armor MMH 4-2196 Pseron Wyrd 2009-04-24
This mod adds a cute merchant to Fort Pelagiad. This adorable Dark Elf

merchant sells two new quivers made of Durzog hide. One uses Snakebitten's
quiver mesh and the other uses Dongle's quiver mesh. The quivers are light

armor and occupy the left pauldron slot. If you wear either of ...

1008 Dual Pauldron Sets Armor MMH 4-11262 DoubleBrewski, Anime
Chaos 2007-05-25

Dual Pauldrons Mod>     This is meant to compensate for all your great gear
that takes up a pauldron slot. Do you like wearing wings & sheaths on your
back but hate removing a shoulder piece to do it. Well this outta do.     This

mod has pauldr...

1006 Drow Priestess Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-12987 e-bride. Fix
Splat_Phastkyl 2008-10-24

Adds a new set of light armor to Morrowind. Changelog:V 1.1 Adds a unique
corpse, instead of using the standard corpse, to hold the armor. Location is still

the same. Also, fixed the name for the Right Pauldron to match the naming
convetion of the Left P...

1005 Drow Priestess Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-2174 e-bride 2009-04-24
DROW PRIESTRESS ARMOR by e-bride: -Add a new set of armor for morrowind

(only) -This armor is a light armor (30 base protect) -You can find in the cave
(addamasartus) near Seyda Neen (yes it’s not difficult to find it :D ) Install: -Just

put the da...

1003 Drow Armour v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7320 Damien 2012-08-24 This mod adds two Drow armors (medium and light), two pair of scimitars and
longsword. This is a Modder's Resource.

1002 Drow Armour Addon v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7321 Midgetalien 2012-08-24
This Mod adds Damiens Armor to the game world. Damiens armor is great, but
it was never placed in game. This Mod puts it in the morrowind game world. I
have also made 3 new armor pieces to match Damiens armor. My new armor

includes: 2 new Helms 1...

1001 Drow Armor Addon 2 v1.0 Armor MMH 4-13144 Midgetalien 2009-01-06
This Mod adds a Quiver and cape for sale in the blamora fighters guild. Its sold

by a trader on the second floor of the balmora fighters guild. Requires Drow
Armour and Drow Armour Addon

998 Dreugh Armor Set Resource Armor MMH 4-11578 quorn 2007-10-04
This resource adds boots, greaves, pauldrons, and bracers to the dreugh armor

set. The cuirass is updated and looks more fitting, as well as correcting the
scarf.  Includeds meshes, icons, and a sample .ESP to add the pieces via

console in-game. See the readme.txt for more info.   ...

997 Dreugh Armor Completion
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12033 Timpy 2012-11-24

This plugin completes the Dreugh Armor (a nice medium armor) but formerly
only having 3 parts in the game. The following pieces have been added to make
the set complete: - Boots - Gauntlets - Greaves - Pauldrons - Towershield And I

must say, it wo...

996 Dres Lizard Boots Armor MMH 4-6506 Rattfink333 2010-07-19
Dres lizard boots that come from dres lands. made from a lizards skin that look

a whole, whole lot like it came from an argonian. they sell cheap at 1 drake
apiece as the dres say the material is easy to come by. have put two ingame.

one an a dunmer ontop of the council club in balmora (yes, balm...

995 Dremora Loot Enhancement
v1.2 Armor MMH 4-2195 Tyrthyllanos 2009-04-24

It's simple -- with this mod enabled, dremora will, beginning at player level 25
(or 15), have a very, very small chance of dropping Daedric armor. By making

use of nested lists, this mod allows a chance for any and every piece of Daedric
to drop, while the overall chance that one will drop from ...

994 Dremora Female Battle
Cuirass Armor MMH 4-15358 SHEOL 2015-06-13 This is a Female Dremora Armor outfit from Sheol. Please read the Readme for

more details.

993 Dremora Daedric Armor Drop Armor MMH 4-8155 Narkesh 2002-12-11
Purpose is to allow Dremora and Dremora Lords to drop a random piece of

Daedric armor when they die. Each time one is killed there is a small chance
(15% & 25% respectively)  they will drop one piece of Daedric Armor    . The

lords are the only one to drop a god helm ...

992 Dream Armor 1.01 Armor MMH 4-1449 The Lone Badger 2009-04-06
Tired of having your new, specially imported clothing concealed by bulky and
concealing armor? Galbedir in Balmora has developed a new process by which
armor can be formed out of pure magic, making a strong but extraordinarily

light suit that is completely invisible to normal sight, showing...

991 Dream Armor Armor MMH 4-9445 The Lone Badger 2005-04-24
Tired of having your new, specially imported clothing concealed by bulky and
concealing armor? Galbedir in Balmora has developed a new process by which
armor can be formed out of pure magic, making a strong but extraordinarily

light suit that is completely invisible to normal sight,...

990 Dread Knight Armor
Morrowind Edition v1.1 Armor MMH 4-12322 Bahamut 2013-03-14

This is an Morrowind conversion of jojjo's wonderfull Dread Knight armor,
version 1.1 includes all 3 weapons in both one handed and two handed variants,

all use fake bump mapping/reflections/gloss map techniques, needs MCP to
work properly. Location: The armor is lo...

989 Dread Knight Armor
Morrowind Edition v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12323 Bahamut 2013-03-14

Dread Knights Armor for Morrowind About this mod: This is an Morrowind
conversion of jojjo's wonderfull Dread Knight armor, mod does not include
weapons. Finding the armor: Sorry, its not ingame you need to spawn the

container with console: placeatpc drea...

985 Drakes Armor And Weapons Armor MMH 4-7921 Brandon 2003-10-21
This Plugin adds Drake a new NPC in the Meldors Armor Shop in Balmora who
sells daedric armor and weapons. (NOW WITH LIGHT AND MEDIUM ARMOR)

*note, I added one of the best light and medium armors. (LAST VERSION)

984 Drake Knights Armor
Morrowind Edition v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12325 Bahamut 2013-03-14

Drake Knights Armor for Morrowind v1.0 About this mod: Jojjo's stuff again,
this should tell all about this armor sets quality, package includes whole armor
set (male and female), a sword (both one hander and claymore) and a shield, all

that a cliched holy warrior/paladin...

983 Drake Knights Armor
Morrowind Edition Armor MMH 4-14428 Bahamut 2012-02-02

Drake Knights Armor for Morrowind v1.0       About this mod:   Jojjo's stuff
again, this should tell all about this armor sets quality, package includes whole
armor set   (male and female), a sword (both one hander and claymore) and a

shield, al...
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982 Dragonwarrior Light Armour
v1.3 Armor MMH 4-2178 Serpentlover 2009-04-24

This plugin adds a new set of light armor to Morrowind, it has less AR then
glass and can be used as a set between chitin and glass (anyone use the other
light armors anyway? :-s) You can find pieces of the armor in tradeshops and

smiths around the continent, some pieces in Gnisis (next to t...

981 DragonShield Armor MMH 4-7527 ArgonianHelmet 2005-06-06
This mod adds a retexture of Elidon's ward. A nice shield with the same armour

rating as an Ebony Shield. The Shield can be found in the Balmora Guild of
Fighters. More information can be found in the readme.

980 Dragonscale Armor v2 Armor MMH 4-2185 Maj.GHOB 2009-04-24

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ @@
Dragonscale Armor & Belt v2.0: @@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ This
plugin was saved with the latest version of Morrowind and Tribunal installed

and requires Tribunal to function. Changes...

979 Dragonscale Armor and Belt
v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-69 Maj. Ghob 2009-04-06

Having been somewhat disappointed at the Imperial Legion quests, I decided to
make the whole ordeal a bit more worthwhile by putting this armor set and belt

together exclusively for The Knight of the Imperial Dragon. You will find the
armor and belt being worn by Varus Vantinius (The Knight of th...

978 Dragonlance spells, weapons,
and stuff Armor MMH 4-9263 AquariusArgonian 2004-03-01

Adds a number of different Dragonlance items to the Balmora Mages guild.
 Their are a few non dragonlance items like the reapeater crossbow but most

are dragonlance.     There is a new npc Raistlin.  everything else can be gotten
normally exept two abilities type...

976 Dragonbone Pauldrons Armor MMH 4-8913 MP*Canus 2003-06-16
Adds a pair of matching pauldrons for the Dragonbone Cuirass, which may be
found next to wherever Dragonbone Cuirass would be found.  See readme for

info.

975 Dragonbone Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-14672 Jayson 2013-04-29
This plugin adds the missing armor to match the Dragonbone Cuirass available

in the game. The armor added include the greaves, the boots, the gauntlets,
and the pauldrons. These pieces are scattered throughout Vvardenfell.

Installation> Read the readme Lo...

974 Dragonbone Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14673 Jayson 2013-04-29
1. Right click on zip. and select "Extract Here" 2. This mod adds dragonbone
boots, greaves, gauntlets, a helmet, a towershield, and thanks to Cronus, the
pauldrons 3. The complete set are with the Dragonbone Cuirass 4. Dont know

where that is?

973 Dragon rider's armor Armor MMH 4-11177 Mandamus 2007-04-09
This mod adds a new armor, the "Dragon rider's armor".  Designed for Better
Bodies, it is wearable by both genders (except for the overshirt, which is only

meant to be worn by female characters).    Location  The set is hidden in a
chest, in the daedric shrin...

972 Dracus' Durzog Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-7124 Dracus Dragani 2012-07-28

This plugin adds a new medium class durzog armor to the game.The meshes for
the armor are 100% originally made by myself and inspired by the bonemold

armor and daedric armor set. Although, the meshes do make use of the
modified stock Morrowind and Tribunal textures. I really hope you enjoy the

ne...

965 Domina Shield v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14674 valkyre@wanadoo.nl 2013-04-29
Domina shield, based on the 'Chitin tower shield', whose texture now fits the

whole Domina line. The shield itself has exactly the same properties as an
ordinary 'Chitin tower shield. Found in Balmora, on the silt strider platform.

Added -----------------

961 Divine Domina Update:
Better Bodies compatbility Armor MMH 4-11381 Mr.Magic 2007-07-16

This mod is a replacer, an update for Better Bodies. All it requires is Divine
Domina (for the .esps and the textures.  I made this to fix the annoying clipping
on female NPCs.  A lot of them wear a cuirass, but no pauldrons, which results

in clipping. Those issues should be gone with t...

960 Divine Domina Part 5 Armor MMH 4-3005 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-26
Domina Part 5       This plugin include a new male and female version of:

Bloodmoon Bear Armor Bloodmoon Snowbear Armor Bloodmoon Ancient Steel
Armor also included are Domina versions of: The "Therana quest" Daedri...

959 Divine Domina Part 4 v1.0 Armor MMH 4-3006 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-26
Domina Part 4       This plugin will replace 9 female cuirasses with a Domina

version, Made by Jeremy McGuinn for Morrowind - To install the plugin, unzip
the files into the Morrowind/Data Files directory....

958 Divine Domina Part 3
Tribunal Armor MMH 4-3007 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-26

Domina Part 3 Tribunal       This plugin will replace the Tribunal female
cuirasses with a Domina version. Made by Jeremy McGuinn for Morrowind - To

install the plugin, unzip the files into the Morrowind/Data Files

957 Divine Domina Part 2 Armor MMH 4-3008 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-26
Domina Part 2 This plugin will replace 10 female cuirasses with a Domina

version. This one fixes the issue of some NPC's legs disappearing if wearing a
skirt. Made by Jeremy McGuinn for Morrowind - To install the plugin, unzip ...

956 Divine Domina Part 1 Armor MMH 4-3009 Jeremy McGuinn 2009-04-26
Domina Part 1       This plugin will replace 19 female cuirasses with a Domina
version. This one fixes the issue of some NPC's legs disappearing if wearing a

skirt. Fixed the dwemer boots so they no longer reference a Bloodmoon texture
file. Mad...

955 Divine Domina Compatibility
Patches Armor MMH 4-6220 iamnone 2009-03-30

* The esp files are unchanged, but I've repackaged this mod with a better
readme, placed the readme in its own folder (to avoid cluttering the Data Files
folder), and updated the compression to 7z.  I recommend using this updated

package.     --- Divine Domina Compatibil...

946 Demon Force Armor MMH 4-9396 Mythos 2004-03-22
Some AI modifications for the medium level NPC spellcasters. The first

objective was to change the game AI strategy and teach the players to respect
and fear a daedra, a god or a high level mage.    The second objective was the

game balance. I will not translate to english...

945 Demon Bone Armor Armor MMH 4-1884 Carnithus 2009-04-06
Creator: Carnithus Description: This adds a full set of Demon Bone Armor to a
tomb beneath Wolverine Hall. Credits:  Sword mesh by Soulshade          Horn

mesh by Silaria          All textures by Carnithus

941 Death Dealer Helmet 1.0 Armor MMH 4-9544 Zyndaar, Hellwolve 2005-04-22
This mod adds the Death Dealer Helmet,as seen on the Frank Frazetta

paintings and on the following website:
http://filmswords.com/frazetta/dealerhelm.htm The .esp included only adds the

helm to the CS; you'll have to place it yourself

940 Death Dealer Helmet 1.0 Armor MMH 4-1318 Zyndaar, Hellwolve 2009-04-06
This mod adds the Death Dealer Helmet,as seen on the Frank Frazetta

paintings and on the following website:
http://filmswords.com/frazetta/dealerhelm.htm The .esp included only adds the

helm to the CS; you'll have to place it yourself

939 Deamon Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12382 Carnithus 2013-03-29 This plugin adds the Deamon armor and SoulBane sword along with a short
quest . It all starts in the Mournhold bookstore .

935 DB Armor Reducer Armor MMH 4-10582 randomcraziness 2006-05-08 This is a simple mod that reduces the value of Dark Brotherhood armor, so the
player cannot use the assasins to make lots of money.

927 Darksun Shield replacer Armor MMH 4-6803 Rattfink333 2011-10-25 A replacer of the Darksun shield to make it unique.



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

922 DarkOrcishLoot Armor MMH 4-1211 Ryan aka Darkgost 2009-04-06
REAME DARKOR LOOT What This Does: Adds DarkOrcish Armor to the lvled

list under "Orcish Armor" What The Requires: DarkOrcish Armor v1.1, you dont
need to use both .esps just this one or the other, this one makes it more

balanced while the .esp that comes with v1.1 adds...

921 DarkOrcishArmorv1.1 Armor MMH 4-1062 Ryan aka Darkgost 2009-04-06
README WHAT THIS ADDs: This adds a retextured version of the Orcish

armor made by bethesda to the pawnbroker in blamora. The armor is slighty
stronger then Orcish armor but not unbalancing whatsever This is intended to

be a moders resource and while it add no new meshs,...

920 DarkOrcishArmorV1.0 Armor MMH 4-1044 Ryan aka Darkgost 2009-04-06
README WHAT THIS ADDs: This adds a retextured version of the Orcish

armor made by bethesda to the pawnbroker in blamora. The armor is slighty
stronger then Orcish armor but not unbalancing whatsever This is intended to

be a moders resource and while it add no new meshs,...

918 Darkglass Armor MMH 4-7274 Sypron 2012-08-22 This plug-in adds a new set of armor and weapons to Morrowind . You can find
them in Ghostgates Tower of Dusk lower level .

917 Darker obsidian armor Armor MMH 4-10683 johnsack2001 2006-07-23
Well this is just a retexture of Ronin's Obsidian armor. I figured The original

looked kinda bland so I re-did them with the idea of making them darker. The
esp is renamed but it will replace the textures in Ronin's version.

916 Dark Warrior Armor Armor MMH 4-116 Unknown 2009-04-06
Adds a set of medium armour and a katana (all based on Daedric meshes) to

each instance of barrell_01 found in game. (Note:  Stat tweak to a set of
Daedric Armor.) Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam

after the site's...

912 Dark Telvanni Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-10545 Kieve 2006-04-15
Nothing was added to the game world itself. While the armor is set up, it is not

placed in-game. The console must be used to obtain it, unless you place the
armor yourself. All meshes are original MW meshes, and use default textures.

There are no new textures included with this mod- ...

911 Dark Telvanni Armor Armor MMH 4-1681 Kieve 2009-04-06
Nothing was added to the game world itself. While the armor is set up, it is not

placed in-game. The console must be used to obtain it, unless you place the
armor yourself. All meshes are original MW meshes, and use default textures.

There are no new textures included with this mod- al...

910 Dark Prince Legacy Armor MMH 4-1618 Blackshark64 2009-04-06
What the mod does: - Adds a quest to find the Dark Prince - Adds new daedric

armor - Adds a face - Adds a new throne static - Adds a new sword Where is the
armor? - This mod begins in Dagon Fel, where you can read up on the Dark

Prince.

907 Dark Indoril Armor Armor MMH 4-13013 Sinfjotle 2008-11-12
This mod adds a suit of retextured Indoril Armor (Ordinator Armor) to the top
of the light house in Seyda Neen. The "difficult" file makes the plugin a little

more interesting for those who crave a little more adventure.     1. This is only a
retexture. No stats of the origin...

906 Dark Hand Armor Armor MMH 4-1579 Unknown 2009-04-06
This mod adds a set of Dark Hand Armor to Morrowind (a black & red retexture
of Her Hand Armor). To get the quest, look for a new book in the Secret Library

in Vivec. I made this quest real ambiguous so you can have more play time as
well as solve the mystery. But of course if you don't...

905 Dark Glass Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-12254 Hellwolve 2013-02-28
The Dark Glass armor from before the time it became the Sicarian Armor in

Atrox's Legacy. It's based upon my wish to have the same protection as regular
glass armor, but the looks of good thief's armor. Later, I added a cuirass with

the same stats as the Savior's Hide as well. The v...

904 Dark Elf Priestess Armor MMH 4-2126 Linkitch 2009-04-06 This plug-in is a merging of Sheikizza's Daedric Priestess & Daedric Armour
mods which alters a few things in the original files.

901 Dark Dwemer Armor Armor MMH 4-6697 Cydriic 2011-03-10
This Mod enables you to Acquire a Dark Dwemer Armor.     This armor has the
exact same Specs as the Daedric Armor so it will vary your style at top Level.    
To get the Armor you must find the Dark Dwemer Shrine which is located on a

small isle in the Sh...

899 Dark Chaos Armor Armor MMH 4-1102 Unknown 2009-04-06 2004-07-23 23:37 -Chaos-.esp

898 Dark Brotherhood Armor
Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12893 Midgetalien 2008-08-27

This Mod adds a new NPC to the basement of the smith in Caldera. He is
behind the locked door ;)     He will offer the player the chance to "upgrade"

their Darkbrother Hood armor.     This upgrade gives a 25% upgrade to health,
value and Enchantment...

897 Dark Brotherhood Armor
Upgrade Patch Armor MMH 4-14133 Midgetalien 2010-10-19

Description:     This is a patch for my Dark Brotherhood Armor Upgrade mod
and as such requires that mod for this one to work     This patch fixes a few

dialgoue issuies:     - fixed the issuie with the right gauntlet not being able t...

896 Dark Brotherhood Armor
Replacer - Expanded Armor MMH 4-20 Dimitri Mazieres 2011-03-02

This is a mod that changes the Dark Brotherhood assassin's armor to one that
looks more like the one in Oblivion's concept art (in my opinion, of course .

None of the original DB armor statistics have been altered. All that was done
was replace the relevant meshes and textures, as well as a...

895 Dark Brotherhood Armor Armor MMH 4-8516 killgore 2003-01-13
This plugin updates several Dark Brotherhood NPC's from MW to use the new
Dark Brotherhood armor. It also creates a matching set for the Morag Tong,

and adds the new armor to the Morag Tong members around the original game.
The original Morag Tong Helm has also been modifed to m...

894 Dark Brotherhood and Morag
Tong Updated Armor MMH 4-15185 AlvinWM 2014-01-30

Make sure to get version 3 to have the version with all the bugs fixed. Dark
Brotherhood changes: -Dark Brotherhood Armor put on hostile members of

Dark Brotherhood in Morrowind that wears light armor. -New Shrouded Helm
and Shrouded Cuirass with same stats a...

893 Dark Assassin Armor MMH 4-8510 Dark Paladine 2002-11-08 Adds New Class, and an NPC with new armor, weapons and amulet.

892 Dagoth, Black Netch, and
Red Dragon Armors Armor MMH 4-10044 Silver sorrow 2012-08-30

This mod adds four retextured (sort of) sets of armor culled from various
sources, as well as hundreds of words in readable form! Adds a few NPCs to

Sixth House strongholds and Ash Vampire lairs, too.

891 Dagoth, Black Netch, & Red
Dragon Armors Armor MMH 4-10326 Silver Sorrow 2006-01-04

Fresh from its triumphant (hahahaha) WIP thread on the Official Forums, this
mod adds four retextured (sort of) sets of armor culled from various sources, as
well as hundreds of words in readable form! Adds a few NPCs to Sixth House

strongholds and Ash Vampire lairs, too.

890 Dagoth Ur's Blight Mask Armor MMH 4-7790 Sapphron 2004-12-23
This mod adds the mask seen on Dagoth Ur as a wearable helm. The stats are

as follows:    Weight: 20.00, Armor Rating: 80, Health: 1000, Value: 72000,
Enchantment Value: 0    This helm does not have an enchantment on it,

however, it does add some abilities when worn, bu...

889 Dagoth Ur Mask Armor MMH 4-6541 Baofu92 2010-09-02
This mod add the Dagoth Ur Mask. You can find it near Dagoth Ur   (in Dagoth

Ur, Facility Cavern) or just typing this in the   console :)     Player->AddItem
"dagoth_ur_mask" 1
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881 Daggerfall Artifacts v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7989 Lord Xeen 2005-04-05
This mod adds several new artifacts that were in Daggerfall, but are missing
from Morrowind. They include... -Wabbajack: A magic staff that transform a

monster into a random other type of monster. -Sanguine Rose: Pedals from this
rose can be used to summon Daedroth to the user's a...

879 Daelu Armor and Weapons
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-14604 dohman642 aka

dobby42 2013-04-09
This Armor and Weapons was secretly developed by a unknown Clan deep

under the Red Mountain. It is stronger than the Deardric armor ans Weapons
but also very rare. You can get yours in Ald-ruhn(center) or Toddtest. This

Armor and Weapons is part of my 'Research into Daelu' which is m...

878 Daelu Armor and Weapons Armor MMH 4-14553 dohman642/dobby42 2012-08-18
This Armor and Weapons was secretly developed by a unknown Clan deep

under the Red Mountain. It is stronger than the Deardric armor ans Weapons
but also very rare. You can get yours in Ald-ruhn(center) or Toddtest.      This

Armor and Weapons is part of my 'Research int...

876 Daedric Weapons Armor MMH 4-8752 evelas 2003-03-24
Modifies Daedric weapon?s lower attack slightly. Ex: Sometimes when

attacking a scrib with a Daedric Dai-Katana it will not kill it, even when your
skill is at 100 and the weapon does up to 60 damage (scribs have 8 health).

Therefore I slightly modified the weapons lower attack to 5...

875 Daedric Upgrades Armor MMH 4-12517 Z999z3mystorys 2008-02-08

Adds an NPC that will upgrade your daedric armor and weapons... for a cost.
He can be found on the top floor of Ghorak Manor in Caldera. He'll improve

your items by 25% ( 25% more armor, 25% more damage, 25% more durable,
25% more valuable, 25% more enchantment capacity (even more for armor

depen...

874 Daedric Tower shield w ESP Armor MMH 4-11538 Drake (esp'd Forseti) 2007-09-18
In the spirit of full disclosure, I (Forseti) am not the creator of this mod. All I
did was create a needed ESP file for it and take a screenie so more people in
the ciommunity could enjoy Drake's work.   All props and comments should

rightly go to Drake (email is in the readme) <...

873 Daedric Tower Shield Armor MMH 4-8645 Drake 2003-02-03
Summit Note:  Readme gives instructions how to add in game via console - this

can't be done; there is NO "_dr_daedric_towershield"  in CS  - yet.    There is
NO esp,  mesh must be added to CS as a new item ; stats assigned, then can be

put in...

870 Daedric Priestes for All Races Armor MMH 4-1969 Xeno2 2009-04-06
Copy the Textures of the Race you want in the game into your \Data

Files\Textures folder Example: We want the WoodElf Skin in the game.Go into
"Textures-4-Races\WElf".Folder and copy all the Texture files into your \Data

Files\Textures folder. If you want the original skin (by Sheikiz...

869 Daedric Priest armor v.1.0 Armor MMH 4-312 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06

Daedric Priest armor v.1.0 by Joel Braddock (a.k.a. Mantodea) ==========
0. Version History 1. Installation 2. What you get with this mod 3. Files list 4.

How to get the armor 5. Usage in other mods ...

868 Daedric Open Helmet Armor MMH 4-1894 Unknown 2009-04-06 No Readme

866 Daedric God Armor Armor MMH 4-6233 Tehr4p3 2009-06-02
Gold Daedric Armor and God Helms Which Each Have a Power;stats, summon

creatures, and one for unusual effects     I deeply regret to inform all of the
people who have downloaded and enjoyed this or one of my other two mods,

that I  no longer will be updating this or my o...

864 Daedric Captain Armor Armor MMH 4-1498 Unknown 2009-04-06
adds a chest witg good retextured armor in seyda neen, he is hard to kill and

has a really good weapon, a new character would have to cheat to kill him, he is
locked away, so dont worry, you wont die if you go ouside, he is in arriles trade

house, in the back room.

862 Daedric Armour Replacer Armor MMH 4-14056 Illuminiel 2010-08-29
This mod is a pluginless (no esp required) mesh, texture and icon replacer for

the Daedric Armour.     The meshes and textures were created by Jojjo for
Oblivion and were converted by Bahamut to Morrowind.     I, Illy, have renamed

and replic...

861 Daedric Armour Of
Vvardenfell Armor MMH 4-11301 Indalus 2007-06-18

This mod adds a set of daedric armor, excluding the helmets, hidden
throughout Vvardenfell. For the easier version, there is no Daedric Tower
Shield, while for the Hard Version, there is a daedric tower shield, but the

items are more hidden and the daedric right gauntlet in Kogoruhn was removed
a...

860 Daedric and Glass Armor Armor MMH 4-7401 Matthew W. Aaron 2002-05-30
This Plug-In add a full set of Daedric and Glass Armor to the game. The AC on

both sets of armor have been lowered to the equivalent of Chitin. The weight on
each piece is 1 Pound. The cost is 1 Gold although you will not have to buy

them. This was done to avoid selling for outrage...

856 Daedoril Ordinators Armor MMH 4-12515
Skaera75b, MTG,

JediKnight, Matthew
Kaine

2008-02-08
Ordinators just got bad. Check readme for details, but this mod gives

Ordinators MTG's Indoril- Daedric Armor, JediKnight's Daedric Scimitar, and
Matthew Kaine's Daedric Pants. They look cool, and they're strong!

Changelog:rinse, lather, repeat

852 Cutthroat Mods Battleshields
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7176 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-04 Adds variety to the Heavy Armor Iron shields available in game .

851 Cutthroat Mods Battleshields
Light v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7175 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-04 Adds Light and Medium shields to the trader in Seyda Neen

850 Custom Kynareth Armor Armor MMH 4-7657 Stealthviper 2005-04-10 Takes Jeremy's Kynareth Armor and makes medium and light versions worth
almost nothing but with same armor rating.

849 Curry’s Coloured Ebony and
Dwemer v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12076 Curry Monkey 2012-12-14

Curry’s Coloured Ebony and Dwemer Plugin (an expansion for my Glass and
Daedric Plugin) Hello, and thanks for taking the time to download this mod! I
worked hard on these recoloured textures, so I hope you enjoy them. In this

mod, there are a total of 13 new sets of armour and we...

848 Curry's Coloured Glass and
Daedric v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7130 Curry Monkey 2012-07-29

This is my recoloured glass and daedric mod! Quite a few new sets, A total of
21 new armour sets, and 14 new sets of weapons as follows: GLASS ARMOR re-

coloured Red, Black, Blue, Yellow, White, Orange and Purple. There are 2
versions of each colour -one with only the gems...

845 Crystal Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-3010 Centurion Spider 2009-04-26
Made by Centurion_Spider: This mod adds 3 sets of spoof armor into the game,

they are made of crystal. You cannot simply purchase these sets. ..You must
fight for them. The 3 peices are guarded in a crystal cavern in sedya neen.

protected by two level 20 crys...

844 Crusader's set Armor MMH 4-10306 Khan raider 2005-12-21
Ever wanted to be a crusader? Wearing new steel helm and shield, and bastard
sword will help you to become a real crusader. Also new model of Chrysamere

claymore, for those of us who don't like shields.

842 CRN Daedric Armor Armor MMH 4-1819 Carnithus 2009-04-06
Creator: Carnithus Armor Concept and Design: Carnithus Installation Note:

Leave Meshes and Icons in the CRN sub-folders. This adds 3 Daedric cuirass, 2
pauldrons, a helm, and greaves to the Telvanni Vault in Vivic. There is no

special quest to get it. DO NOT...
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841 Crimson Warlock Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-1047 FireHeaven 2009-04-06
A long time ago, long before the Tribunal was formed, a stranger made his way
to Vvardenfell, clad in crimson armor and clothing. A month or so afterwards,

the same stranger was spotted enjoying the view from Azura's shrine. The
traveller made his way past the stranger, and soon all talk diminish...

835 Crappy Gear Armor MMH 4-9239 Cat 2004-02-23
Adds (sort of) new armor and weapons to the game (no new textures or meshes,
just new names and stats). A weapon of every kind has been added, so it doesn't
matter what weapon you specialize in. But it only has light armor, which I tend

to use the most.     There's...

827 Corinthian Helms Armor MMH 4-1120 Daduke 2009-04-06       The Elder Scrolls III             MORROWIND:          Corinthian Helms By
Daduke (Daduke146@yahoo.com)     &#...

821
Complete Armor Joints
(clothing doesn't show

through)
Armor MMH 4-12572 Kahkahra 2008-03-03

I added the unused forearm joint to the Orcish Pauldrons, Dwemer Pauldrons,
and the three types of Bonemold Pauldrons. But the best thing I did was I

added the black Bonemold forearm and knee joints to the Dwemer, and Daedric
greaves and pauldrons! (Its like wearing a black shirt and pants under ...

820 Complete & Balanced Armors
v1.3 Armor MMH 4-6421 BloodNAshes 2010-03-14

This rather large mod involves doing primarily three things as explained below:
1) Complete the armor sets from the original game by adding the missing
pieces to different armors to form a full set (e.g. adding bracers, greaves,

pauldrons, and boots to the dreugh armor, which formely...

817 Combatrobe v2.01d Armor MMH 4-15036 Cethegus 2013-10-16
Combatrobe v2 is a completely rebuilt update/follow-up/replacement to the

original Combatrobe plugin (you should remove any previous installation). It
contains: - the Combatrobe ('cuirass', long and short version) - a crossbow and

a bow (both as weapon and sheathed version)...

816 Combat Robe Armor MMH 4-15094 Cethegus 2013-12-05
This plugin adds a cuirass-robe-combination (in a short and a long version),
boots, sandals and an almost-allround-set of weapons with sheathes (bow,

crossbow, quiver, two dual wield long daggers, longsword and small knife). The
robe itself is only available in a female version, but al...

815 Colovian Fur Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-6243 quorn 2009-07-09
Adds a pair of Colovian Fur Gauntlets for purchase from Uulernil in Pelagiad,

and also from pilfering Tarhiel's corpse when he falls.  Unzip into the
Morrowind Directory.  Includes Meshes and Icons.     The Bloodmoon version

also adds the red and white Colovian Fur ...

813 Colored Colovian Fur Helms Armor MMH 4-12619 Tanvar 2008-03-25
This is my second retexture mod, and I think it looks pretty good. Once again

the icons are just red Colovian Fure Helms because I can't make decent icons.  
Ayways, this mod includes:   -Blue Colovian Fur Helm   -Midnight Colovian Fur

Helm (Black)   -Slate...

812 Cobra Armor Mod Armor MMH 4-1830 Leebrain 2009-04-06
============     Cobra Armour Mod ============ Author :

Leebrain Version : 1.0 Firstly , thanks for downloading my mod , this is my first
attempt at modding armour ever so im really hoping i at least did a 'p...

808 CM Fine Leather Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7177 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-04
Now Arrille is selling fine leather armor. It is based off the Dark Brotherhood
meshes for the body and the Dragonscale Helm for the helm. The shield is a
leather version of the CM Battleshield Light but more powerful to match the

armor. This armor is not uber, but its a fine quality light armor ...

807 Clutter Warehouse Armor MMH 4-4773 Devon 'Blaaguuu'
Carlson 2009-05-12

There is a hidden indoor cell (room) in the game, called "Clutter Warehouse -
Everything Must Go!" and it houses 2 NPCs, Lord Cluttermonkey, and Used
Clutter Salesman. you can get there by finding either of 2 items in the game

which will teleport you there when you use the action key o...

806 Cloth Bracer mod Armor MMH 4-8375 AnnoyedDragon 2004-11-07
The effects of this mod are simple. It changes cloth bracers to have the

enchantment points of extravagant gloves, changes the durability of the bracers
from 20 to 50, increases the price slightly, changes weight from 1.25 to 1 and

lowers its defense value from 3 to 0.    ...

804 Cliff Racer Armor Armor MMH 4-14191 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2011-01-21

Adds Cliffracer Armor to the End of The World in Dagon Fel and buy it from the
pawnbroker there. NOTE>: I, Midgetalien, Did not make this mod. It has been

uploaded to PES to prevent it from becoming lost. Many people over on the
offical forums have been trying to locate this m...

803 Cleric Shield Armor MMH 4-567 Unknown 2009-04-06
Cleric Shield 1. Installation 2. Summery 3. Credits Installation        Meshes

belong in Morrowind>Datafiles>Meshes. Textures belong in
Morrowind>Datafiles>Textures. Icons belong in Morrowind>Datafiles>Icons.

ESP belongs in Morrowind...

798 Circlets v1.2 Armor MMH 4-9639 Draxtheros 2005-08-02
Ever get tired of being beast, but not getting to wear helms. This is a mediocre

remedy; a circlet is something similar to a crown,  worn on the head, but is
meant for some protection    It would and should have had meshes and

textures, but i don't have the progra...

794 Chitin Project Armor MMH 4-8121 Shogakusha 2002-06-27
A set of modified chitin textures; altered to be much darker, slicker, and have
more depth  The over all effect is in my opinion, a much better looking set of
armor and weapons that maintains the spirit of the original. All credit goes to

Bethesda for the original textures.  ...

793 Chitin Pauldron Replacer Armor MMH 4-864 DarkOneVenzar 2009-04-06
Replaced the Chitin Pauldrons to match those of some old art. -Removes the

pauldron part of the Chitin pauldrons so only the upperarm is covered. There is
now no extra piece hanging on the pauldron.

792 Chitin Armor Replacer Armor MMH 4-811 DarkOneVenzar 2009-04-06 Replaces the Chitin Pauldrons to look more like the armor from the beta
version of Morrowind.

790 Chascoda's Armored Dresses Armor MMH 4-6666 Chascoda 2011-01-29
A lady named Alavera Ashfoot, a Nordic Tailor, one day was watching her
daughter haul the bulky armor she wore out to the Guild of Magic. So, she

asked her, "Where do you gain enough endurance to carry all of that armor?",
and the daughter, named Ytinir answered, "I don't. I have to use a Feather...

789 Chaos Armor V2.0 Armor MMH 4-1069 Tallguy 2009-04-06 Inadequate read me See Admin Comments

788 Chamber of the Flies Armor MMH 4-8649 Wixard2 2003-02-05
Adds new items, an island off the Seyda Neen coast, and a small/mid Sized

dungeon.  (nothing is changed in the rest of the gameworld however)    
Introduction:  Reports have indicated that a new island has been discovered off

the Seyda Neen coast.   3...

786 Chainmail Tops+Slips 1.3 Armor MMH 4-1158 DURGOTH 2009-04-06 Chainmail Tops+Slips Version 1.3 by DURGOTH #### Content #### This
mod adds a crate with new Slips+Tops to Se...

785 Chainmail Tops+Slips 1.2 Armor MMH 4-1103 DURGOTH 2009-04-06 Chainmail Tops+Slips Version 1.1 by DURGOTH #### Content #### This
mod adds a crate with new Slips+Tops to Se...

784 chainmail fix Armor MMH 4-6798 Rattfink333 2011-10-09
What this mod does is add a knee mesh to the game to finish off the chainmail
greaves to the boots. And a UV adjustment of the upper leg greave mesh. the

benefits are twofold. one is that the chainmail greaves are no longer shorts. and
second is it gets rid of the clipping issue with use of bette...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

783 Chainmail Armor Merchant Armor MMH 4-9009 ReflectioN 2004-12-11
This is a small mod that adds a merchant/smith to the Moonmoth Legion fort

near Balmora. He sells a complete set of Chainmail Armor.  Version 1.1 has the
missing First Person view hands, I also added a female version of the chainmail

armor.  This mod is best su...

774 Cave of Lost Wizards Armor MMH 4-9386 Andrew 2004-03-14
This mod adds the cave of Jhabamirr, a very powerful wizard lord with a vast
cavern complex at his fingers - adds adamantium guards on an island with the
portal to Jhabamirr's cave on it - also adds an empty pod house on the island

and another velothi style house in Azura...

749 Carnithus' Armamentarium
add-on 2 Armor MMH 4-9683 Carnithus 2005-03-16

This is an add-on/update for Carnithus' Armamentarium. It includes new armor,
clothing, weapons, tapestries, dinnerware, equipable lutes, and skooma pipes.

It also moves the Armamentarium out of Mournhold. Carnithus should no
longer equip items (except for robes) that you sell him. Even if he doe...

748 Carnithus' Armamentarium
add-on 1 Armor MMH 4-9673 Carnithus 2005-03-16

This is an add-on for Carnithus' Armamentarium. Three new sets of armor, two
new wing rings, dueling bracers, new weapons (some animated) including a

crossbow and darts, and a cape and mask to accent any armor. There are also
new meshes for Succubus Cuirass, Wraith-kin Helm, and War...

747 Carnithus' Armamentarium Armor MMH 4-7550 Carnithus 2005-03-16
The only EVIL ARMOR MOD you will ever need (besides my add-ons). Carnithus
has become old and tired. Taking a break from looting and plundering, he has

opened a shop in the Mournhold Bazaar to sell his many items that he has
collected over time.    This MOD contains all of...

746 Care for a real challenge? Armor MMH 4-12833 Wigglesrawr 2008-07-27
This mod adds a powerful NPC for to fight, scripted sheath, new set of armor,

and weapon and you have to search for them as they are in Korgenoth or
something like it it is a good light armor and the sheath gos on your back sword

does 75 max   requires both esps credits to keive for scr...

710 Byblos' Armor 300 Armor MMH 4-9078 Byblos 2004-01-07
This mod adds a much needed, opened ebony helm - a recolored version of the

dragonscale helm. Black with gold details and feathers.     You can get a
screenshot at my site at. www.byblosdomain.cjb.net     This ESP adds it to the

game only so youll have to use the...

704 Bug Shields(as seen in game) Armor MMH 4-1609 MasterW3 2009-04-06
The PlugIn you see here adds shields to the game world made from the same
shells that the Ashlanders make their bowls from. You may have thought they
always WOULD have made kewl Shields. Well, this mod adds them, any Bug

Style Bowls that were already in the game were left untouched,

703 Bug Shield Armor MMH 4-9845 Schwaa 2004-11-23
I always thought the bugbowls around the Ashland camps would make good
shields. Now they do. Can be found at a few random armor shops (Caldera,

Vivec) and an Ashlanders camp (the one starting with a U).

702 Bucket Helmet v1.0 Armor MMH 4-11331 Demon Xen 2007-07-01
'Lord Buckethammer' can be found outside the fort in pelagiad. Apparently, he
wasn't let inside. In his possession, he has the only equipable bucket helm in

Morrowind. Enjoy!

696 Breasal's Royal Armor Armor MMH 4-10956 Rhineville 2006-12-30
I've always wanted to add my own type of armor into the game. I remember
trying to find a very regal set of armor a while back, but noticed there's a

defenite lack of armor that a king could be seen wearing. I've recently figured
out how to properly texture, so here's my gift to the modding commu...

693 Bracers of Blinding Strike Armor MMH 4-14334 Midgetalien 2011-07-08 Bracers of Blinding Strike   By Midgetalien   ==========   Disclaimer!  
==========     You may not redistribute this mod.     If this mod cause yo...

683 Boots of Blinding Speed Armor MMH 4-3034 MistyMoon 2009-05-11
This mod changes the Boots of Blinding Speed, instead of blinding you 100%

(constant effect) it's now drains your magica (10% constant effect) to the speed
enchantment for the boots.

682 Boots for beasts Armor MMH 4-7694 MorrowModder 2004-06-30
This mod just adds in tweaked boots for beasts.  They are only the style of the
originals (dewmer, chitin, daedric etc..)    They can be found in various places,

but mainly meldor the armor in balmora has them.    The stats follow their
counterparts, so if y...

681 Bonemold replacer Armor MMH 4-687 Unknown 2009-04-06
Bonemold replacer All credits to: Aaron French (aka Veet) - Deadric helm

http://www.euro-morrowind.com/index.php?section=plugin&code=05&id=2013
Joel A bradock - Paladin armmor

http://mantodea.tygirwulf.com/morrowind.html http://www.euro-morrowind.c...

680 Bonemold Cuirass Replacer
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12839 Petiboy 2008-07-29 This mod replaces the regular bonemold cuirass with a new retextured mesh

with matching icon and ground mesh

679 Bonemold Armorer Armor MMH 4-10281 Rafkutis 2005-12-15 This mod requires "Complete Morrowind" by ~NOBODY~. It adds bonemold
armor making to carpentry menu.

678 Bone Helm Armor MMH 4-13229 Gunslinger1984 2009-02-05 This is a Bone Helm inspired by Diablo II. If you look carefully you can find it in
Falensarano. Enjoy

677 Bols Indalen's Custom
Armors Armor MMH 4-9361 Sendai45 2004-03-22

This mod changes the armor you can recieve from the Craftsman in Mournhold
from the original Adamantium, Ebony, and Glass armors to new CUSTOM
armor! Each type of armor (Adamantium, Ebony, Glass) now has a custom

variation, with superior protection, durability, enchantability and value. All of
th...

675 Blue Ymsidril Armor Armor MMH 4-7044 VagabondAngel 2012-07-25
Originally made as a personal request for KWShipman for his Galith race mod.
Includes a blue handled version of the Ymsidril scimitar mesh. This armour is

not placed in-game; you must either place it with the Construction Set, else use
the console to add it to your inventory during game play.

674 Blue Steel Armor Armor MMH 4-7943 Baratheon79 2003-11-14
Adds blue steel armor to the game. This armor is retextured steel armor, and
offers the same protection. I have included both male and female versions of

the cuirass. To get this armor, go to the Hlaalu Plaza in Vivec and find the NPC
who is wearing a suit of this armor. She has two fu...

673 Blue Royal Armor Armor MMH 4-7273 Godslaw 2012-08-22
Do you like the Royal Guard Armor, but would like to see it in Blue too not just
Red and Green? Well now Blue Royal Guard Armor has come to Mournhold too
not just Green. (see my other mod Green Royal Armor v1.0) Would you Like a

set for yourself well @ Mournhold's Trader it seems Suna...

672 Blue Platemail Armor MMH 4-10468 Yacoby 2006-03-05 Blue Platemail Armor:   This mod adds a set of female Blue Platemail armour to
the armourer in Ald-Ruhn.

671 Blue Glass Gauntlets Armor MMH 4-2996 Smite_Plight 2009-04-29
Blue Glass Gauntlets by Smite_Plight -- Th gauntlets are in seyda neen in the
dirt. Someone must have dropped them , lucky you. This mod was made for

Baphomet so if your not him then I don't know what's going on. This...

670 Blue Glass Armor MMH 4-3161 Martini60 2009-05-12
Blue Glass - README V1.0 Weapons and Armour Made using patched
(1.1.0605) version of Morrowind. Tribunal or Bloodmoon not required.

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/maartin/plugins/ 1. Installation 2. Getting
Started 3. File destinations 4. Modifi...
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663 Blooded Stalhrim Armor MMH 4-14433 Slaanesh the
Corruptor 2012-02-12

So this has been sitting on my HDD for a few months, and today I decided to
write a readMe and release it since I had a few minutes of free time.     ===   --

Blooded Stalhrim--   By Slaanesh the Corruptor   �...

662 Blood Ebony Special Edition
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14734 Elten 2013-05-17

This is a much better version of the retextured red Ebony - Blood Ebony
Weapons and Armour - mixed. Armour is no longer just a modder's resource

(though you can use it as such). There is some in Vivec vaults and Vivec smith-
shops, and Vedam Dren is sporting a new set of Blood Ebony while Tre...

655 Blademaster Armor Armor MMH 4-10801 Westly 2006-09-17
This plugin adds a set of Better Body medium armour (Indoril grade/better) and

an enchanted sword (featuring a beautiful mesh by Phijama, retextured by
myself) to the game of Morrowind.     I have outfitted a Level 25 Redguard

Warrior/Swordmaster with high disposition (Shadra...

652 Blackrazors New Steel
Armour v1.0 Armor MMH 4-2281 Blackrazor 2009-04-24

---------- Title: Blackrazor's New Steel Armour Author: Blackrazor version: 1.0 ----
------ Introduction For all those of you who, like me, can't get enough of
medieval movies featuring lots of swordplay and shiny armours, you are

probably put off by the armours...

651 Blackrazor's New Steel
Armour Armor MMH 4-1571 Blackrazor 2009-04-06

For all those of you who, like me, can't get enough of medieval movies featuring
lots of swordplay and shiny armours, you are probably put off by the armours in

(stock) morrowind. They have cruddy textures and look like they'd offer very
little protection. Heck, imho, they don't look ...

648 Black robe, tunic and armor
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12319 Cerebrecl 2013-03-14

What does the plugin add? -A black robe (which is a black reskinned version of
the red expensive robe. -A black tunic (reskinned tribunal tunic) -Black

exquisite pants (just an "exquisite" version of the expensive black pants) -
"Raven Armour" (which is in essence black r...

645 Black Heart Armor Armor MMH 4-1 TheSiriusSnape 2010-11-09
This mod adds Canadian Ice's Queen of Hearts armor in a shiny 'patent leather'
black, a set of matching weapons and shield, a matching storage trunk, 5 sets

of hair/masks, 5 sets of wigs w/out masks, and a new NPC... -...

644 Black Heart Armor Armor MMH 4-1721 Sirius Snape 2009-04-06
This mod adds Canadian Ice's Queen of Hearts armor in a shiny 'patent leather'
black, a set of matching weapons and shield, a matching storage trunk, 5 sets

of hair/masks, 5 sets of wigs w/out masks, and a new NPC.

643 Black Glass Armor Set Armor MMH 4-14166 Kalian 2010-11-28
This mod adds new armor - Black Glass. You can find this armor in Ghostgate,
Tower of Dusk Lower Level. You can buy it from Dronos Llervu. And yeah, you

need a lot of money, this glass is expensive. Changelog: 1.0 - initial relase.

642 Black Bear Armor v1.2 Armor MMH 4-1881 philgrw 2009-04-06
This mod adds a set of Black Bear Fur Armor to Alusaron in the Foreign

Quarter Plaza in Vivec. Bloodmoon is not required. To install, simply place the
files in the corresponding folders. Please report any bugs, errors, or weak

points to me at philgrw@yahoo.com Thanks for downloadi...

641 Black Adamantium Armor Set
v2.0 Armor MMH 4-5816 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-06

This mod contains the Black Adamantium Armor set for the male warrior. The
Black set is approximately halfway between in stats from the default

Adamantium armor and Daedric armor. These files are mod'ded versions of the
Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks Find the small island in th...

636 Big Pauldrons Armor MMH 4-13749 Rellac 2009-11-23
Adds several large pauldrons. I have created one for each armour type that

already has a pauldron. I have tweaked the "Warcraft Orc Pauldrons" by
e1team, and have included those as the orc pauldrons. To find them, simply go
to Meldor in Balmora (Armourer), and buy them. They're also in a crate be...

623 Better Eleidon's Ward Armor MMH 4-11040 donselaar 2007-02-04
The hardest shield to find, and it's very bad.  This mod makes it better, that's

all.  The base armor points are still the same. Changelog: v2.2 – Replaced
original Eleidon's spell, so its mouse-over display in the Museum in Mournhold

is correct. Reduced the encha...

622 Better Daedric Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12108 Reavance 2012-12-31 This mod changes the models for Daedric Armor to BB 2.x compatible versions.

620 Better Armor Values Armor MMH 4-12495 friendshoe 2008-01-26
Ever get tired of having to choose between a good looking armor and one that

ACTUALLY protects you? Well those days have come to an end. This mod
changes the ratings on over 200 pieces of armor, so you can now wear armor

for how it looks. NOTE: Glass is still the best light, Indoril the medium, a...

619 Better Armor & Toddtest Armor MMH 4-6820 Jobush 2011-12-09 Adds a Strong Feather and A healing Armor plus Increases the amount of
money toddtest has

618 Bethaliz's Lefemm Armor
v2.1 Armor MMH 4-12280 Bethaliz 2013-03-05

Recoloured and retextured versions of the Official Bethesda Lefemm Plugin.
Contains 8 different cuirasses, most with matching greaves, pauldrons,

gauntlets and helms. Others have matching skirts.

617 Bethaliz's Lefemm Armor
v2.0 Armor MMH 4-15146 Bethaliz 2014-01-08

Version 2.0 Clean Bethaliz's Lefemm Armor This version changes all the stats of
the armor so they are not too powerful, it balances out the wieght of the

imperial and ivy chain so they are medium armor and makes the Bold armor
heavy, and removes any enchantments on the armor. I have also pla...

611 Become an Ordinator Armor MMH 4-7552 Shadow 2004-05-19
This mod allows the player to convert ordinator armor to allow it to be worn in

front of ordinators.  This can be done via an ordinator outside the Foreign
Quarter.  He can convert 1 set (Curiass and Helmet) of armor.     Currently,

only the regular Ordinator and...

609 Beast leggings set 3 Armor MMH 4-9160 dragonheart 2004-01-28 The snow wolf leggings can be found in uncle sweet....    The snow bear
leggings can be found in the Skaal village

608 Beast leggings set 2 Armor MMH 4-9159 dragonheart 2004-01-28 The same merchants now sell dark brotherhood,adamintium and Royal Gaurd
legings.

607 Beast leggings set 1 Armor MMH 4-9158 Dragonheart 2004-01-28
This mod adds beast leggings that beast races can wear since thaey cant wear

boots.One merchant is in Seyda neen,another in Khuul and another in Maar
gan.    The Daedric leggings are in Zergo....

606 Beast Leggings Armor Armor MMH 4-7858 N. Horohov 2003-11-01
Many armor types (21 in total) have been given an extra piece called the

'Leggings' which only covers the lower leg part of the model, allowing for beast
races to wear them.    Many of the pieces were added to the random loot tables,

but not all.

605 BB ROGUE FEM ARMOR
FINAL Armor MMH 4-1627 Unknown 2009-04-06

604 BB Leather & Chain Armor MMH 4-2398 Baratheon79 2009-04-24
The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: BB Leather & Chain Version 1.0 by

Baratheon79 **Note: Requires BETTER BODIES v2.0 or higher (Version 2.1 or
higher is strongly recommended.)

603 Battleshields Light v1.0 Armor MMH 4-7241 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-13 Adds a new set of Light and Medium shields to the game . Once again , at
Arrilles in Seyda Neen

602 Battleshields Armor MMH 4-7204 Cutthroat Mods 2012-08-04 A selection of reworked Iron shields .
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533
Baldurians Transparent
Glassarmors+Shields +

Fullhelm + detailed Armor
Version

Armor MMH 4-14282 Baldurian 2011-04-18
Baldurians Transparent Glassarmors+Shields + Fullhelm + detailed Armor

Version.     Now the glassparts of the glassarmors are transparently and have
glowmaps.     This mod replaces meshes and textures.   It's esp less.   Thanks to

Dar...

532
Baldurians perfect Masque of

Clavicus Vile artifact
Replacer

Armor MMH 4-14515 Baldurian 2012-07-15
This mod replaces the Masque of Clavicus Vile artifact with new high-res

textures and very pretty models inspired by the Masque from Oblivion.   This
mod is esp less.

531 Baldurians perfect ebony mail
artifact Replacer Armor MMH 4-14512 Baldurian 2012-07-13 This mod replaces the ebony mail artifact with new high-res textures and very

pretty models.   This mod is esp less.

530 Baldurians perfect daedric
Armor Replacer Armor MMH 4-6743 Baldurian 2011-06-14

This mod replaces the daedric cuirass with  new high-res textures and very
pretty models.   Thanks to McMuffin.   Thanks to Bahamut for your endurance
und your tutorial for boneweighting.   !!!I've added the missing icons and fixed

the texturebug.!!!

529 Baldurians Helm of Oreyn
Bearclaw Artifact Replacer Armor MMH 4-14269 Baldurian 2011-04-04 This mod replaces meshes and textures.   It's esp less.   Now the Helm has

sharper textures, more tooth at the underjaw and a little glossy effect.

525 Baladac the Ghost Armor MMH 4-9079 Evil-XBox 2004-01-07
Baladac was a Dwarven adventurer. He made his way across Tamriel, exploring
and making notes on his vast experience. When he finally arrived at his home,
Bthuand, he came in for a rude awakening. Now you will set his spirit free, and

uncover his weapons.

519 Azurian War Armor (public) Armor MMH 4-6422 Misty Moon 2010-03-16
This adds the Azurian War Armor (AR=50) to Morrowind, you find it in Sensus
and Excise Office Cellar. There is no quest or anything so if you want to use it
you have to use it like it is.     You just have to find the key to the chest. (if you

try to open it with out the key,...

518 Azurian War Armor (public) Armor MMH 4-5672 Misty Moon 2011-08-15
The Elder Scrolls III - MORROWIND Mod Name: Azurian War Armor (public)
Version Number: 1.0 Category: Armor Requires: Morrowind / Better Bodies
Modder: Misty Moon Modder Contact: ajs@home.se Credits & Thanks to:

Bethesda, for Morrowind and there offic...

517 Azurian War Armor Armor MMH 4-3033 MistyMoon 2009-05-11
This adds the Azurian War Armor (AR=50) to Morrowind, you find it in Census
and Excise Office Cellar. There is no quest or anything so if you want to use it

you have to use it like it is. You just have to find the key to the chest. (If you try
to open it with out the key, you are doing it on your...

516 Azura's Armor v1.0 beta Armor MMH 4-1394 ValsFan 2009-04-06
This might be the armor mod from hell, the icons arent masked, I used bracers
instead of gauntlets, the boots have no feet on them, and THIS IS NOT MADE
FOR BETTER BODIES OF ANY KIND, I dont know if it will work with them,

youll just have to try it. NO I will not make a version for better bodies....

515 aztec armor gold temple Armor MMH 4-957 Unknown 2009-04-06
aztec armor + temple [ashland region 0,-5]north of seyda-neen Requirements:

Morrowind III: The Elder Scrolls.tribunal,bloodmoon Installation: Unzip directly
into your data, Morrowind directory. have fun, resourse,[every thing...

514 Azriel the Merchant Armor MMH 4-12228 Andy! 2013-02-21
Azriel the merchant: This is my first mod for Morrowind. This represents my

first attempts at incorporating some of my favorite influences into Morrowind.
Much of this mod is anime influenced. A screen is included which shows all that

this mod adds to Morrowind. To su...

510 Avyth Fyr (Daedric Armor) Armor MMH 4-12984 Andrei 2008-10-22
mod adiciona o npc Avyth Fyr, irmão de Dyvaith Fyr.     mod em versão teste,
leia o read me para mais informações.     as estruturas daedricas nas screens

foram afetadas por texturas não inclusas nesse arquivo.

509 Avenger's Female Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-5702 Avenger 2011-10-02 AVENGER'S female armor An ElderScrolls III - Morrowind Plugin Created by:
Avenger Copyright Information: All things Morrowind and Elder Scro...

508 Avarnal Sword Armor MMH 4-8714 Daykin 2003-03-19
Adds a tomb with Avarnal the Sword.   The tomb is up on the big hill behind the
Pawn Shop in Balmora    Avarnal 1.1 fixed a few thing like one of the stairways
was not lined up with the uper floor and the hall was sticking out in to the main

room

507 Autumn Shield Armor MMH 4-7955 Bart Notelaers 2003-11-14
Last night's storm blew a rare object into the town of Suran. If you've got keen
eyes, try to find it without help. If you can't find it, the readme file contains a

riddle that will help. Maybe. Retextured shield with unique attributes. Not over-
powered, i like beautiful simplicity.

503 Atrox's Legacy 'Lite' Armor MMH 4-15240 Hellwolve 2014-08-31
Here it is, Atrox's Legacy Lite. Nine outfits and one set of weapons. Enjoy. And

don't forget to check back now and then, to see if Atrox's Legacy has been
released This one adds the following: A full set of Deathdealer armor A full set

of Sicarian armor

493 Assassin's Leather Armor MMH 4-10020 Redguard_Slayer 2005-07-11
This mod adds the Assassin's Leather Outfit to the game, the outfit is based off

the "underwear" for Dark Elf females from Lineage 2. Made using NioLiv's
Meshes. I made it as both armor, and clothing so you are able to choose which

way you would rather use it.

491 Assassin's Answered Prayer Armor MMH 4-8246 Patryn 2002-07-19

490 Aspirilis Boots Armor MMH 4-7651 Kaghouz 2005-04-06
The armorer Meldor in Balmora has a new unique pair of boots. The boots

look's like Bonemold Boot's. But if you put the boots on you are beeing able to
run in the air. (Constant Effect, Levitate).

485 Ashlandic Marauder Armor Armor MMH 4-13127 Melchior Dahrk 2008-12-30
Here is Abishpulu Addarnat's description of the armor: "Duru-Balsan is

bonemold armor which is used primarily by ashlanders back on the mainland in
raiding parties; It literally means "Bone Darkness" and refers to the bone and

ebony used in it's making. Ebony is less common in the few Ashlands wh...

479 Ashland Bonemold Armor Armor MMH 4-2046 Godslaw 2009-04-06     The Elder Scrolls III           MORROWIND:     Ashland Bonemold Armor v1.0
Plugin    By Godslaw & Black Death Productions, UnLtd -[BDP]- �...

478 Ash Mail Armor Armor MMH 4-9032 Steven Moors 2003-12-22
This adds 1 textured set of ash mail armor to an ex-noble in an unknown

location.   Some may notice that the armor is similar in appearence to one of
Aragorn's amors of lord of the rings, trust me, pure coincidence. I made this

armor b4 seeing the armor from return of the k...

477 Ash Glass Redux 1.0 Armor MMH 4-1395 T_nilc 2009-04-06
This is a modification to my Ash Glass mod made for my personal use. I

retextured the Lord's Mail for my cuirass and retextured Royal Gauntlets for
the gauntlets. I also removed the green tint on the ash glass and slightly

retextured a head.

476 Ash Glass 1.0 Armor MMH 4-1384 T'nilc 2009-04-06
This mod adds red glass armor and weapons called ash glass. Only the glass
portions are recolored red, the rest of the armor/weapons are the same color
they were before. Only the color has been changed. The armor and weapons

stats are the same as glass. I added an orc ...

472 Asent - Aundae Sentinel
Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14664 Kieve 2013-04-25

Ornate armor suitable for the ancient undeads taste. No longer shall I let this
stagnate on my drive, languishing amidst the shambles of a mod unfinished.

Nay, good folks, tis yours for the taking! Enjoy. And of course, read the readme.
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449
Arthas' Armor and

Frostmourne Morrowind
Edition v1.0

Armor MMH 4-12324 Bahamut 2013-03-14
[color=#ff0000]REQUIRES BLOODMOON[/color] About this mod: Yet another
Morrowind conversion of jojjo's great work, with added some stuff that original
author missed. Finding the armor: No playing with concole this time, you can

find container-helmet in the to...

448
Arthas' Armor and

Frostmourne Morrowind
Edition

Armor MMH 4-13975 Bahamut 2010-06-08
Arthas' Armor and Frostmourne for Morrowind     REQUIRES BLOODMOON    
About this mod:   Yet another Morrowind conversion of jojjo's great work, with

added some stuff that original author missed.     Finding the armor:  ...

445 Armour Sets Armor MMH 4-13030 Trunksbomb 2008-11-21
This mod adds in 21 misc items that allow you to equip all pieces of an armour

at once. Equip one item rather than clicking on every piece in the set. Very
handy, I'd say. There is a merchant set up outside of Balmora on the path to

Fort Moonmoth.     &...

444 Armory of Icewind Dale,
Morrowind Edition! Armor MMH 4-14329 Slaanesh the

Corruptor 2011-07-03
Armory of Icewind Dale, Morrowind Edition!          By lhammonds,

JadedWarlord                  Downgraded by Slaanesh the Corruptor                    
 ...

443 ArmorBelts Armor MMH 4-7554 Aoleleb 2005-07-08
This Mod adds a nord merchant to Arrille's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen. He sells

Armor Belts, enchanted belts that create an entire set of armor when worn.
Having acquired the armor he will need for the rest of his life, he has found

that he no longer has a use for the belts and is...

442 Armor Revision Armor MMH 4-7410 Agent Pickle 2002-05-30
This mod changes the armor ratings of most all of the armors available in

Morrowind.  Lower rating armors are improved across the board.  Given the
existence of the armor skills it seemed unnecessary to have such a dramatic

difference between low quality and high-end...

441 Armor Re-Balancing Project
v2.1 Armor MMH 4-14273 Devlor 2013-04-08

This all-inclusive mod is the full version of my Armor Re-Balancing Project,
complete with all dependent files & merged into one .ESP. If you have

downloaded this file (which weighs in at about 7.5 MB compressed), you do not
need any of my other Armor Re-Balancing mods, nor should any other of th...

440 Armor project patch Armor MMH 4-11115 Grendel Prime 2007-03-07
This is a simple patch that spreads out the various armors from Fliggerty's

armor project. No longer will armor pieces be found in just bandit loot, now you
can find NPC's wearing the stuff, dwemmer ruins now will contain pieces,

skeletons, bonelords and bonewalkers will also have some on them, c...

439 Armor of Valshea Armor MMH 4-6948 Jeremy McGuinn 2012-07-09
This plugin adds a new set of light armor: "The Armor of Valshea". You'll find a
new book at Caius Cosades in Balmora. "Valshea - A Tale of Misery and Woe".

Just read it....

438 Armor of the fallen aedra
V2.0 Armor MMH 4-1997 punk59 2009-04-06 No Read me textures only

437 Armor of the Daedric
Ancestors Armor MMH 4-7271 Sirius Snape 2012-08-22

This mod adds a silver and grey set of Daedic armor and all 3 helms hidden in
Vvardenfell. The lore in the readme is not only entertaining, but will give you
all the clues you need to find this unique set of armor. This mod includes the

female armor sets for Armor of the Daedric Ance...

435 Armor Hunters v1.5 Armor MMH 4-598 DarkOneVenzar 2009-04-06
Armor Hunters is a mod for Morrowind that adds a few new retextured armor
sets. A few of the pieces are powerful but I believe them to be balanced. I will

also be adding more wepaons and armor at a later date. Also included are some
buyable display stands for your armor. There ar...

434 Armor Hunters v1.2 Armor MMH 4-607 DarkOneVenzar 2009-04-06
Armor Hunters is a mod for Morrowind that adds a few new retextured armor

sets. A few of the pieces are powerful but I believe them to be balanced. This is
version 1.0 but I will be adding female cuirass versions in the future so this

mod is not complete. I will also be adding more wepaons a...

433 Armor Hunters v1.1 Armor MMH 4-965 Unknown 2009-04-06 Extract this to your Data Files folder.txt Armor Hunters v1.1.exe

432 Armor Hunters v1.0 Armor MMH 4-785 DarkOneVenzar 2009-04-06
Armor Hunters is a mod for Morrowind that adds a few new retextured armor

sets. A few of the pieces are powerful but I believe them to be balanced. This is
version 1.0 but I will be adding female cuirass versions in the future so this

mod is not complete. I will also be adding more wepaons a...

431 Armor Fix Armor MMH 4-9549 Varg
'Euthanasiologist' 2004-04-28

Fixes inconsistencies in armor specifications and improves realism, making
significally more sensible choice between armor types for almost all stages of
the game, from iron/chain/leather to glass/indoril/daedric.  A lot of corrections

made in directions of realism and balance,...

430 Armor Compilation Armor MMH 4-12533 Wierdoom, Quorn 2008-02-13
!! I did not make these models. They are used with the permission of their

creator, Quorn!!     This mod compiles all of Quorn's armor and weapon
resources into one file, and adds them into the leveled lists so they fit in

seamlessly with the game. You DO NOT need Quorn's ori...

429 Armor Belts Armor MMH 4-7497 onerail78 2005-05-14
This mod adds 9 special belts to Morrowind. When equipped, these belts give

you a full set of armor. When you take the belt off the armor vanishes.  You can
not remove any piece of the armor without removing the belt. You will also have

to take the belt off to barter or use an ...

428 Armor 300 v3.5 Armor MMH 4-14871 Byblos 2013-07-16
Objective - A often updated mod that will try to complete all sets of armor. Adds
new Ebony Opened helm and Ebony Gauntlets which are added to the random

ebony weapon Leveled List Adds complete Shalk Armor Set which can be found
in leveled containers, lowest level for a piece is 10.

427 Armis of Cymric v2.0 Armor MMH 4-7192 Miles Acraeus 2012-08-04
I designed this mod for those who would like a little more variety with unique
armors, who love the look of Orcish Mail, and would like to revisit the their

battle with the legendary Umbra. This mod adds several unique pieces of armor
to your game, via Meldor in Balmora. These items ca...

426 Armis of Cymric v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14652 Miles Acraeus 2013-04-24
* Is this for me? sure, what the hell do you have to lose? I designed this for a
minimum level of 30 (tested with my 28 level Nord warrior). * What is this? I
designed this mod for those who would like a little more variety with unique

armors, who love the look of...

424 Arkeylan Armour Armor MMH 4-12694 Arkeyla 2008-04-27
There are special chests hidden throughout the world, each containing an item
of one of ten sets of clothing/armour. There is one set of heavy, two of medium,
three clothing, and four light with varing Ac, cash worth and enchanting values.

Your search begins with a mysterious book on the table of...

423 Arkeylan Armor 2 Armor MMH 4-13117 Arkeyla 2008-12-28
This mod contains the pieces of seven sets of Better Bodies armor and clothing
scattered around Vvardenfell in easily recognisable chests. Four of the sets also

have male versions.     During your wanderings about Caldera, you will come
across a small addon to a house that w...

420 Argony Armor Complete Armor MMH 4-11197 Evil Weevil 2007-04-18
This mod completes the suit of Argony Armor found in Cyrax's wonderful mod
Argony Armor. Cyrax made the Greaves, Right/Left Pauldron, Groin Armor and

Right/left Clavicle. Evil Weevil made the Boots, Beast Boots, Right/Left
Gantlets, Curiass, Open/Closed Helms, and Shield.



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

419 Argony Armor Armor MMH 4-11113 Cyrax 2007-03-07
This is my first retexture mod and first mod, I am posting for the public     This

mod adds Argony armor in the game - retextured pieces of glass armour.    
There are 6 pieces: Greaves, Right/Left Pauldron, "Groin Armor" and Right/left

Shoulder.  <...

417 Argonian Hist Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12309 Helios, Ral-Jiktar 2013-03-11
You can Buy Armor made from Argonians. Find the closes Argonian Who sells
Armor, or go to the Argonian Mission in Ebon Heart. You will need Tribunal to

play. www.rpgplanet.com/morrowind/ral-jiktar

416 Argonian Armor Sets v1.3 Armor MMH 4-6413 quorn 2010-03-01
This adds an NPC to the Argonian Mission in Ebonheart that sells Crabshell,

Fishscale, Leafweave, and Barkwoven equipment from Black Marsh. Leafweave
is a material that once prepared is resilient and tough, used in armor for
flexibility, and in weapons for it's edge. Crabshell is crafted from the...

415 Argonian Armor Sets Armor MMH 4-13870 quorn 2010-03-01
This adds an NPC to the Argonian Mission in Ebonheart that sells Crabshell,

Fishscale, Leafweave, and Barkwoven equipment from Black Marsh.
 Leafweave is a material that once prepared is resilient and tough, used in

armor for flexibility, and in weapons for it's edge.  Crabshell is craf...

414 Argento, Silver Blade of Light Armor MMH 4-7692 Saiko 2004-06-25
Well, ive been playing morrowind for a while now and I have seen some great

plugins, so I decided to make my own, starting with a weapon plugin since they
seemed easy enough. However, I soon realized I wasn't just content with

redoing a few stats. I couldn't just put such a ...

407 Archers Leather Armor Armor MMH 4-1846 WizBang 2009-04-06 Adds a new light armor to a vacant pod in Sadrith Mora.

401 AOF Illuminated Armor Armor MMH 4-14822 AnOldFriend 2013-06-14
Aof's Illuminated Armor adds refectivity to Adamantium, Daedric, Glass and

Indoril armors. It can be used with vanilla textures, but AnOldFriend
recommended using Darknut's Armor textures

398 Antique Dwemer Diver Gear Armor MMH 4-11641 korean77777 2007-11-14
This adds a knife, helmet, bracers, and cuirass to the game and can be found in
seyda neen in a barrel. This is my 2nd modeling attempt ever, so dont expect

much. Changelog:made the file size smaller

382 Ancient Proving Grounds Armor MMH 4-8262 CyprusRaven 2002-07-22

380 Ancient Indoril Armor Armor MMH 4-15283 Cythus 2014-10-21 ~ANCIENTINDORIL ~ARMOR~ Ok guys, What this does is adds the Ancient
Indoril Armor to a chest behind Vivec's Temple at the bott...

379 Ancient Crusader Shield Armor MMH 4-10062 .DvD 2005-08-04
This is my first attempt at modeling. I wanted to make an old and worn looking

shield that looks like one that was used in the crusades. I think it came out
pretty well.     I've made it for low level characters because I've heard some

complaints  about the la...

378 Ancient Bronze Armor v1.1 Armor MMH 4-15145
Kissimurra AKA

Bajamaja = Hjalmar
Mill

2014-01-08
This mod adds the Ancient Bronze armor to Vvardenfell. The Bronze armor is

an armor made out of High quality Bronze and it has been magically enhanced
for good protection. The armor was used by the Skyrim troops during the end

of the Second Era. Somehow a Nord named Tandurr has come across a...

365 Amethyst Armour Armor MMH 4-9246 VagabondAngel 2004-02-23
2 sets of Amethyst armour and weapons. Basically recoloured glass armour

with slighly higher health, AR, and enchantment but also slightly heavier than
glass. Same for the weapons. Can be found in Bal Fell and Kogoruhn (see

readme).    Some updates and fixes done here in t...

364 Amethyst Armor Armor MMH 4-7046 VagabondAngel 2012-07-25
2 sets of Amethyst armour and weapons. Basically recoloured glass armour

with slighly higher health, AR, and enchantment but also slightly heavier than
glass. Same for the weapons. Can be found in Bal Fell and Kogoruhn (see

readme). Some updates and fixes done here in this version incl...

362 Amberite Armor Distribution Armor MMH 4-2068 Alkanphel 2009-04-06
Ninjas in Amber (Well, it's unique isnt it?) By Alkanphel Hello, and thank you

for downloading my mod! This is the product of well over 40 hours of tweaking
and learning. Your new life among the l33t as h311 n1nj@$ begins in Seyda

Neen and a shady orc. Speak to him at your ow...

361 Amazon War Boots 1.1 Armor MMH 4-15631 Durgoth 2018-06-29
This mod adds the first part of the Amazon Full Plate Mail: 5 Slips 2 Tops 15

Boots. They are available in 3 Shops: 1) Balmora-Meldor 2) Caldera-Hodlismod
3) Suran-Garothmuk groMuzgub Requires Better Bodies 2.0+

360 Amazon War Boots 1.0 Armor MMH 4-2288 DURGOTH 2009-04-24
Amazon War Boots Version 1.0 Requires Better Bodies 2.0+ This mod adds the

first part of the Amazon Full Plate Mail. 5 Slips 2 Tops 15 Boots . They are
available in 3 Shops. 1.)Balmora-Meldor  2.)Caldera-Hodlismod  3.)Suran-

Garothmuk groMuzgub

359 Amazon War Boots Armor MMH 4-9865 Durgoth 2004-10-26
This mod adds the first part of the Amazon Full Plate Mail (new meshes and
textures): 5 Slips, 2 Tops, 15 Boots. They are available in three shops:    1)
Balmora: Meldor  2) Caldera: Hodlismod  3) Suran: Garothmuk groMuzgub

 Cleaned with Tesame.

358 Amazon Tops v1.0 Armor MMH 4-5701 Cenobite 2011-10-02
This mod adds 5 cuirass tops to the game.  The colors, design, and stats are

intended to compliment the Amazon armor mods made by Durgoth --
specifically, Amazon War Boots 1.0 and Amazon Platemail Greaves 2.0, since

those are the only ones released to date.  I refuse to call this an "Am...

357 Amazon Platemail Greaves
2.0 Armor MMH 4-740 DURGOTH 2009-04-06

Requires Better Bodies 2.0+ This mod adds the second part of the Amazon Full
Plate Mail. 5 Greaves 3 Boots . They are available in 3 Shops. 1.)Balmora-

Meldor   2.)Caldera-Hodlismod   3.)Suran-Garothmuk groMuzgub

356 Amazon Platemail Greaves
1.0 Armor MMH 4-559 DURGOTH 2009-04-06

Requires Better Bodies 2.0+ This mod adds the second part of the Amazon Full
Plate Mail. 5 Greaves 3 Boots . They are available in 3 Shops. 1.)Balmora-

Meldor   2.)Caldera-Hodlismod   3.)Suran-Garothmuk groMuzgub

346 Alleyway Trader Mod for
Balmora Armor MMH 4-8850 Cerpher 2003-06-04

In Balmora, a door is placedr on the back of the Fighter's Guild. in the alleyway.
   Inside you will find  a smuggler named J'ai Toran.  He sells Daedric, Dwarven,

 Ebony,  Glass, Indoril, Imperial Chain, Imperial Plate and Orcish.  He als...

338 Alir Armor MMH 4-7782 Jim 2003-09-01
Alir Ibikin is an ancient noble, cursed to wander the frozen shores of Solstheim
forever.  His only escape is through death.  Are you strong enough to help him?

   See readme for info.

337 Aleanne's Armor and Clothing
2 Armor MMH 4-7132 Aleanne 2012-07-29

This mod is a follow up of my previous mod "Aleanne Armor and Clothes". You
will need that one in order to make this work. It consist of various pieces of

female armor and clothes, most are a bit skimpy, so consider yourself warned.
Features : Volliandrium Armor :...

336 Aleanne Armor and Clothes 1 Armor MMH 4-7133 Aleanne 2012-07-29
This mod adds a vendor in the Tel Vos services tower. This vendor sells: One
suit of heavy armor (greaves, cuirass, boots, pauldrons, bracers) One suit of
medium armor (greaves, cuirass, boots, pauldrons, bracers) One suit of light

armor (only cuirass and boots). <...

315 Akavirian Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-6058 Ronin 2012-01-29
This mod adds two sets of retextured armor, one inspired by samurai armor and

the other ninja and 6 retextured Japanese weapons. I've called it Akavirian
Armor so it could fit in with the lore. Adds many retextured meshes, 6 different

cuirasses, I've included 2 new retextured katanas, ...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

313 Aitrus Glass Helms fixed Armor MMH 4-15282 CrazyGreggy, Aitrus 2014-10-17
When Aitrus released his Glass Helm resource he set the texture filepaths to an

absolute address ( c:\program files etc ). While this is fine and will work for
people with the same location for their Morrowind install , it won't work for

anyone else . I reassigned the affected paths to textures\a...

310 AI (Aduls Leggings) Armor MMH 4-15500 Adul 2017-07-22 Adul's Leggings version 2.05 1) Installation 2) Description 3) Item list 4)
Specifics 5) Contact 1) INSTALLATION: Unzip all file...

304 Aged Cephalopod Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14914 Mr. Malcontent 2013-08-11
This plugin contains a set of black bonemold/Cephalopod based light armor &
clothing that I reskinned for personal use. Nothing unbalancing or off the wall,
simply a decent set of Black/white/gold colored clothing and armor. I thought it

rather odd that in the land of dark elves there was a serio...

303 Aged Cephalopod Armor v1 Armor MMH 4-12070 Mr. Malcontent 2012-12-09
This plugin contains a set of black bonemold/Cephalopod based light armor &

clothing. Nothing unbalancing or off the wall, simply a decent set of
Black/white/gold colored clothing and armor. The outfit can be found in an old

buried barrel on the south-end of the Sadrith Mora docks. if ...

302 Aged Cephalopod Armor fixed
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-12333 Mr_Malcontent,

Daedric_Cat 2013-03-14
This plugin contains a set of black bonemold/Cephalopod based light armor &
clothing that I reskinned for personal use. Nothing unbalancing or off the wall,
simply a decent set of Black/white/gold colored clothing and armor. I thought it

rather odd that in the land of dark elves there was a serio...

299 Aegis Armor v1.0 Armor MMH 4-14640 IcyShadows 2013-04-20
Aegis Armor Plugin; Author-IcyShadows Well, like many, I was unsatisfied with

the overall amount/quality of the built-in armor. Seeing as my character was
specialist in heavy-type armors, I made a custom suit that I thought was more

fitting to the character. Upon showing it off, I was ...

297 Aedric Steel v1.2 Armor MMH 4-2099 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea 2009-04-06 Aedric steel armor: I have things set the way I like them. This plug-in, however,

is intended for other modders who want a set of armor to add to a mod.

296 Aedric Huntress Armor MMH 4-1065 Unknown 2009-04-06

295 Aedric Armor Reborn v1.0 Armor MMH 4-1229 Joel Braddock aka
Mantodea, Lochnarus 2009-04-06

A modification by lochnarus This plugin adds Mantodea's excellent Aedric
Armor set to the place known as Ald Redanyia, upon the altar, the same of
which upon lays the Bittercup. Simply a mod to add the armor to the game,

which the original did not.

294 Aedric Armor Hunt Armor MMH 4-14950 Unknown 2013-08-29
When I downloaded the Aedric Armor, I was a tad disspointed it wasnt already
in the game. It was too expensive for my character to afford, so I decided to put

each piece of armor in various areas on Vvardenfell.

289 Advanced Dwemer Armor Armor MMH 4-1851 SAHARDOOM aka
Dalibor B. 2009-04-06

ADVANCED DWEMER ARMOR by SAHARDOOM ( Dalibor B. ) This is a little
test armor that i retextured using Bethesda meshes, and textures by Sale. Buy

the armor from Demona at Balmora Temple. You can use this armor in your
mod just g...

288 Adrianna's Outfit v1.0 Armor MMH 4-11798 kalikut 2012-11-09
This plugin adds an outfit based on Adrianna's armor from Baldur's Gate. It

includes a full, light armor set & a partial clothing set. The esp has been
cleaned and tested. The items can be found in a Hollow Tree Stump in the

outskirts of Seyda Neen.

285 Adamantium Skeleton Armor MMH 4-8780 Neo 2003-06-03
This is a mod based on wolverine's adamantium skeleton from X-Men.     All of
the armour appears invisible, to appear under the skin, and still holds on to its
weapon resistance as if you were wearing it normally.  All of the weights stay

the same.    &#...

284 Adamantium Shields v1.0 Armor MMH 4-2982 dongle 2009-04-25
Adamantium Round Shield by dongle Adds Adamantium Round Shields for sale

at Balmora Fighters Guild: Wayn, and Caldera: Hodlismod Armorer. You are
free to use this in any Morrowind project you wish...

283 Adamantium Shields Armor MMH 4-1265 Turjan 2009-04-06 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Adamantium Shields Plugin by Turjan
Index: 1. Installation 2. Playin...

282 Adamantium Helm of Tohan
Replace Armor MMH 4-7913 Adul, Starcon5, Holy

Knight 2003-10-21
Adds a cool looking visor to the old Tohan mesh. Screenshot in file    A HUGE
thanks goes out to Adul for making the amazing mesh and first releasing it to
the public. He also made the new Icon    Also a big thanks to Starcon5 For the

texture and mesh fix that sa...

281 Adamantium Crate Armor MMH 4-15604 obiwanbenlarrykenobi 2018-03-27
Adds a crate to Salothran Ancestral tomb that contains full Adamantium armor,
and has an Adamantium helm on top of it. It's far west and slightly north of Ald

Ruhn. The crate itself should not be difficult to find; it's on the lowest level.
HOWEVER, there are four undead and one daedra...

280 Adamantium Black Armor
Recolored Textures Armor MMH 4-15091 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-05 These files *REPLACE* the texture files from the Black Adamantium Plugin

EM_B_Adamantium.ZIP. Some preferred a deeper black color.

279 Adamantium Armor by
Bethesda (Modified) Armor MMH 4-15090 Elric_Melnibone,

Bethesda Softworks 2013-12-05
This mod contains the original Adamantium Armor ESP file by Bethesda

Softworks which has been modified to include the female version of the armor.
In order to use this modifed version, you already HAVE TO HAVE the Bethesda

version installed. All this does is add the female NIF...

278 Adamantium Armor (Deutsch) Armor MMH 4-11610 tek_604 2007-10-22
German version of the official Adamantium Armor plugin.     * Requires original
plugin install *   * Requires German version of Morrowind *     Simply overwrite

the original esp with the version included here.

277 AD & D Armor Armor MMH 4-7934 AIRelemental 2003-10-27
This mod adds: the Mail of Luck, Breastplate of Command, and Plate of the

Deep from Dungeons and Dragons to the game.  To buy, visit the new NPC at
Hlaalu Council Manor in Balmora  Look for more D&D Mods to come,

eventually a conversion if there's interest . . .

247 A Whole New Shade of Glass Armor MMH 4-11728 Luminar 2012-10-03
This mod adds new colours of Glass Armour to the game. They are available
from Meldor, the armourer in Balmora (Except for White Glass). You can ask

him about the differences between the pieces of armour. It also adds new
pieces of Raw Glass, the alchemical ingredient. These are available from Na...

246 A Tribute to Jeremy McGuinn
2.0 Armor MMH 4-726 fonecokid 2009-04-06

A tribute to Jeremy Mcguinn!V2.0 Plain Armor replacer Ebony replacer =
Knights of the Leopard (m) (Previous iron rep, dont use both unless You want to

have 2 sets of diff armmor with same look) Steel rep2 = Knights of the Circle
(m) (previous Netch rep, same rec...

245 A tribute to Jeremy -
Alternate Esp v2 Armor MMH 4-702 Unknown 2009-04-06

A tribute to Jeremy Mcguinn! New esp. V2 Use these esp instead of previous
v1, allow Imp.esp to replace previous 1 (Fixed a missin g body part fa on right

imperail pauldron) 1st You need the original sets from Jeremy Mcguinn

222
[New] Lich King Armor and
Sword {Non-Bloodmoon}

Version.
Armor MMH 4-13775 Prozinhubr 2009-12-04

//{NEW VERSION! v1.1}     Hi people, this is my first mod!   Sorry for my bad
english, i'm from Brazil.     It's a Lich King's Complete Armor that don't need

Bloodmoon or Tribunal.     The Armor and Frostmourne, are in "Seyd...


